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During the- post year Lon Bmnett lift conducted an insidious one man
campaign for the 5 nprovc ..ent of fanzines...Lb in particular. Hot that
jost people would even recognise it as a campaign so subtle is bis
phrasing, There arc no extortions, threats or bribes - merely veiled
praise.
"Iio-t?" asks Ron, "How arc you going to improve on this ispuc?"
In vie. of the unwitting impetus Bon has given we dedicate this issue of
LS to him... skimpy and paltry as it‘is...and just let him dure critici wI

Ron is rlso the unfitting stimulus behind this editorial. In
SETBACK 75 he says in reviewing Tom Ferry's fanzine ’TJARK; "Once a
decade fandom is fortunate enough to possess o„ fanzine with excellent
mature
curial _r,nd. that golden indefinable sp rk.
JJAFII. Y had it,

INFULhT)O had it, and after that build uul it should coth as no surprise
to read that TUA X has it, too." This revived an idea I had for an
editorial several months ago, an idea 1 hid
.s dropped because I didn't
consider myself up to tackling it and because introspection of that
type seemed out of f. shion. Forever, timebinfing cm '.or1 .ire.cles, and
recently I di scovered almost preci.-cly what I would have attempted in
Ted hite's GAI BIT 34• -are, t on, is Ted hits discussing, ever if only
indirectly, that "golden indefinable spark."
"The words "focal point" ro not new to fandou.
'.'hey date back
at least to Bob Silver-berg's epochal article in iTTAl<D:'.Y, in • i.cb he
brought up to date Speer's 1S39 esse; on the social order of 1’ardows, and
in which he ur^ ittingly cr ..tod e new order, t o uuch-maligned "Seventh
P. ndou" movement. Silverbcrg's theory was that each age of fandom - or
Numbered Pondom - was best represented by one or two fanzines of its day:
the fanzines in i kick the leaders of famish thought congregated, and to
which ether fans flocked for the latest word on fanrish evei ts end the
creation of ns. traditions. The fanzine, or fanzines, served as a central
point in that Fandom, around <: ich the rest of fandom collected - a .focal
p_qin L.

"This idea has proven validity, in that ve can point bock to
particular fanzines and :■ ealisc that in their pages i orc summed up the
dominant ideas of the day, and the prevalent t. inking. Ther.. is al' ays ar
In Group in fandom which controls it at a giver moment, and there is alwuy
a zine ~ hich expresses the control of the In Group.
ost such cliques
evolve quite by happenstance -• only in the case of the abortive "Seventh
Fandom" did a group deliberately attempt to gain In Group status. There
re always vithin fandom at any given moment c few individu Is like. Bob
Tucker, ’’alt illis, bean Grannell •• v.ho re.-.ain largely outside partisan
battles and by their individual talcncs inspire the admirotion arc friend
ship of fandom os a whole, ''hen onflof these fa s becomes active, and In
Group ’..ill either form around him (Villis in '^0—'53; Tucker several /times
earlier and again in Si...th andon, wit1 Lee Hoffuan and illis, Grcnns.ll
in '53-'57) or his presence -.ill bring into p?'or..inonce an In Group ( as
with the adoption of these fans - particularly Tucker - by various groups,
even today). There is nothing undesirable about an In Group; it is the
natural eddying of human beings < bout those they choose-1 os 1: aders or
particularly admire. In Croup leaders or catalysts embody likeblu or
admirable characteristics. Their ascendancy to the throne of fanrish
public approval should not inspire jealousy, but, if anything, f desire
to o': ulate.

"In fandom knowledge is imparted and comiunicr lion developed
through fanzines. It is Is , cly through fanzines that fandom retains
its character and continuity. Although more fans ar in personal contact
.ith ec.ch other today titan over before, still all rely upon fanzines for
immediate news, entertainment and general com unication. Thus, with much
of fandom cloistered about a particular fan or group of fans, the fanzines
in which he/t ey appear will become natural focal points of interest.
Likewise, l really good fanzine, ith a close finger on the pulse of
fardon (that is, a. fanzine which not only prints good material, bu does
so in such a way as to best communicate its qua. i y to all of fandom) is

going to b< close to the center o:< fanrish activities. A fanzine becomes
/ focal point either through personality appeal ( j.: .DRY ’ ith * offman,
■Aillis a.nd Tucker), or ar astute editor (pbY;. OTIC, chic1 did. not cultiv
ate any groat personalities as regulars e carting the sometimes scholarly
AcCain - but did print 'BN? material1 and whose editor knew what was going
on).

"To say, as some hove said, tint fandom needs no focal points, is
ridiculous. It is like sam.’ing that the body needs no mind or a large
group no coordinator. It fosters anarchy dine] chaos. A healthy fandom
creates its own focal points inevitably. The period following td’O gradual
demise of PSYCHOTIC in wl ic] there was no recognisable focal point was a
period oi furnish chaos in which the few who were left mourned the lack
oj good fanzines.
AEerica,n fandom took to the apes in vast number1 , and
everyone agreed we were in r fanrisk doldrums.

"Coincidentally, this period marked the rise of British fans a.nd
fanzines like- BEL, PLOY, TRIODE, ORIOr and others, most of which vanished
or faded porceptably with the advent of the prijarily British 01 A1.
11 hen there are no focal points, there is no clear direction for
the newcomer to look towards, a. general leek of values and sta.nd.ards which
usually lead - and have led - to the creation on separate autonomous fandom
mutually unaware I each other and somcti-.es antagonistic to each other.

‘This in turn leads to a gradual collapse. nhen a new fan cannot
find any central point in fa.ndol, when all is dilute and diffuse, interest
wanes, and fans potentially of considerable callibro a,nd ability begin to
drop out of fandom. Eventually fandom has collapsed to the extent that
everyone remaining is again aware of almost everyone c .so; there arc too
few not to come into contact.
■‘and what hanne-ns then is that
differences accented by- scaeration
become points for dissention, argument
and feuding.
hat happens then is the
conflict of 'convention fa.n’, 'collect
or fan1 and 'fanzine fan.' Groups
centered around serious amateur sf
writing - albeit very pool in quality come into contact with fsaanish groups
whose forte's a.xc set ire, humourous
riting and a marked lack of desire in
ta-king things seriously. The trufa.n
mocks, ard the serconfa.n bitterly
returns the attack. And another feud
is going.
"A centrad.iced fandom is always
with a focal point. j.iraculously, when
one zine dies another is found to
renlaco it and the In Group moves on.
But a centralised fandom also has room

. or other kinds of quality fanzines. Concurrently ”ith our V..' I r!s,
;IL\j?I)HYs and PSYCUOTICs we've had our P...? TASY CGI 2. .•! TATOils, PHODOLAC-KJTIC
DlGUSTs and li'SIDJS. -And v;e'vc also hod our SKYHOOKS, S: Al'Ts anc -f.UHs as
veil. A fecal point fanzine is no> always the best or i.ost f-’oro-ghly
representative fanzine of its tine, but it sc.-.cho’ , ineffcbly awe1 .cns the
greatest interest from ost of fandom.
•'A concrete exa. pie ’.'ill suffice probably t’ e focal point of
the !5S-'59 period -as FA.AC.
hethm ic wi< in itself a 'a’.cred fandom
to new awarenesses, or whether it vac a product of that trend (and another
factor was the tor year dream of fandom - bouth Gate in 158 - coming true)
it certainly generated ..ore excitement and interest tian any other fanzine
in the last several cars. Fandom as a -..hoi endorsed. it, collectors,
convention goers and fanzine fans alike. FA. AC .laced top of its own poll
and ’.on the 1958 ’ ugo at the ■ De tention.

"Yet, what kind of fanzine
FA. aC?
as i.s material that good?
Hardly. ...ost of it ’..as news and slight coluwnizing; comments on fanzines
received (not reviews:. either), and pirtlcs ettrnded, and none of it in
•■hat ni'ht’be called deathless prose. Indeed, Terry Carr's Ili'U' I'DC was
a inch better ffyrzinie: the material was not ephonoral, but well done and
of lasting interest, ord. Terry's own editorials ’.ere among the high spots
of famish '.'riting for the year. j.'Al'AC became indcspcnsabl-because it "as
immediate, and like no other f e-zine it had its fingers on fandom's nulse.
In PAjAC we hod t fairly co: prehersivc reporter for r arly on; fannish
event o: i’.portarco, as ’well as those of little importance.
o hr d on
easy reference for c anged addresses (a note in FAIAC to the effect that
so&so moved means that whether or not he has, so&so will and rust move)
and a ready source of news. And coming after a three or so year period
of no focal points, the impact : at> even greater than it would t1 er isc
hove boon.
■"The 'ioir point I've beer . aking is this: Fandom's organic
structure demands a "focal goint" or some for . of centralisation - in a
■word, unity. Focal points usually take plac. in our laicrocosn of letters
as fanzines^.
ot necessarily the '’best" fanzines, but fanzines ■ ’’ich
deliver that Be tain so. cthing
icl. excites the. ir.t rest of most of
fandon.
ithout these focal points (which v.ny c: ist as a group of related
fanzines, each coi ’lenonting the others), fando falls upon hard, unprod
uctive tines, out of Lich coek.s strife and dissention.

"lot only does f ndom need focal points, it can't do wit- out then.
-- Ted

hitc.

Thank you Ted. As I said before this sunned up
f. <.lir ,s of
several months ago w’ ei I thought fanzine fandom was in a very dissipated
state. There anpeareci to be no fanzines published frequently enough or
ith enough general interest to become an; thing resembling a focal point.
Particularly t ere was a dea.rth of comi.;unicatio?> over the Atlantic. US
fanz nos rarely featured British letterhacks and vice versa. There was
a similar situation with ate rial ar.d artvork. : .ore generally I was
surprised by t.ic l,.ck of interest a ong young Anglofans in American fandom

And no’.;, several norths later, arc things all that different? Is
there- a y one fanzine you bi specially pleased to arrive tomorrow. - .any
fanzine you’d be excited to read and vcule recoin end to r new fan? Is then
any fanzine you wish would publish i.:orc frequently or that you r'ould sub
to failing any other uct .ods to crack its editor’s hard heart?
lore specifically, which prese t day fanzines could bo future focal
points, which will in the long run have the Eost influence and which in the
long run rill bo i.ost treasured cither by fanzine collectors or in the
aonory?
Cnc further point,
cither Ken or uyselfi

This is not a subtle way of getting egoboo for

Finally, if anyone wonders why we’re not selling this issue, I’ll
give on*_ clue and say that lacfl one costs around 4/- to produce. OH?
Bost for 1965•

Dave Halo

I was sorry when "The Twilight Zone" stopped appearing on IT1/ because it was
one of the few television progroiisnes that could get an emotional response out
of me.
. part from being able to anticipate every single ’twist’ ending,
being a trifle surprised that all extraterrestrials ore humcnoid, wear
loungo suits end have a culture exactly comparable to mooern America, and
mcrvelling at production costs that must have run into tens of dollars, I
was also instilled with mild anti-j mericanism, which, I hasten to add, only*
tended to last about half an hour after the programme ended. The picture of
Americans, as presented on "The Twilight Zone", is of a race made up entirely
of acute hysterics wallowing in r-ji unhealthy nostalgia for a past that' has
never existed, in impression that could easily be confirmed, incidentally, by
witnessing as I did on TV, the events in San Francisco which led up to the
nomination of Barry Coldwater as the Republican Party’s next Presidential
Candidate.

New I know from my own experience that ..mericans are usually pleasant,
level headed, courteous, are well able to cope with the problems of modern
living and are generally less neurotic than, most foreigners. Yet the handful
of "Twilight Zone" programmes that were put on showed ordinary Americans going
berserk with fear at the creak of a door, clawing at one another, weepino-,
shrieking; and frothinc- at the mouth. In one story, a highly trained crew
member of a spaceship that has crashed immediately beyins slaughtering; his
friends, face twitching, the while, for no a.pparent reason. In mother a
spaceship crashes on liars whereupon the surviving astronaut sobs and scrambles
in hysterical fear through half the programme until the door (no airlock) is
opened for him by a. bunch of iartians dressed in tunics indicating a civilis
ation identical with that of Greece in 400 BC, though their presumed technol
ogical standard is somewhat higher then ours. This gives him further cause to
mewl and cringe in spite of their obvious friendliness. J t the end they do
what anyone would do with someone like him - they 1 ch hi up. This doesn't
quite fit with my impression of the laconic Glenn, but tnere you are.

A number of other programmes have shown worried business executives
unable to face what seem to be the perfectly ordinary complications of a
normal life, returning to the late 19th century and a world of rocking
chairs, nice friendly folk fanning themselves in the summer evening, drinking
lemonade on the veranda, and possessing absolutely no problems. ''.hat irked me
about these is that evidently the people of the American small town in the
1890's had just as miny problems and fears as we have, yet "Twilight Zone"
accepts that life was on eternal summer’s day, that there w3s no poverty, no
crime, no tensions, nothing but tranquility and <ood humour. Like Bradbury
(who is obviously Rod Gerling’s main influence, to say the least) there is
no attempt to Question the validity of this myth. Prom what I gather, Barry
Goldwater has gained much of his support by promising people that he will
’restore’ this way of life, which indicates what a good percentage of the
fmerican electorate does not Question the myth’s validity either.

Not only astronauts appear to be recruited from the nut-hcuses. In
another presentation a power-failure results in the entire population of a
town going, berserk and mobbing various fellow townspeople in turn, believing
(again for no apparent reason) that they arc extraterrestrial aliens in
disguise. Link this impression with the terrible anti-Communist witch-huntings
of the IvfcCarthy era, the wild statements of Ramblin' Barry which appear to be
accepted so widely, the violence of gangster and Western films, the stories of
corruption in big business, unions, the police force etc. and one tends to g;et
a very odd picture of modern . merica. It is, of course, an erroneous picture,
but a. powerful one which was confirmed for many non-Lrnerica_ns when Kennedy was
assassinated last year. It is a picture which American export entertainment
helps foster and I'm not only referring tc TV Westerns, pulp magazines ’for
men' or films. Some American sf contains elements showin; America as a place
where the beliefs of the people are so reactionary they -re only surpassed by
Hitler's Germany. "The Twilight Zone", I gather, is quite highly-esteemed by
most Lnerican fans, and probably esteemed for rhe same reasons as many sf
stories. Perhaps there is nothing wrong, in escaping, for an hour cr two, into
a nostalgic myth, but if a lot of people wholeheartedly believe it, it can
lead to some pretty horrible consequences, as no doubt wc shall find if
Bewildered Barry becomes America's next President.
Ls you’ll have c thcred, I’m not tUking about 'satirical' sf of the
Pohl-Kornbluth variety. LU this shows is a. healthy concern that certain
individual! forces in the world should net
out -i l> adj I'm talki g about

some of the tacit assmirgtions made by a number of American sf writers in
their stories. Assumptions that there ore simple answers to complicated
problems ord that the simple life is the best life.

There is, for instance, a whole category of stories which I call
Huck Finn sf. In these stories a young boy has grown up in a society that
has partiij.ly survived an atomic cataclysm (sometimes it has developed on an
’out-world’ or from the survivors of a crashed spaceship. This society is
cc.inpletely decentr'lised, consisting of small communi-cies without any form of
overall government. The boy leaves his home town, says goodbye to his hfom or
his aunt, or escapes from his wicked, foster father, and rambles through this
society having adventures, eventually discove'ing that some kind cf Project is
being plumed in which he becomes a Key Figure. This ending is tagged on to
justify the story’s sf tag. Its main appeal is that it shows a future in which
the veranda and sarsparilla vrorld of the past (mythical as it is) has become
a reality. It is a world wnfth has an appeal for many of us. It is, as
Patrick O’Donovan described it in a recent OBSERVER article, "the dream of tho
Happy Valley. It’s a place on the frontier where women are pure, men are
strong and ’wholly self-reliant and life is uncomplicated. It’s a myth, but a
myth that’s as potent as vulgar truth. "

SF readers often point out that one of
the genre’s great virtues is its radicalism and
its suspicion of the accepted ’truths’ that the
majority of people believe in. This is, in fact
often untrue, particularly of the most popular
American writers who often appeal to us by
catering to our yearnings for a simpler life.
Van Vogt in his "Weapon Shop" stories, Blish
with his "OakLe" series (the ultimate in
decentralisation.’), Heinlein in virtually
everything he’s written, Bradbury, Brackett,
/■\nderson and many more, all tend to foster the
myth that life can be simpler if only.,..
The appeal, on this level, of these
stories is almost exactly the same as the appeal
of Westerns or historical novels. They sustain
myths about society just as other forms of popul
ar fiction sustain myths about people, and we
respond to these myths as much as housewives
respond to the myths inherent in romantic
We ?an enjoy the stories, of course, by
'-L.'.i.

suspending our disbelief in these assumptions while we're reading them, but we
cannot claim that they make -us see things in a radically new way.
Personally I don't believe that there is any fun in leading a Simple
Life, whether it is working one's guts out on some homestead or sitting about
in some creaking recking chs.ir, past, present or future. Neither do I see
any possibility of the majority of the v/estern world's population being able
to spend their days in easy-going tranquility, sunning themselves on the
front porch. There would be a return to Icrd-grubbing, naturally, in the
event of an atomic war, if there were any land to grub. But assuming no Bomb,
the world's population will increase rapidly in the next thirty years end a
political system that is going to cope with this will need to exert its power
more and organise on an even more comprehensive level.

Europe, Britain and the ?fro-Asian countries all accent this as . inev
itable, as do a great many Jkoericans, but there is a strong movement, judging
by Goldwater's success, in the U.S. which denies it. In the pent, the United
States has had land to spare, plenty of lebensraum, but this will not be so
true in the future. It is a pity of course, but it is a reality nonetheless.
In a way I sympathise with Goldwater in everything but his foreign policy, for
he seems an honest, earnest man bewildered, like his less fanatical followers,
by c. world which is, of necessity, driven to greater and greater centralisation
of government resulting in a decreasing sense of individual freedom. I don’t
think there ir less individual freedom than there was fifty years ago, but at
least fifty years ago you thought you had more choice whereas today you kJSJ{
you haven't.. Unfortunately it's impossible to run a modern country on
anarchistic principles. Everything depends on smooth overall planning, spec
ialisation and synchronisation. The reactionary thinking of the Goldvaterites
goes against the tide, as they say, of history and if Goldwater became
President his regime could produce nothing but chaos in the United States ;rd,
quite likely, the rest of the world as well.

The fear of'too much State control, regimented society, over large
and overcrowded cities etc. is shared by all the Western democracies and this,
fear is mirrored in a tremendous number of sf stories (2fh> of those I receive
are on this tncme), but this is what we are movinn towards and it is what we
shall have unless we are careful. What we need are not Rugged Individualists
of the Goldwater variety, but sensible organisers of the Johnson variety,
people who work to eradicate the drawbacks on a highly-organised society
whilst realising its inevitability.
I, for one, should like to read stories, dealing with such a society,
that are not concerned with the fight of one lonely individual against The
State (you get plenty of contemporary stories on this themp. py :.y - I
call them all, sf or not, You Can't Fight City Hall stories). I'd like to read
a story, for instance, about the problems of a democratic government faced
with the situation of running a complicated future state that at the same
time must provide maximum per none! liberty for all its citizens, ^herc would
be no simple answer, but if an sf story came up with a good answer then it
would be a story to justify the claims for sf made by imry people.

I rather feel that today you can't provide true liberty for all unless
you have a tightly planned programme involving a super-organised state
machine making sure that all aspects of society dcve-tail .-rd run with one
another, not agaiilst one another. Ultimately, of course, this would require

the abolition of capitalism in 11 its forms. Some would say, I suopose, that
I’m advocating Communism and. perhaps I am, though I prefer to think of it as
Democratic Socialism — the aim of the British Labour Party.
It will be interesting to see vzhat happens if Wilson wins here and
Goldwater wins in the States.

But don’t worry, it’ll all be over by Christmas.

In an attempt to spur me to further efforts, Dave sent me seme
comments from readers which referred to my last piece which was called.
"Convent?.on Report 1964", incidentally, because it dealt with sf conventions
(or conventional sf, if you like), which answers „rchie’s query straight off.
So, using the well-tried shuffle-method, I take at random Peter’.Thite, famous
Candle Catcher’s .assistant and ’Vhi te Dress Fancier, who thinks I’ve been hard
on movie actors and Kurt Vonnegut (as does Roarin’ Charlie Smith, Kind' of the
11.1.). I forget, of course, whp.t I actually wrote, but I stick to my guns,
whatever I said. ... glance at a semi-pro American sf critical magazine ca .led
"Epilogue" (which is an otherwise excellent job) will illustrate what I mean
about movie actors. Here Vincent Price defends horror movies with quaint
erocity and a marvellous tc.lcnt for illogicality.

He begin.'.- by saying: "It’s time that motion picture critics started
talcing so called ’terror’ or ’horror’ filss seriously — that is, the legit
imate films of this genre based on -ith r rvco^riisod aloncicr or ori' inal stor
ies by our leading, writers. Two things are sure about these exciting motion
picture products - the public sno the acting profession ta' e them seriously
end enjoy them. x_s for myself, and I speak for the majority of serious actors
those films based on the works of E.
Poe present a dramatic challenge to
the actor which ordinary films and their superficial ‘reality’ ernnot offer...

Plunging on with careless disregard for split infinitives and syntax
alike, Price says near the end, righteously indignant: "Let those who condemn
the thriller and horror picture recall, too, that along with Westerns, this
type of entertainment was responsible for the success of our great motion
picture industry. "
If Price does, indeed, speak for the majority of his horrid fellows
then my point is made. I wonder what ’superficial reality' is, or who those
leading writers are, or who the audiences are who take, s y "The Premature
JSurial", seriously? I know that in England , anyway, it is often impossible
to hear the dialogue (probably just as well) in these films for laughter and
jeers from the audience and in fact half the fun is going _to see a "so called,
'terror' or 'horror' film" is the audience participation. I think that I may
have said that the majority of actors are stupid, I didn't condemn them all
(but have you ever seen an interview with Sir L. Olivier? Fine actol' he may
be, but reading an interview with him makes you understand why he gives so few.)

Those who think ot henvise may well be confusing sense with sensibility.
A sensitive actor need not be particularly bright and in a film which aims a.t
putting over emotional stuff, he may be just great. However, when it comes to
doing a part which requires a certain sharpness of mind (as in satire), that
same actor can easily flounder unless he has a very good director indeed, and
as I remember saying, I think Kubrick did. a bad job directing "Dr Strangelove".
Sellers is (ha.’ he.’) all heart.
As for Vonnegut, I concede I may have a blind spot with regard to
"Sirens", for I greatly enjoyed "Mother Hight", but would add that the
denouement meant nothing to me since I have always been convinced that
mankind's progress means absolutely nothing at all and Vonnegut's ending
seemed unduly optimistic.

A far better book is Brian Alldiss's "GREYEE.RD" which at last delivers
all that Brian has been promising. Apart from "The Dark Light Years", which
fell down for me because of its underdeveloped theme, much of Alldiss's recent
writing has seemed imitative in the extreme — "Skeleton Crew" (in Science
Fantasy) was a blatant ... piner, from Dtrrcll as I have ever been shocked to
find, "The Male Response" was scarcely more than a. sexed-up Clack Mischief"
(and I found the treatment of sex adolescent) and some other stories have shown
mother sources. I say this with no great rancour, and without malice, for my
belief in Alldiss's talent has survived even these disappointments and my
pa.tier.ee has been richly rewarded with "Greybeard". Gone, as they say, are
the juvenalities of "Hothouse" with its pun drunk prose and its tummy bellies,
gone is the imitative style of "Earthworks". "Greybeard" is all Alldiss;
Alldiss at his very, very best, which is very, very, very good indeed. This
is Alldiss writing with discipline, intelligence and all his skill. Can I say
more except to. outline the plot which concerns the Accident of 1981 which
resulted in everyone becoming sterile? By the time the book opens (in a
village near Oxford) everyone is getting pretty old and lives in the knowledge
that they are the last ge: eration of mankind. From there the book develops
(there are none of the usual sf cliches, I might add) as it studies the imp
lications of this theme as they are reflected by the handful of characters
led or met by Algernon 'Greybeard' Timberlande on his journey down the Thames
towards his mouth. Symbolism can be found in the book, and it is good, if you
like finding symbols, and the chief symbol is, of course, the river.

Greybeard thought how tiresome and colourless Charley was,
but he answered patiently. "You’re a sensible man, Charley.
Surely we must think ahead? This is getting to be a
pensioner’s planet. You con see the danger signs as well
as I can. There are no young men and wonen anymore. The
number of us capable of maintaining even the present low
standard of living is declining year by year. '.7e —"

"We ctn* t do anything about it. Get that firmly into your
mind and you’ll feel better about the whole situation.
ae
idea that man ccn do anything useful about his fate is an
old idea. What do I mean? Yes, a fossil. It’s something
from another period.... Yfe can't do anything. We just get
carried along, like the water in this river. "

"You’ve read a lot of things into the river," Greybeard said,
half laughing.
Greybeard decides, a short while later, to go down river, towards the

sea.
This book is good not only for its theme and its characters but also
for its beautiful descriptions of the wild English countryside, reminiscent of
the kiddle Ages. Here All di s shows himself to be, without nearly so many
pyrotechnics, at least ecu al to Burrell or even Lawrence. Why he should
catch hold of another writer's shirt-tails when he is one of the finest writers
of English prose since the war, escapes me. But it would be petty to look back
on a few misfires (cr, as I suspect, catch-pennies) when lldisc phewe himself
capable of going onto even better things in the near future. Erom what I hear,
"Greybeard" is already being bid for by several major film companies and it
should do well both here and in the States. I hope the well deserved riches
it should bring .
will enable him to slow down the production a bit and
continue to produce some more like it, Ke's got plenty of- time to do it.

KeaiTwhile back to the correspondents. Beryl Kenley isn't sure that I'm
real. To tell her the truth, I'm usually a bit uncertain myself. But, sincer
ely, Beryl, would you believe me if I told you that beneath this clownish and
extrovert exterior there beats an even more clownish .and extrovert heart that
I sin fighting to keep in? But no, no, I shouldn’t burden you with my problems.
Who ceres if I’m a clown who wants to play Hamlet — in sequinned tights?
Anyway, I resented that crack about 'larger than life', particularly since
I’ve cut out the bread and potatoes.

All right, Bick Coulson, it's a bet. You get one of your abortionists
and I'll get one of mine And let's see who can do the dirtiest job. I stick to
what I said until you've got Medicare irl legalised abortions. It would be
indiscreet to quote actual case histories of the girls I've known who've had
successful abortions (at a comparatively lowcost, too; out I emphasise that
the mental .stress involved in havin one is sufficient reason alone to make
them le?al. Steralisation has its points and if people should change their
minds they can adopt a. kid (1 in 5 kids in London are illegitimate and a.
large percentage of those aren't wanted by their mothers., or fathers). But
child bearing itself, whatever else you may say about it, is good for a. woman
in that it results in at least one co; plete spring cleaning of the system, ar
advantage which a man never gets. Still, there's always Alka Seltzer, I
suppose.

Alan Burns voices tha.t tired old suspicion, often expressed about
painters, tha.t experimental writers are trying to put one over on the public.
It is up to ivir. Burns, surely, to sharpen his own judgement until he can tell
if this is the case. However* far-out a story (or painting) is, it usually
conforms to certain standards applied to conventional writing and they can be
judged against these standards at lea-^t.
Much, on a. more personal note, as I admire Leiber, I'd like to point
out that I wasn't trying to do what Leiber was doinr in the Elric series which
were, as far as I was concerned, experimentci. If the experiment didn't come
off (and there are only a few who thought it did) then I'll have to try again.
Experiments don't necessarily involve 'disconnected'narrative or cyclical
themes: they can just as easily consist of an attempt to blend two forms to
serve a certain purpose. My problem is that most of the people who like the
Elric stories like them because they like Sword and Sorcery end those who
don't like Sword and Sorcery blindly leap to the conclusion that the Elric
stories are just another set of ERB-Howard-tyne adventures. I've virtually
abandoned uhis form now, anyvray. Kot that I think a great deal of anything
I've written'^apart from one ^published short story). I'm not anywhere near
old enough or skilled enough to w*site a decent novel yet, as I've said before.
I regard the sf megazine field as one of the few fields where a. writer can
consistently sell his mistakes as he's learning his job. This gives him
the advantage of earning while he's learning', and the' disadvantage of
gaining an early reputation on his youthful effusions, " hether this reputat
ion is good or bad, he becomes identified with it, just as I am still
identified with Elric (to my disgust), . nd’ finds it rather difficult to live
down later.

Anyway, down with the ui. Eventurous say I. It is better to have
loved and lost.. .better to be z. failure than a mediocrity. There's too much
bloody caution and finicketty critic-careful calligraphy in the worlf as it
is without adding to its awesome sum. Better to sink beneath one’s own
excrement, when the day of judgement comes, then to be sucked up into
Henry James's anus.

He said, with due care for the criticisms of the posta.1 authorities.

— Mike Ivloorcock
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John Baxter

1 was hanging five on this ten footer," the
with blonde hair said to my tr-cthor,
"'.Then
it started to close out.
I cried a standing
inland but the rail dipped and pow’
Down the
ki'ine;
Viped out!" Philip nodded enthusiastic.ally and looked admiring,
while I for my part
■’•/■•.tried1' to work out exactly what had been said,
is used to hearing odd terminology in Berks,
.
generally it deals with things like ”5 ’
.rfd^c<:rr.:d", rather than something as violent as
being'.'’’wiped out. "

&
, '■
;

,

”l?hat was that all about?”
onKx&iy.

I asked ev-

"Oh,” Phil explained, "He’s a surfer."

interest in the cult of the surfer
that moment. Ibre out of idle curiosdates fr<
ity than Anything else I borrowud a couple of
. itch
surfing ^magazines and read through them.
■of jd^m£t crial was as incomprehensible as fansVgg^m’tist be to outsiders but I managed to get
tergfeat d< -1 out of the magazines.
Some of the
blind dedication of the surfers rubbed off.

along with the slang and the odd technical terms. • The photographs, us
ually of riders poised on a wave or frozen in the agonised instant of wipe
out, were something new;
sporting shots with style, originality end off
beat humour.
Everything about the sport interested me and I've spend
many hours since following it up.
Of course I have neither the build
nor the encr'-y to surf rayself but if enthusiasm counts for anything I am
as much a. surfer as any of them.
The current craze for surfing among
teenagers, the "surf music", stomping, surf t-shirts etc. has devalued the
sport to a certain cxtert, just as the hot-rod croze devalued legitimate
customising during the 50s, but the central core of enthusiasts and its
particular etnos remains solid. The real surfers sre different people,
unconventional, expert, distant and, I think, worthy of consideration as a
social group of considerable originality.
Perhaps some comment on the sport itself might help to put the
surfers in perspective. To begin with basics, "surfing" is, of course,
surf-board riding. It doesn't include surf life-saving, competition svri.inr.iing;,
water ski-ing. or any other water sport, with the possible exception of
"body surfing" - riding waves on one's stomach, without a board or float.
Generally surfers use a. 9 ft x 21 inch plastic foam cr fibreglass board.
Technique varies, but the trick is to raanouvre your board out onto the face
of the wave and travel across that face in as long a slide as possible. l.s
the wave breaks or "closes out" the rider moves down to the base of the wave,
banks around nd using the momentum of the turn either moves further down
wave or drops out over the back. The first object of the sport is, of course,
to stay upright. The second, for experts only, is to "make the wave": ride
it from first to last without on error and then drop out, still upright.

Conditions vary from day to day, even hour to hour, and from beach
tc beach. Every place has its riding, spots where the waves are firmer and
last longer but all are dependent to a large extent on the -wind. If the wind
is blowing off shore, onto the face of the breaking wave, the water is
prevented from curlinc over and so the ride is longer and more exciting.
On-shore winds result in crushers that can smash boards and riders with
ease, although even the hollow waves held up by off-shore breezes can be
dangerous. Surfers soon become shrewd judges of weather or they give up.
The best possible combination of wind and wave occurs in Hawaii, where the
winter wind makes places like Sunset Beach, Iftkaha, r.raiea Bay and Banzai
Beach, home of the infamous Banzai Pipeline, perfect surfinr spots. Rolling
in from the Pacific twenty and thirty feet high, the waves hit these beaches
at over 2p0 inph, providing, the best and most dangerous riding in the world.
There are good median to small surfs in the US, at Rincon, Huntington
Beach and the Newport "Hedge" in California, in Peru and in Australia, but
the experts gather at Hawaii.
Surfing is perhaps the last of the individual sports. In common
with most forms of human activity, all sports depend, on the participation
of a number of people, end on co-operation between a team of players.
Even ski-ing, hunting, and mountain climbing demand expensive auxiliary
equipment that can only be supplied by others, or special services that
only trained people can supply. Ski-lifts, guides, suppliers of skis,
guns, climbing equipment; all these detract from the individuality of the
sports, even when only one actual participant is involved. Surfers are
completely alone, -hey mi.lce their own boards, cutting and shaping, the

polyureathane fcam to suit their special requirements and often usinr as
many as twelve boards a yerr as weather conditions change. Almost all
the major surfers work in board shops: no other employment can supply
the equipment and the time they need for their pursuit of the p.ood waves,
1. few have "feather bed" jobs on the "sportin', teams" of
trunk
manufacturers or surfing magazines. Some are beach-bums moving from
beach to beach, picking up enou.qh in one town to move alony to the next.
They sleep on the beach or in their battered station wagons and are up
at dawn, surfiny, Whether they have jobs or not, fll surfers remain
outside society, forming a tightly knit, highly stratified unit irom
which outsiders are excluded almost completely by a slanp; and technical
terminology that varies widely even from beach tc beach. The only passp rt is exp rtiop, In the final analysis, nothing matters to any of the
surfers but the battle between man and ocean.

The philosophy of the surfers is
Id" consciously expressed
laconic off-hand attitude comes naturally to most top riders as a result
of the strong caste syston that exists inside the croup. But occa.sionr.lly
in converstaion or by their actions they betray some of the basic
drives that motivate their devotion to the sport. . 11 of the stress, the
dedication that a good surfer must have to succeed, his absolute all
consuming interest 5n the skills needed to ride a wave. In this they
resemble matadors, to whom nothing is more important than the particular
type of pride and adulation that bullfighting gives to them.
This
coraparision of surfing with the bullfight has been made a number of times
by various commentators and is one that, I think, holds a great deal of
truth, ^e two activities are very similar. Both involves the struggle
of an individual against a brute force, both require a specialised kind
of skill and a complete dedication to its perfection, end both have
become highly formalised, with the natural movements imposed on the
person beinp, stylised and refined over the years into a ritual or the
accurate performance of which a man is rated. In addition, both
encourape a curious psychological attijjfcd^, and almost masochistic
devotion to the activity that ignores
he discomfort and risk that
it inevitably brings to the participant cfeullfighting offers death,

c*i

injury and disgrace; surfing, though less dangerous, means a wipe-out
at the end of almost every wave, being engulfed in tons of water,
buffetted, half drowned and perhaps injured. The average wipe-out lasts
twenty seconds, but in high surf a man can be forced under for as long
as three minutes. Injuries from boards are commonplace. The life of
■. surfer is solder pL.^sant almost always mi surd er st cod. Yet they
go bank again and again. ",'hy? Perhaps because the pain is as much a
parr of the attraction as the pride, as close to virtue as the two sides
of a coin.

One other aspect of surfinr tends to put riders apart from other
"normal" men and contribute to their peculiar insularity. Surfing depends
primarily on balance. The centre of gravity of these boards is contin
ually changing as the end shifts in and out of the wave and the tail fin
catches the current. Slack vnre tricks arc easy compared with doing a
head-dip or hanging five on a fast board. The result is that one of the
prerequisites of good riding is grace. . rewiewer once compared it
with ’ diet dancing because of the tremendous sure footedness and balance
that is required to surf well. In a society where a man’s most precious
possession is his masculine image, such skills are hard to learn and
even harder to exhibit without contempt from others, yet they prefer to
isolate themselves from society rather that give up surfing.
One of the most perfect pieces of surfing I have seen is in the
film "Surfing the Southern Cross", where the camera follows "lidget"
Farrelly, then Horld Chajupion and an Australian, from the moment he
catches a wave to the time more than £wo minutes later when he cuts out
of it near the beach. The film, taken in profile with a telephoto lens,
shows every tiny movement, every readjustment in balance in a way that
no amount of personal observation can do. The ima~e of Farrelly, wrists
loose, hands dangling, the arms reduced to balances for the body, his whole
c.ttitude that of the dedica.tcd expert oblivious to everything but his
task, is one that I will never forget. This complete lack of self
consciousness indicates better than anything else the isolation of these
people. One of them observed once "The next wave - or the Bomb. What
else is there?" I can think of worse philosophies.
— John Baxter
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our noses jin _thedirt_
h religious fanatic noundinr, his legs with pieces of
broken glass,,. .mutilated victims of shark attacks... .American women tearing
the clothes of Rossano Brazzi... .East Indian women being fattened up in cages
before they mate with their village headman.
These are but a few of the
terrible scenes contained in the Italian film "Aondo Cane”, directed by Jacopetti, which purports to show the less human side of humanity.

In this review I do not intend to add to the idolatry praise that has
been lauded onto this film; praise that has used such cliches as "It rubs our
noses in the dirt” and "a truly shocking film". Instead I intend to prove that
"lonoo Cane" is a phoney documentary containing sensationc'.l material aimed
solely at titilating its audiences, protectin' itself with a self-righteous
commentary by Jaoopetti. The film, and its successors "Women of the World" and
"Liondo Cane 2", show cameo scones of nastiness and human weakness taken on

location all over the world. Yet there is no attempt to relate these scenes
to geograpliic order and the commentary makes no a.ttempt to account for these
strange folkways. It has a built in subliminal sneer.
sen't we disgusting;,
follcs? But it's kinky, and we all know how much you Like watching kinkiness
folks.

In the shots of Chinese funeral festivities the narrative doesn't
explain the thousand years of social evolution that go into its making, but
implies that the death of a Chinaman is the excuse for an orgy and boozeup.
This is typical of the anti-human, callousness and nastiness for nastiness'
sake that makes "Iwondo Cane" one of the most infamous films ever to pose as
having artistic merit. Even the majority of war films which glorify inhum
anity never’ pretend to be anything other than that.
One wonders at the
mechanics of a censorship that allowrs us to flock to scenes of revulsion, and
yet fordids us to see something as beautiful as the sex act in Bergman’s
"The Silence".
The reader may be thinking, "But despite the commentary, the scenes
themselves are read, and factual," yet the majority of material in "ibndo Cane"
was either carefully stayed or just plain faked. The opening sequence shows
the unveiling of a statue of Rudolph Valentino in his home town of Calabria.
The narrative implied that all the younrmen of the town bear a strong resemblence to the dead actor, and that the presence of a movie camera, brought them
out in droves in the hope of being 'spotted'. Yet all the youngmen in close up
had in fact no ties with Valentino or Calabria. Jacopetti had hand picked them
for their likeness to Valentino, glossed their hair down, and shot the whole
series of closeups in a Rome studio.' The fins attack on Brazzi was obviously
staged ( "our camera had hidden itself" ) and one could almost hear Jaconetti
saying "OK, girls, make this look real, .ACTION.’"
The credit title shots show
a dog being forceable dragged into a dog, pound. This was carefully stayed to
show our cruelty to animals.'

The pseudo-document ary industry has become big money for Italian
directors and producers. Imitations of "Kondo Cane" such as "Taboo" and the
"world at Night" series are malting generous profits in their largest consumer
Britain. Studios which once gave us "La Strada", "La Dolce Vita" and "La
Notte" are giving priority to Jacopetti and his friends who can fe. rdly be said
to represent the cinema/tic elite of their country. It is as if British studios
turned over to the production of nothing; else than James Bond thrillers and
Carry On Rubbish.

The worst aspect of "Ibndo Cane" is than many people have been taken in
by it and come away believing they have witnessed a revalation of human nature,
while all they have seen was nothing more than a snob's Candid Camera.
the aliens are among us

In the latest issue of his flyer "Ivo.", Eric Bentcliffe has said "Nuts" to the fan who thought the Alien Group's convention
film show was "amateurish and embarassing". I wholeheartedly echo this
invective.
Before the show I felt dubious about what we were to see.

I had been

deliberately misled by the advance publicity to exnect goshwow imitation
horror movies, -.nd so, myself and about a hundred others were pleasantly
surprised. The films were entirely unpretentious, outrageously hammed up
mo most important of all, entertaining. They abounded with many little
faults, mainly the timing of gage and overdoing custard pie antics, but
the makers realise these only too well and will improve in their future
productions. An example of this was in ’’Son of God ilia” where the
monster war, as a final resort, shown z. photo of author Ted Tubb. Unfort
unately this ploy was drawn out for several minutes instead of the abrupt
finis one would expect a second after the photo was shown. A good half
of the films would hive been better if they hadn’t displayed obvious signs
of being rushed for the con. But I’m nit-picking...

V'hat the critics of the .Miens expected were first class amateur
films verging on professionalism. ‘ hat they apparently didn’t want was a
group of films made for the heck of it. ^hey got the latter. Under stiffling con-hall conditions fans want their intellect appealed to least of all.
It is much more in the spirit of the con to see a film of hike ijoorcock
flinging custard pies at Al Rispin or Lang Jones having his fingernails
pared by Ella Parker.
I personally think the con^committee acted with great insight in
donating a third of the con profits to the Miens’ funds and in comm is si oil
ing a film for the Uorl" Con. Vith a few rough spots ironed out of their
technique and expert help from Eric Bentcliffe and orman Shorrock, the
Aliens’ next production should be something worth looking foward to.

abreast of the times
irs. Joan Roe of Toronto had been deserted by her
husband and left to care for their three children. For months she had been
living on national Is sistance and looked foward with dread to the coming
winter and the problem of protecting her children against the bitter Canadian
cold. But for the moment Toronto was enjoying one of its hottest summers
and speculation was rife as to how many of the city’s women would adopt the
latest American fashion - the topless dress. To exjeourage this new mode
a certain store offered half an hours free shopping to its first woman custor.
er to expose her breasts. kj$s. Roe was endowed with a certain amount of the

fair sex's modesty, but the thought of stacks of clothes for her children att
racted her to the store attired only in the bottom half of a bikini, iuid so
the store honoured its offer by allowing &rs. Roe to hectically stuff her
shopping bag with clothes, almost nude end highly embarrassed.

At the srrne time that irs. Roe was majiing great sacrifices for her
children's welfare, a North London used car dealer was having almost identical
thoughts to those of the Toronto store manrger. In his yard dwelt an old
Austin in which no one took any interest, even at a give away price of
fifty pounds, .’nd so the offer was made that the car would be sold for
five pounds to the first young Uxly to sit in the car for thirty minutes
in a. topless dress. An unnamed young lady came foward to fulfill the
terms and claimed the Austin.

Now apzrt from the similarities of these two true stories it is poor
reflectiin on British generosity and fair play. Canadians were willing to
lose a few dollars worth of goods for the pleasure of seeing the exposed
breasts of Nirs. Roe. Yet Londoners would only offer a 9C% reduction on a
clapped out old Austin to enjoy the same pleasurable emotions.

As if to prove that it also had a sense of humour to go with its
previous generosity (though maybe it hoped to get back some of the lost
dollars) the same Toronto store has recently offered topless and bottomler.o
bikinis. Over a hundred women left the store happily clutching their
prize - an empty box.

fanzines .rom all over
SQUEAK 2 (No rates listed, but a nice letter to Tony
Glynn, 14A Beresford St., Manchester 31b will possibly get you s copy.)

Delightful, literate, humourous
well informed end pleasing to the eye are
just a few words you might think of when
you first encounter this tasty morsel.
Tony is a fan which many oldtimers remem
ber with affection, but younger fans life
myself should be grateful for his reapp
earance after ten long years of Gafia.
Lost of Squeak is written by Tony, the
only outside contributor is Bob Keys who
tells of his travelSxin the Orient. The
rest of the ish has Tony rsmbling about a
variety of subjects; "'Ireland, 2archester,
his hilarious adventures as a cinema proj
ectionist, the Brontes and a powerful
review of a book entitled "The Donkeyn. In
the centre of the zine are some charming
drawings in the manner of a child's
colouring book which would serve this
purpose and still be entertaining to adults.

L zinc like this is crouch to make most faneds give up in des
pair.
ut they can console thems.-lvis with the knowledge that Tony is
a. nrcfessional writer and t at the i. ’aculate nroAuction is likewise
professional. this is just the sort of fansine I like to leave around
For my non-fan friends to see. befini vdy recommended.

GJUTAM 8

(l/o and the usual from Jim . ars’
Hill, Gateshead .)

11, $2 i illway, She riff

Another oldtimer, 1 ut not on the same level as ST T". Apart
from the Berry Goon story the only interesting item is the return of
Bushy hedge (anonymity is an advantage ’■hen writing material as crude
as this) who sug. ests that LS be retitled ? A SF (Filth and Silly Fuck
ers), which is hilarious considering that the three rages following
Bushy's bit are full of childish smut and obscenity! Generally medioc
re, but the hclntyro covers alone make it word
t! : price.
j

(55/, BoC °- contrib to Joe hilati, 111
Pearl liver, lew York IO965.)

iouth Highland Ave.,

About tho biggest, and certainly one of the best, fmz at the
moment, filling the gsp lef • a few years ago by the demise of Bonaho's
liABjxlh.Uh. Joo's editorial is c. report of c meeting ho attended, at
ich General Bdwin alker spoke, which is funny even wit1.: out Joe
pointing out how funny are the quotes. Joo also vrites in favour of
TJ3 fans rotu. ring their I'acikicon 11 membership cards with letters of
disaffiliation like his own ’ Pich he reprints. Bob Tucker has a few
pages in which he suggests that wrestling matcBes between feuding fans
and rumbles between poor faneds and poor fmz reviewers should take the
place of the usual boring con items. He should have been at Peterbor
ough this year. Other -.otabl® items are ’ay .elson and. Ted hits on
jazz. P. ■ fiisects beat music favourably and hints that when intellect
uals start digging it it ill he as dead as folk music. Buck Coulson,
who writes on the folk scene, is not an intellectual trend addirt, ..nd'in
his record reviews doesn't fall into the tram of determining what is
ethnic and what is not - a: annoying trend with many snobby folk 'experts'
over here. Harlan ;llison (pro of Burke's La; fame) writes on Harlar.
..llison and there a. o k. ?■. more goodies in this ish which is one of the
best publications I've seen for some time.
LGGOxl.A ini— ^U.-A... 7

(25/; tiro.de or LoC , T? no subs, from Tom perry,
/‘01C Laural ...ve . , Oa. .ha 11, Nebraska, USA.)'

A very personal zine, ..'hose free-wheeling nature is marred by
some sobering reflections on tho Tan '' affair, which is the latest
cover name for the ./alter Bffl en affa.ii. There is 1 alt ’lillis being
ambiguous ab ut it in a. few paragraphs on page one, but he is so right,
alt is his usual witty self in The Harp.., this is followed by a
hilarious satire on the reviewing of screen fanzines, called The Vice
Geis and then the letter col dealing mainly with Pan X. The first
let er is from Bill Aonaho, and for me to see the editor of a fine zine
like Habakk.uk writing stuff like this and. being in the

thick of the affair is a sad. disappointment. Joe Pilati inaugurates
a new fannish game called, loving furniture in which one invents sen
tences like "'.lien I mo’ ed furniture for Puck Coulson I learned all
about unmitigated gall."

ZJjhl'JH 6

(l/6 or trade with larger fanzines from 1. II.
Porlock Gres., jorthficld, B'ham.)

feston, 9

The new wave's wondorzine and a vast improvement on its humble
beginnings. It has all its major faults ironed out yet is still vaguely
disappointing after the I :collent itd>. H. On the reprint side we have
Arthur Clarke on earl sf, Fritz Lciber with fiction ant s; ipnets of
jiney from Spec P.eview. Original material includes Willis's Panorama
captured, from j-’ebula, Ray Peters on Budry's early works and seemingly
endless book and
zinc reviews by i’erry Jeeves, Ilog Peyton, Beryl
Henley and. Ed James. Terry's reviews appear to be somewhat harsh, and,
although they are justified, I feel that Terry should write more on
some thing he likes rather tha be forced to say 'crud' to the majority
of present magazine sf.
(Sithough he- seems to have started som tthing
with his Abolish Cordwainer Smith Society.) The lettered is uniformly
drab, apart from a delicious missive from Bill Temple slamming into
Terry for c. bad. review ho gave one of his stories. The artwor’" by
Eddie and. ..Tom is among the best currently available and. new artist
Bick Tlowett deserves a. special mention as new fanartists of his ability
are a rarity these days.
LlGIITHOU jE 10

(T..F' camdidcte Terry Carr's Fapazine at 25/, trade or
LoC from 41 Pierrepont St.., Brooklyn, PY 11201.)

A pleasant fmz that brings bi ck memories of one of my favourite
fanzines, Innuendo. It kicks off with tea pages of extrr ts from some
of George Letzger's letters, a fair exam ole- of which can be found in
the lettered of this LS. Starting in August '6J, he chronicles his
experiences in the 'zen mine' living with a bunch of whites adopting
the Bed Indian way of life, and goes on to describe is . irst few
months in the army. To say that Geo is 'one hell of a guy' is a big
understatement: his down to earth and unpretentious ramblings arc the
highlight of ttis ish. Terry's wife, Carol, relates her experiences as
secretary to a 'literary agent' and Pete Graham writes an interesting
column as well as some typical papa mailing comments, 'fait Breen
to Iks about Les Swingle Singers and Bach and finally, by way of an
editorial, is Terry's Tailgate Ramble, in which he discusses the
financial side of sf.

id.ILL JJIN

(a one shot by John Berry and Arthur Thomson, available .from
Ella Parker, 43 filliam Dunbar louse, Albert Rd, lrr 6 at
2/6 a time and all proceeds go to TAFF.)

Il glossy 70 page one shot featuring some of the best material
from the happy and prolific colla.boration of John Berry end Arthur
Thomson, among the many ATomillos are four that at a brief glance
appear to be ink originals included specially for oneself, but in fact

they are Arthur’£ attempt at a new multilith process where mastering
is complicated by not being able to sea what you are drawing! Berry’s
items range through humour; light sf and stories about ATom and Berry.
LINK 1

(from Beryl Henley, 55 The Ecarnings, Crabbs Cross, Redditch,
floras, Ho rates given.)

At first glance this looks like a revival of RBKIZINE as out
of the four contributors 'he only male is Chris Allerton. Three
recent additions to femmefandom share the credits in this hotch-p«. ..ch
of zany humour. Dc-ry • conversational style of writing saves what
could easily have been rather in-groupish chunterings, although she doe
seem to write as if the fanzine has only a circulation of ten. Hary
Reed introduces beat groups into fandom proper and certainly lives up
to her mad letter-writer tag. Her stylo won't suit everyone's taste cut I laughed. "Ringo Rake-speare" has part one of a two part play
called "One Hundred and One Unicorns", which brings back a standard
of humour lacking sicco George Locke became Gordon Walters. Doreen
Parker defends psi, or at least the title is "A Psionic Defence", but
she just mentions novels with parapsychological themes. This is a
pleasant littJe zinc with much promise of joining the ranks of such
femmedited zines as Orion and Scottish©.
CON .1

(l/6 frou Chris Priest, "Corno ?ways", Willow Clo.se, Doddinghurst. . ion■“.’ood, Esser.)

Ono of the best first ishs for many years, displaying a
maturity t at is u.’ -.ally re?chef only by the fourth or fifth ish.
Everything, except for c, short story, is written by Chris in a cool
logical style that covers borderline scientific themes, "pop" astron
omy and sf developments, The short story is very slightly above the
usual rut of fnz s. , and for this alone Phi?. Harbott-le deserves praise.
Art by Dick Honoft is crisp and original, although he docs remind me
of Dan Adkins. Both this zine and Link are the first off the SSFA's
PaDs (Publishing and Distributing Service) production line and the
fears I had about scores of similar fanzines flooding fandom have
been quickly dispelled. No two fmz could bo as di.fcrent as these.
especially in appearance.

C
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DOL. P
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1

(from Graham Hall, c/o "Tewkesbur
Tewkesbury, Glos.)

Register", 8 high Street,

Undoubtedly one of the best of the new wave zines, since the
editor relali . and admits, his own limitations. It contains some good
artwork from Brian LicCabe and some rubbish from hike Higgs. There is a
■mixed bag of contents in this zine: a humourous piece by have ood that
■ s funny when you consider how it wight have been written, and a serious
niece from Charlie Platt that's funny unyway, Archie hercer's cont
ribution "The Thorne Smi.h Tradition" was welcome enough to me -maybe
that's because I think Thorne Smith's writings have been sadly neglected
in fandom. There is a reprint of a I94J Sob Bloch story that was handled
by different net pie both’ before and after it originally saw publication
in a much better manner. The sane comments might be made about the
editor's piece on the back page where he stretches out to half a wage the
"take me to your ladder" joke. The laughter raiser of the issue is "A
Kndnecs from the vaults" by J. Ramsey Campbell. If this is a sample of
the sort of writing we may expect in his Arkham house collection, the
book should be worth buying just for the contemptuous laughs you could
get out of it. I have never road anything which combines in such a
juvenile aanne-" Lovecraft and Howard, j. ike hoorcock could have written
it bciore he could read. In a proceeding author's note, Campbell
mumbles someth.', g about "crystalisers of dreams", the story itself is
a cry0taiisation <, nightmare. It could have bee.? handled by a
more compel ?~ rut or in a more realistic manner, some of the ideas
behind, the stor ’ o:.e quite lo ical __ but written by Campbell the
whole t ;ir.g, f 2 _• mo at least, falls flat, Apart from all that, DOUBT
is well worth a try, and. I forecast that Graham Kall will be publishing
fa: tines among the; best, one of these days.
-- Dick Bllingsworth
w .ra.IAJialjla 11

(brr.'.o Burn’s ( ’Azine from 12 Khyber Rd.,
1 .k. or from1 publisher Ken .heslin.)

'ellington,

One car. get a good idea of the type of personal fmz this is
fn-m its first line "<nly once have I tried Lari juana., .
, and the
following editorial describes Bruce's experiences without the sensat- ’
icnalism tha’c
might expect from someoaM iffiri ing about his first
encounter with1 narcotics- Bruce prints the results of two fangames
based cn Zill is s •• enchanted Duplicator" - Jophan's Quest and <*. new
Burn game called Convention Gaga. Pat Kearney has a short column rd ich
is rather better than the sort of material he has written previously as
it is nearer to the amusind style Pat adopts in conversation. This is
followed by a lor ’ account by Bruce of his arrival in Britain a few
years back and. his reactions to the fans who mel him - although ho
confuses characteristics with c :aracter in his assessment of them.
The issue closes with a Itory called ".hipping Boy" about the conflict
of education and tradition, set during the Kenya Troubles. I've
always been surprised, that Bruce has neve; managed to have his stories
professionally published, especially when he can write as well as this.
' he issue is marred by the t oughtless printing of some personal
letters to Bruce. One, by Al Rispin, might be fair comment in a nrivate
letter, but being circulated like this makes it appear catty and
spiteful. Drue
.hould draw the line between private and fannish lives.

2

(ill first annish produced by Charles Platt, 132, Pitzjohns
Avsnuc, London P 5> for 2/5 this issue.)

Beyond appears to have Br.de quite a. few steps toward maturity
over its lest few issues, requiring a social-conscience on the way. In
his editorial, despite the for ida It title of "Charles Matt dissects
bocicty", Charles blasts off about the pressures placed on the individual
to conform to the rest of society and finil?,.’. by ashing the reader if
lie's worn a topless dress lately. Although it is )0 years since, this
sort of state ent of identity was popular among the young intellects .Is,
I'm sure Charles iccls ell the octrcr for it.

Following this we have a selection of colour pages done in
different processes, fan fiction, fan >oetry and fanzine reviews. 'Hie
only trouble ■ ith these sects to be that Charles is reviewing the
editor's personalities and not their fanzines, The lettered is really
alive, all brimining over dth youthful over-indulgence . Chief targuts
for hate a.rc Beryl Henley and like hoorcock. I'm pleased to see that
sevral fans h ve seen thro’gh moorcock's tmneror's He Clothes, but
poor beryl....it must be hard to feel the pressures of society in the
Beyond lettered.
In true Spinge tradition, part 2 of this mammoth issue begins
• ith a conrep from Be ter hitc. He must be an intellectual because he
begins "In one of [iatre's plays, a. inn says to another....", and as
everyone knows 3c t.ro is just ; bout the most intellectual nruc one ca.n
drop at present.
hat follows is less c. conrep and more an essay on how
not to '..rite a. conre ).

In " hedey • Charles Piatt visits a mental-hospital and is all
sweetness and light about it.
herever you find a. social conscience you're
also bound t find I at hearncy who uses such .ords in a. surve,;- of George
Orwell, and is able to t ist it so much, that he is able to introduce
Henry Biller into the erticlc it.'.out raising
prudish eyebro’ . But
hoarncycai nob be forgiven ■or assuming
that • rucll had the same
politics as killer.
After Ala.n ...odd, looking rather lost in here,
writing about cartoons on the Jacoy circuit, come a couple of pop-sociol
ogical essays. One, entitled "Sociology and SB", doses with a piece of
saaltz about a man being, condemned to live in deep underground collars,
and trudging the barren surface cropping tie stunted nettles of his woe.
.-.'his type of article is similar to a lecturer, ho after a Ion; and. boring
lecture, suddenly indecently exposes himself.
oy Kay, like Alan Dodd, is quite: out of place here .riting a.
good piece about rhe Harvel Comics Group. But after that we arc back 'with.
Peter liito who writes about Amis, making him the great rebel against
middle class pretentions.
ith a bettor kno ledge of his sv.bji.-ct, rather
than writing his owrJ views around a .‘ho's h. entry, eter might have
ma.de- some core truthful guesses about this pompous old bore.

Beyond is muc’ improved and certainly worthwhile- reading, but
it lacks that certain smile- and humour tl at distinguishes an excellent
fanzine from merely good.

rut ting tho. s_f _in the Ba
Taking time out from discussing such controver
sial and deadly serious problems as tranquilising criminals and the dangers
of kissing, the British Association mooting at . outhampton University last
August had on its agenda and interesting diversion; Science Fiction as
ar. indication of future scientific trends.

Dr. Derwent A. mercer, Physics lecturer at the University, began
the discussion by speculating that an alien space irobc has beer circling
the ,arth for some time monitoring radio transmissions and sending
information back to its home planet.
c should, suggested Dr. ercer,
concentrate on sending signals into space r then han receiving them,
although we may have to v.ait for over >0 years for ■? reply. This space
probe, concluded the doctor, si^.ht have been responsible for the myster
ious delayed radio signals of the 1930's hen some. radio transmissions
were received several moi ths after they were- propagated.

?jora.nist, Professor M.T. illiaras, went oven further than '.'.he
Observer's sf reviewer and fan professional, ingsley Amis, by admitting
that FTL and Dug Dyed hon'ters arc possible, hut fell into lino ith
Kell's cartographer by saying that time travel is impossible.
The Botanist continued daringly to postulate the cxistance of
man-like creatures swi: ing in the oncans of liquid ammonia on Jupiter
and Saturn one rock men living on i.ercury, Ary B.Ji is possible, he said,
provided it is largv trough to carry sufficient brain, here he assumed
that a '.hi must hove human or more than human intolli ovco and not be
plrin stupid as most fictional Blii.s usually seem.
Dr. i.ercer said later in a DfiC interview t at most scientists arc
inclined to dismiss sf stories because of a single logical fla?. . Yet ar.
open minded scientist irh a neuro; view of the r.nivers< might be shaken
by the concepts of sf. It is, he said, the conformity to the preser'
accepted notions of science that makes most scientists unsuccessful
writers in the field.
hose ■ ith a vague scientific education arc often
the best writers.

-- Jhim Lira ood
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British Variety

by

Beryl Kenley

A certain doctor, Titing whimsically in a notional newspaper on
the subjects of husbands nd health, recommends ten minutes1 cxc ciso every
morning in the bathroom. This gentleman should b‘ informed of two salient
facts:
(a) many homes ir tr.rertictl century Britain have no bathroom, and
(b) in many o ths bettor equipped Louses, the bathroom is the coldest,
most cheerless room in the place.

One car. only marvel at the intelligence - or rather, lack of it of the people 'ho design those homes. Someone should br..ak it to them
gently that the bathroom is the only room in thl house ••..•hero one
habitually removes all one's clothes, o,nd therefore, in. this often
grin climate of ou. s, it night bo a good idea to provide some warmth,
ven installing the. airing cupboard in the bathroom is better than
notbing; the cupboard door can be left open, emitting ’.arm air, and
bath towels cun, perhaps, bo laid on top of the hot-water tank.
A warm bath after a hard day's night is - or should be - one of
the major joys of a civilised existance. All too often it is an ordeal.
You sit in the b; th, assailed by on icy draught through the overflow,
dreading the moment uh n you must leave the fast cooling water. By a
mammoth effort of will, you finally get out and stand, wet and goosefleshed, grabbing a cold bath-towel a.nd wishing fervently that there
'wasn't quite so much of you to dry.
me Council of a certain ' idlands town (and. p.-ssibly other local
authorities do the some thing), rents out small refrigerators to its
tenants for a few shillings a \oek.
hen asked i. she - anted to avail
herself of this amenity, one tenant replied tartly:
-hut do I wfint
-with a fridge? I've get the bathroom!" Asked if she was joking, she made
it plain that she ,ras not.
her she makes c. jelly, blanch.ange or similar
dessert, the bowl containing the mixture is placed in the bathroom wash
basin where it al-ways sets quickly end without trouble.

At such times us Christmas, wiren poultry, meat, butter, eggs etc,
have to be bought in larger quantities than usual and kept for some
d-ys until required, all these are kept in the bathroom, covered as
necessary until needed.
■ hy not?"' she demands. "It's, the coldest
room in the house!"

In view of the fact that our summers (hah!) .re usually the
subject of bitter jokes, and our winters are just plain bitter (- to say
nothing of prolonged), 'this is a ludicrous state of affairs. Shivering
bathers testify with aching nostalgia, remc..boring the b. th-nights of
childhood, '..hen . other built the kitchen fire halfway up the chimney,
and they splashed blissfully in th? old sine bath by the fire.

Probably ‘the doctor mentioned earlier is as concerned, as the rest
of his colleagues about the high incidence of chroi'ic bronchitis and allied
respiratory afflictions in this country. They all advise that the bedroom
should be well warmed before retiring. They make no mention’of he rigours
of the bathroom-.

The Government makes grants to people ’wishing to install bathrooms
in their bones, and rightly so. But, i- you live in an old house, and are
considering availing yourself of this grant, think carefully before you
exchange your kitchen bath for the status symbol of 'ha proper bathroom.1'
You may be- thinking of the amount of work it will saves you may de lore all
the business oH filling
boiler, waiting for the water to Ik at, hauling
out the zinc bath, filling it, emptying it afterwards and cleaning up the
kitchen floor. You may be eagerly anticipating the convenience of walking
into your new bathroom and simply turning on a tap, and having nothing to
do afterwards but pull out a. plug.

jell, think again. If you ®?c determined to have a "proper bath
room", make sure that you Iwvo also some- m. ans of heating it - preferably
not electrical (ever heard of winter power cuts?). Other; iso you may, one
juintcr's night, walk into your beautiful new bathroom and, being n-. t by a
blast of icy air, retreat hastily into the kitchen, honing that the old.
zinc bath is still watertight.
(Remember all the- jokes about keeping coal in the bath? Perhaps
they came out of an unconscious assosicatioe of ideas, arising from the
memory of those childhood baths in front of a. coal fire?)

And, sitting tiers in comfort, you nay wonder ay the planners of
our homes chose to folio; Spar bar. ideas about bathing, instead of t’x
Roman example. The latter believed that taking c. bath should be a leisur
ely and luxurious pleasure, and not a self inflicted torture. Communal,
too, as in Japan? Soft? Decadent? Since when ’ as it sit"or to bo clean?
And who is going to bathe more frequently - the people to whom it is a
pleasure, or those to whom it is a joyless necessity?
Ono of the most hilarious "Steptoe" programmes concerned Harold's
ambition to build a bathroom. "Dad- would, hav^ nothing to do with it, and.
insisted, on his u<ual custom of b thing downstairs in front of the fire.
There he sat, • caring his battered, old. Homborg, keeping his socks on
because they, too, needed a wash, and. eating his dinner off a tray laid
across the edges of the bath. (Dropping the picked, onions in the water and.
fishing for them with c. fork stabbing himself himself in unspecified portions
of his anatomy, too...) . It was screamingly funny, yes - but "Dad" was
comfortably enjoying li.mseli.
I reckon it's all Peter Lind Hayes’ fault. "Too much bathin'll
weaken yer..." Let him and his ilk be lilo. chilled vodka - cold and
strong - if • they want to. he, I'd. rather be like British Railways tea.
Warm and weak....

Beryl Henley

■J- C/AvjThOi^N
I’ll begin with the materials and some of the methods, I use an old mirror
laid on a drawing board as
cutting surface. Under the mirror I place the
backing sheet of the stencil and over it the waxed sheet. Between the waxed,
sheet and the mirror comes a single thickness of newsprint or similar paper
and directly under the wxcd. sheet is the pencil sketch.
This pencil
sketch is usually on cartridge paper and forms the basis of the illustration.
I then stretch the waxed sheet as trutly as possible until the sketch can be
seen fairly clearly through it and secure the lower corners to the board with
drawing pins. If the width of your mirror is greater than the stencil and
it is impossible to use pins to fasten the stencil I would suggest using
sticky tape. The ideal arrangement} for tracing purposes, is to put the
stencil on a sheet of clear glass with a strong light behind it. Here the
sketch is just placed between the two stencil sheets. Some fans, I believe,
hold the whole affair against a winder-pane so that they can trace by
daylight, which is ingenious if not relaxing.

.-ft er tracing so much of the sketch as can be seen, using a ZB or
softer grade pencil on the wax so as not to cut it, I unpin the stencil,
remove the sketch, and add to the tracing whatever details have been missed
cut. I then plane a. black carbon under the stencil and pin the ends dorm as
taughtly as the sheet will bear. Cutting then begins. The pencil sketch
cannot give a wholly accurate idea of how the stencilled illo will look, and
so I add or omit various things in the course of cutting. l.iy sketches,
quite often, are only the bore framework of the completed stencil.

For cutting, and for all shading, I use a fsirly thick pointed
Gestetner stylus, a. fine pointed stylus made by zrthur Thomson and a Gestetn&r wheel pen. Lethargy he s prevented me from acquiring a wider range of
instruments, although Gestetner’s prices had something to do with it, too.
There are a number of surfaces in addition to the standard shading plates
which car produce interesting effects ( rough sandpaper, for example )
though I haven’t actually tried them myself. In addition to being lethargic
and tightfisted, I cm also conservative.
If you'll now turn your attention to the illustration of the facing
page I’d like to raise some points about it rayself, and also to answer sorae
of the points raised by Dave and like Higgs.

The size of the illustration is another sign of my lethargy.
small to avoid a lot of work.
Framing ray
instance, however,
reouired a frame.
read shortly after

It’s

illos is largely force of habit, I admit, though in this
I felt that the decorative, ncn-realistic treatment
I find support for this view in ’’Tree and Leaf”, which I
cutting this illo. Here Tolkien makes the point that

all such work needs a. definite boundary. TIe then qualifies this by saying
that be considers’ fantasy art, in general, to be not a Good Thing. This
almost puts me out of a johj

;

Dave wonders how I work up these crajsy ideas. ’Yell, in the prepar
atory sketches I disregard the medium and go for an effective composition,
jfter this I have to take into account the limitations of the stencil
medium and modify the picture accordingly. I avoid large areas of solid
black and heavy shading for example, f.lso heavy lines should not cut
across each other. You mat notice that the lines of this frame do not quite
meet at the corners, I once watched, a. fan editor patiently ruling off a
frame for an <. rticle heading only to have the entire rectangle fall clean
out of the stencil when he held 1 t up* I’m very '.vary of this as I’d hate
to have to cut this stencil again,
The type of stercil you use depends on the sort of work you want to
do... I originally preferred Roneo stencils, considering Qestetner to be
hard, unsympathetic and. tending to tear. Now I find that Gestetner seem
best and Roneo are too soft for really detailed work. Though an artists
choice of stencil is usually limited to what he gets sent by the editor,

T don’t make very much use of shading plates myself. Though I
would suggest that anyone going into fanzines in a big way would be sensible
to collect a good range of shading plates and lettering guides. These guides
are particularly useful if you find lettering a chore rather than a. pleasure.
I borrowed a shading plate from ^lan Burns when illoing NOITHLIGHT, and put
the carbon over it ’gooey side up’ without any ill-effect. In fact this may
be an advantage as you can see more accurately -where the shading is coming
and if it’s caring at oJk.
I never use correcting fluid. Small errors can usually be made to
look intentional (.’) and with really large errors I scrap the stencil and
begin again.

I’d like to end on a vaguely pessimistic note. Stencilling was
originally a novelty and a challenge; no— it is something of a. drag. Not
because I’ve come enyvhere near’ covering all the possibilities; I simply
went to give more time to working in other media, for Fun ?n_J Profit.

— Jim Cawthorn

Dave has asked me to say what changes I’d have made with this excellent Jim
Cawthorn illo if I’d hrve been doing it myself, and how I’d have maltreated
the stencil, I’m not going to try to criticise any point of Jilif s art style

I hasten to add, but merely to natter about differences in technique. For
the record, I'm a great admirer of all Jim’s artwork, and the accompanying
specimen is no exception. I knot that if I'd have tried the result would
have been very different....

This illo is not intended to illustrate anything in particular so
I cannot comment on its story veracity. I’ll take it as a picture. It is a
rood illo by any standards, but in this case not up to Jim’s top grade as it
tends tc be over cluttered (not in itself a. fault) inasmuch as the detail of
monster and aliens tend to merge together.
Where would I make ray pictorial change? I'd either lower the alien’s
left arm (though we would normally think of the right being the sword arm) or
body in order to bring all the sword into the picture. As it is, the sword,
which should be the focal point, is lacking in eye appeal. As for the rest
of the picture, I only wish I could emulate it. The monster is superb and the
aliens different, yet believable.
□.•is to stencil and shading technique. I would have simplified the
helmet tracery into metallic reflection lines. The flamboyant decoration of
the helmet I’d have used for the cloak where I feel it would be more suitable.
The rest of the swordsman's figure I'd have left as it is, except for dark
ening the left hand line of the body more (and lightening the monster
slightly) in order tc wake a clear distinction between the two figures.

The mounted warrior needs no change, but I’d have reduced the shield
size, clarified its outline and made the dark design much darker (or linear)
to give a. better contrast with the standing alien, into whom it tends to
merge. The background figure I would have made far lighter tc reduce the
'key', to throw the scene bank and thus give added depth to the perspective
of the scene. My own preference is always for reduced and more positive
use of shading.

This then is an idea of what changes I would like to have ma.de in
Jim’s illo.,,I’d like to have made them, but I hasten to add that I couldn’t,
nor could I have produced the illo in the first place. I just haven’t the
skill.
—

Terry Jeeves

The criticisn of ai painting or picture is a more nebulous affair than the
criticism of a piece of written work. Literary criticism depends to a
great extent upon analysis and the appeal it has to the critic is often a
secondary consideration. But with visual forms criticism is usually on an
emotional level. He likes or dislikes according to his tastes and how these
are satisfied by the definitive stimulus given by the picture.

I’ve made this -point to try and show that the notorious 'man in the
street' has just as much right and justification to criticise art as the
dilettante and collector.
rd now, disguising myself heavily as tha.t same
man in the street (rrther difficult for a woman) I'll view with mere
confidence the nrospect of criticising Jim's illo, ‘Then Dave first
suggested it, I gasped at the idea of me criticising Cawthorn the Great.
The first notice ble thing, and the most plea sing for me, ’was the
helmet and the profile of the main figure. The line of both suggoots .’ peer
strength, a perfect being. _.'s far as I am concerned, Jim could have left it
at just that. The remainder of the picture doesn't live up to this creature
and crowds irrelevantly in the background.

As the illo doesn't hive any connection with a particular story I
can let my imagination run riot. Does the knight like character mounted
on his thoroughbred amphibian, have any connection with the hero figure?
Does the girl wish the rider would not block her view of this eliga.ble
gentleman?

I hesitate to carp a.t an anatomical deta.il. After f?ll, my sense of
wonder should allow me to accept the impossible. Poets tre permitted
license, so why not artists the improbable? However, for those concerned,
with body structure, it can be argued that the position of the magnificent
head, is set too far over on the shoulders. So what.' It would be a dull
world if all illustrations were of medical text-bbok standard and I feel I’m
probably being hypercritical.. Unless a drawing is thrown out of line by the
intrusion of the impossible, its use should not really be argued.
I think that had Jim carried on that oblique line started by the
crest of the helmet and continued
the sloping profile by dropping the
sword arm, so that it pointed down, the effect might be less cluttered.
Had this been done, the grouping of the knight, his pet, end the girl
might have been seen to better adv. ntage.
I've seen Jim sketch. He sketches quickly, precisely, using blocks
of light and shade to create accurate and moving situa.tions. I don't think
this particular illo is -worthy of that inspired genius shown by Jim Cawthorn.
His technique of stenciling is experienced and varied, filling'one afraid of
virgin stencils with awe.
s I said, the nn in figure is good, but there
seems to be a lack of balance, no definite line in the composition of the
drawing. This may be due to it not illustrating any particular scene.

Thus saying, I take my leave humbly, having derived a great deal of
pleasure from tha.t elegant profile, surmounted by the sweeping lines of the
helmet, and bearing in mind that it's just a ghoddam hobby, anyway.
■

—

arjorie Smitq

This is as good a place as any to mention that the artists who hrve illustrated
the rest of this issue would also like some specific criticism. It's not all
that difficult to go beyond the 'liked' - 'disliked' stage and give an artist
some -_^r_l encouragement for all the time and effort he's put into his work.

Recently a great deal of interest has been shown in the
work of the .jnerican science fantasy writer Cordwainer
Smith. limy things have been written and said about him,
soBTe remarkably wild. like Lborcock has said that he is
one of the few science fiction writers really worth
reading, while Terry Jeeves has stated rather aggresively that his work is slosh r and sick incizing. Both

An Appreciation of Cordwainer Smith

by

Peter White

opinions are valid insofar as they are sincere, but it might be interesting
to attempt some sort of objective criticism of Smith as a. writer, and to make
a brief analysis of his v.ork.
In a short introduction to his collection of stories "You Will Never
Be The Same" Smith wrote:
"Everyone is a. Lear, an Othello, a Desdemona, c. prospei'O,
a. Caliban - more wonderful than a moon rocket, more
come Heated, than an H-bomb, more comp lie ated than a
tropical hurricane. It is the job of the writer to seize
the wonders and let the reader see Jjarikind within himself. "

This is certainly a magnificent sentiment, and one all too rare in
science fiction. But in fact this is not what Smith, even at his best,
achieves, .'.nd his work shows little internal evidence that he has even
attempted to "let the reader see Mankind within himself". Thecnore Sturgeon
is surely the only sf writer who has consistently Attempted t'.is, .nd.
when Sturfeon brings it off successfully, as in his brilliant cynical
novel "Some of Your Blood", it is by seizing the horrors rather than the
wonders. Mor does Smith characterise like Shakespeare. In his work there
are no Lears, Othellos, Desdemonas, Prosperos or Calibans. There sre no
people. There is no Mankind.

In fact, Smith is a myth-maker, and the primary appeal of his work is
to the . unconscious mind. He creates a series of symbolic images that appeal
subconsciously, and only in a very superficial sense can Smith be said to
tell a story in his work. This symbolism., can be detected not only by its
effect on us, but because the narrative progresses from image to image in a
series of irrational associations only thinly covered by the plot line.
Such irrational associations oc ur whenever there is unconscious symbolism,
but in the large body of what one might call "rythological sf" they are
obscured by systems of pseudo-scientific conventions. Thus in much sf the
real material is weakened by the conventions. Smith's strength is his
refusal to allow this dilution. although his images lack the tremendous
psychological power of Ballard's, for example, they are stimulating and
enjoyable, and it would seem artistically valid to create them. One cannot
help noticing that, although Smith does ir>t deliberately express any
philosophy, the general feeling of his work suggests that he is right wing
and ultra conservative.
Smith has been compared with Ray Bradbury, and in some ways the two
writers are rather alike. Both tend to support their mytho-poetry by
evoking nostalgia, usually a nostalgia of childhood. But ever, in his horror
stories Bradbury's imagery is often rather cosy; childhood nostalgia, of warm
summer nights, autumn leaves, spring morning romps with the dog, warm fire
sides and. mamma's cosy old knee. Smith's imagery is both warm and lonely,
bittersweet, Romantic in the true sense. Here is the opening passage from
Smith's "The Burning of the Drain":

"I tell you, it is sad, it is more than sad, it is fearful for it is a dreadful thing to go into the Up-and-Out, to fly
without flying., to move between the stars as a moth may drift
among, the leaves on a summer night. "

In the image of the drifting moth, cosy memories of security and peaceful
summer nights and chilly undertones of darkness, solitude and mystery, come
together as a clash of symbols.

But, unlike Bradbury, Smith is a very controlled writer. He uses very
little imagery in the actual prose, relying on the emotional power of the seen
end images he creates within the narrative. He holds himself in check. Brad
bury often loses control completely, his prose becomes wild and sodden with
images. He becomes a torrid drummer crashing away on his emotional percuss
ion, Bradbury thu ps oul terror and h?te, horror and e^ctasy. Smith, more
aware of his own limitations, deals with unease end dislike, distaste and
happiness; a quieter and altogether more effective music.

In passing it is interesting to note that Smith has a liking for
hyphenates like Up-and-Out and ?othing-at-kll. This clearly shows the
influence of John Cowper Powys, a writer of fairy tales at once more adult
end less suitable for grown ups than those of Smith,

Smith and Bradbury share one armoyint fault; they both allow lyricism
to turn into sour sentimentality. Take as an eremole the maudlin ending of
"The Ballad of lost C'llell":
"'I am dying. I mu?;t know. Did she love me?’
’She wenl on "without you, so much 'lid she love you.
She let you go, for your sake, not for hers. She
really loved you. Io e than death, lore than life.
You will never be apart, ’
’Never apart?’
’Not, not in the memory of man,’ said the voice, and
was then still,
Jestacost lay back on his pillow and v/aited for the
day to end. ”
Maudlin elements aside, it is Cordwainer Smith’s prose style that makes his
stories so delightful. His diction is attractively eccentric, far from the
contrived archaicism favoured by several Sword and Sorcery writers. Within
its rather small limits, his use of words is good. He has a- fine, unusual

The vrorlds Smith creates have a strange nightmare quality. A teeming
world of people, little more than puppets, is overseen by the all-powerful
Instrumentality - a cross between Bic; Brother and God, as cryptic and remote
as Kafka's Castle. Animal men, the homunculi, inhabit the Downdeep-downdeep,
orking in the underground- factin •. The relationship between man and
homunculus is uncertain; the homunculi ■ are treated as inferiors and yet are
often mental and physical superiors. The true men sometimes seem the lords
of creation, sometimes mere pawns in the cosmic game of Instrumentality. The
Lords of the Instrumentality seem sometimes amoral, bureaucrats, sometimes
distant gods of fate who's very ezistarco is questionable.The Instrumental
ity controls everything, even one's memories are altered according to its
wishes, and yet the hope and the fear is that the Instrumentality controls
nothing, that people are free and lost. Thus the objects in Smith's fantas
ies are of uncertain identity, they assume the roles of their opposites, black
has simultaneously become white. This is the dream logic of the best fantasy.

Their minds always half controlled by the Instrumentality, Smith's
characters wander through these zones of terrifying ambiguity, fumbling vainly
after concepts they only half perceive. Tn "Alpha Rapp ha Boulevard" the
Instrumentality has reintroduced the uncertainties of chance into the world,
and yet there is the suspicion that it still retains its control of each
individual life. The hero searches for an answer among horrors he cannot
comprehend:

'A walkway littered with white objects, knobs and rods
and imperfectly formed balls about the size of my head.
Virginia stood beside me silent.
About the size of my head? I kicked one of the objects
aside and then knew, knew for sure, what it was. It was
people. The inside parts. I had never seen such things
before. ..nd that, that on the ground, must have once been
2. hand. There were hundreds of such things along the wall.
"Gome Virginia," said I, keeping my voice even, and my
thoughts hidden.
She followed without saying a word. She was curious about
the things on the ground, but she did not seem to recognise
them...
"Paul," she said, "isn't that a man's coat on the ground
among those funny things?"
Once I had seen an ancient X-Ray in the museum, so I
knew that the coat still surrounded that material that had
provided the inner structure of the man. There was no
ball there, so I was quite sure he was dead. How could that
have happened in the old days? Phy did the Instrumentality
let it happen? But then, the Instrumentality had always
forbidden this side of the tower. Perhaps the violators
had met their own punishment in some wqy I could not
fathom. ’

This story with its powerful overtones of the Fall, rebirth and lost innocence,
is for and away the best Smith han written, and shows just what he is capable
of.

The myth-meking artist, such as Smith or Thomas Burnett Swann, is
primarily a magician. Although he may exercise intellectual control over his
material, he relies on intuitive techniques, on en uncons ;i ur, creativity.
His method is magical. Too much thought is therefore as dangerous as too
little and has the effect of destroying the magic. In several stories Smith
is too aware of what he is doing, and cannot resist supercharging his images
with symbolic cliches. Trying too hard to be symbolic he becomes too
symbolic to be true. The self consciousness has destroyed the spontaneous
magic. In "A Planet Called Shayoil" he comes very close to doing this, though
here the magic is so strong no amount of empiricism can destroy it.
At times whimsy also becomes an obstrusive element in Smith’s work.
In "ISark Elf", for example, it is exciting- to imagine a world where a brown
bear is telepathic ano can converse with a human, but when a bear reaches into
a lea.ther bag and fits spectacles "slowly and carefully in front tf is tired
old eyes" we return to Little Red Riding Hood - lurch into the nursery. This
whimsy is only part of a general mock innocence that pervades Smith’s work.
Sometimes the language is falsely childlike, and often even the method of
storytelling affects naivety:
’When he awoke on this particular morning, he had no
ides, that a beautiful girl was about to full hopelessly
in love with him - that he would find after a hundred,
or more years experience in government, another government
on earth just as strong uno almost as ancient as his own that he would willingly fling himself into conspiracy and
danger for a cause he only half understood. All these wejre
mercifully hidden from him by time......... ’

Perhaps part of the attraction of Smith's work is the blend of adult night
mare and nursery sentiment and innocence. But the blend should be so
delicate it is hardly noticed. It is mere annoying than endearino- when child
ish elements are as row and rauccu;:
a tin drw ?r a r nr:y
i.:t.l.,
For all his faults Smith is generally a successful writer, and, though
j.lldiss beats him on his own ground in "Old Hundreth" and "A Kind of .rtistry"
that is more then can be said for most science fiction writers. Summing up,
one could say that Smith was good, and very good in p^rts.

— Peter 'Ihite

Your camels will stay
Young, vital & alert
'
IF YOU
‘ ’
feed them on new, improved

"0X0'".
the new "0X0" is cleaner
end thft means whiter

A

American fan Burnett R. Toskey has been a friend of mine for years. I met him
first of all at the 1959 WorldOcn in Detroit, although we’d been in S_J?S before
that. In July and August 19&4 he did a 60C0 mile long tour of the British
Isles end the Republic of Ireland. For three weeks of his vacation he stayed
in or near Belfast, enjoying many adventures with the members of Irish fandom.
Adventures which I’ve enscribed for posterity in a number of fanzines.
One of the events I’ve so far refrained from writing about concerns a
very English sport with which .meric ans aren't usually associated. Before
giving the gory details it is necessary to put you in the picture regarding
Tosk® He is one of the mere intellectual of fans, he is a Professor of
liathematics, a Doctor of Philosophy and has amassed a number of degrees. His
main hobbies are classical music, flora, collecting rejection slips from science
fiction editors and publishing various theses proving that you can do all sorts
of complicated things with cosines.

We had just listened to Brahms' First Symphony, and I saw the sun
shining brightly outside. When the sun appears in Belfast there's usually
something in the evening papers about a white hot globe seen over the city
for several minutes. So I decided to teach Toskey to play cricket... reasoning
that a brain such as his would probably discover what’s wrong with the game.

He professed an interest in learnin
how complicated it was.

about the game when I told him

We stood on the lawn at the back of my house looking up at the sun.
It was the first time I’d ever seen it in July. I explained to Toskey that
the first thing we needed was a team, and I sent my two children on safari for
potential players. In ten minutes we had the nucleus of two really cracking;
teems. I captained one, Toskey the other. Mine included my wife, two of my

protegesj Terry and Ricky, both aged ten, a little boy aged three vzho'd just
learned to do without his nappies (a premature conclusion on the part of his
parents) and a little girl whom no one ha.d ever seen before or since. Tosk’s
team, a little more professional, included my son Colin, one of his friends
who wore socctacles with glasses like the ends of beer bottles, two of my
daughters little girl friends and my brother-in-law, Terry, who is six feet
tall and plays cricket every night of the week.

The only thing which cramped our styles was the smillness of the
pitch, I mean, my garden isn't really that big, about fifteen feet square. The
wicket was the working part of an old ironing board held up by a. bream <<t
at an angle of 45 degrees. The bat I made myself out of a piece of woodwormbitten door, although I was rather pleased with the handle which hardly left
any splinters at all as long as you didn't get too enthusiastic.
I had to be pretty stringent about the rules. You wore most definitely
out if the ball went into someone elses garden. There was no need to enforce
this rule.
'That men1 at the garden which &...j -in
inc .t tnc r r inf. no r tnc
sounds of precrickec limbering up, and took his st £ nee at the hedge, daring
someone to knock a ball over his hedge, I murmured loudy to Terry about
'Professor Toskey* but the man didn't seem too impressed.

Toskey's teem betted first. He put the beer-bottle-eyed pIf. yer in
first, which was a very astute thing to do, because the unfortunate youth had
never played cricket before, and actu lly took his stance behind the ironing
board. He had presumed we were using a hard ball. I told Toskey that we
really should use one, and he was all for tearing away into town in his Inni
and buying one, but I managed to restrain him. Bortlo-eye was out first ball,
as Toskey seemed to envisage, saying he was going to lull us into a, false
sense of superiority. The two little girls were out without hitting the bucket.
Ooh, I forgot, ■ e had two buckets, one upturned, one face down. If the ball
went into the bucket you got ten runs, if it merely hit the bucket you got five.
Terry, my brother in law came in. I put myself on to bowl, because
Terry is really good. He soon ran up a score of seven buckets (or, if you’re
stickler for autherJkciitv, 35 rni, . He was caught out by the best player
£b.ero, although I nearly dropped it when the back of my hand hit the rim of the
bucket.
Then Tcskey came in. The neighbours, who had heard a. loud .American
voice shouting 'HCHZ. T?’ after every ball, now lined the fence two deep, and
even the chap who swiped the ball when he got the chance seemed engrossed in
Toskey's stance. He held the bat, as you can imagine, like a baseba.ll bat.

I used spin. There is a big brown patch at one end of the lawn, at
which I'd strategically placed the ironing board, ly first ball war slow, but
as it hit the hard, soil it swung sharply. Toskey missed witH his vicious swipe,
and knocked the wicket over.
"If you hit the ironing board, you're out," I said firmly. Toskey
pointed out that he didn't know this and because I'm a very spor ing
type I gave him another go.
This time I didn't spin, but Toskey's
intellect had swiftly considered the lav; of averages and concluded that it
was going to spin. The resulting debacle cannot be adequately conveyed by

mere words. I don't think he meant to let go of the bat. I mean, really he
couldn't have because I'd been a perfect host. I actually felt it sween
across my hair as I ducked.

I immediately put Ricky on to bowl and he soon caused Toskey to pive an
easy catch. I was modest there, it was really a damn difficult catch because
I had to avoid the bat at the same time. The b:.11 hit me in the pit of the
stomach like a bullet and caught in my shirt as I fell. I was throwing up
in the bathroom whilst Colin vas batting. He pot another /p.u/ )/////// twenty
runs, making s total of 55> which I Was confident my team could beat.
Toskejr put Terry on to bowl, big Terry that is. He was bowling to bis
sister, and up till then I had always believed the old adage that blood is
thicker than water. l,y wife ted to leave the pitch anyway to a.ttend to the
little nipper who was supposed to be able to do without his nappies.

Toskey now came on to bowl. Jeeze, he v^s fast. He sort of curled
himself into a ball and let fly. Uy players -uickly departed from the crease
and that left me last man in with no sco-re,
I rapidly saw a new Toskey. Gone was the warm hirnour, the careless but
knowledgeable wave of the hand s he discussed the length of one of Kahler's
symphonies. His face was now ? mask of pure hatred, intent only on precipit
ating the worn tennis ball with all his strength in the direction of the ironing
board. His bowling was so vicious that he could'fi’t even bribe my son to do
wicket keeper. A hush had descended upon the crowd, but slowly I amassed a
creditable score of bi'c'-.ets. I didn't put this down so much to ray superb
technique as to self preservation. I took up the rather unorthodox stance
crouching down on my tends Find knees behind ray bat, and peering, one eye each
side of the handle, pushing the bat towards the hornet like missile
approaching me at speed.

It had now become a personal thing. All esprit de corps had vanished.
l"o longer did I pour egdboo on Toskey, I was merely intent upon winning the
match, which had be orae <n obsession with me. Finally I was out. I told
Toskey that I had been plsying cricket for 25 years and there was no such
thing as 'head before wicket', but he was adamant. Then I remembered that
I was the host and he was the visitor, so I forced a smile under the sticking,
plaster.

I don't think <11 that much of Toskey's intelligence, though.
couple of days after,
we -were watching tho Fourth Test klatch between
. ustralia and England on TV. Toskey watched the screen for a few moments,
and then as Dexter hit a. proud four to the boundary, he turned, to me and
asked, "There are the buckets?"
— John Berry 19&4
Read "BETCJD"
The fanzine with "the blue horizon"
You too can lose you illusions before
most people are old enough to have any,
"BBYOHD" will send you - Beyond .

The Unpleasant Profes si on of Jonathan Hoag by Robert . Heinlein, published by
Dennis Dobson at 18/The theme of every other lead story in Ul-.I’I"CBT was that of the Universe
being something other than it seems. Hubbard gave us several classic variat
ions on the theme, so did Sturgeon and recently Philip Dick gi-ve it new life
in "Time Out of Joint", but its best treatment came from a man better known
for his clinically precise science fiction.

.Heinlein wrote "Hoag" for UI-IKHQ.N in l$i|.2 under a pseudonymn when he
was making a reputation for his own ntme in „SF, and, like his forgettable
"Gulf" it seems to be an exp eri’.vont into a certain style of writing.

"Hoag" is a blending of the light detective fiction of the forties
and the anti-gothic horror of Unknown, The‘detectives are a husband and wife
team straight out of Hframet’s Thin l/ian and one can ruite easily imagine
Uilliam Powell and Myrna Loy in the role of Heinlein's married sleuths. They
are consulted by a middle aged nobody called Jonathan Hoag, cn ex-mental
patient who has no idea of his drytime activities since his release. /
doctor who analyses the strange red substance Hoag finds under his fingernails
assures him it is not blood, but becomes terrified of Hoag. Ibr. aid Mrs.
Randall, the detectives, can find no trace of the hospital at which Hoag
claims to have been a patient... and so on; the familiar chain that eventually
makes the Hero conclude that he is either mad or the world is not what it
appears. A favourite theme, but Heinlein makes it so believable by keeping
* happenings1
to a minimum and building up to the final confrontation and
spectacular climax in much the same way Hitchcock did in Rear Window. Hein
lein strangely foreshadows Cocteau's "Orphee" by seven years by having many
similarities of plot; the no man's land beyond the mirror where the forces of

evil lie, the removal of the wife's soul and the conclusions which are
effectively the same.

If, in another time track, "Hoag" was submitted as an original manusscript to the present editor of New Worlds, it would be blurbed as a literary
masterpiece with strong symbolic undertones, But, of course, it isn't. No
body thought so in 1942 - but in 1964 everybody is playing the 'hidden meanings’
game with stories like this. It is quite possible chat at this moment
’literary people’ are arguing over its Freudian meaninp;s; the horror land
beyond the mirror represents the repressed unconscious, it is entered by
the hero thinking he is dreaming and its inhabitants display overtones of
sadism and homosexuality. James Colvin in his recent NiV story "The Deep Fix"
attempted something of the kind. The result was interesting but failed
because he couldn't tell his Freud from his Jung.

"Hoag" is a long story taking up approximately half of the book. The
following stories show varying degrees of success and failure in Heinlein's
venture into fantasy.
"The Lin Who Travelled in Elephants" is a fa.ilure because it attempts
to create a whimsical mood which is both obscure and boring.

"1:11 You Zombies", the best story in the book, is a classic of its kind.
It tells of a man who is his own mother end father via time travel and sex
change, a thsne which authors of lesser stature than Heinlein wouldn t dare
to write because of the temptation to explore every little paradox it presents.
This is a good example of the sf yarn which attracts 'literpry people' end
is ideal for playing the hidden meanings game.
"They" is one of those sophisticated punch line pot boilers, in which
■a man t,inks the world has been created for his benefit ano, of course, it
has - you can see that from the first page. This one falls down because of
the unconvincing psychiatrist who tries to cure the hero's 'paranoia'.

"Our Fair City" is a minor' piece cf Sturgeonesque in which a friendly
whirlwind helps a crusading reporter to clean up the town. Good, but incredib
ly dated.
The final story "...and he built a Crooked “louse" is downright fascin
ating and had me thinking about it for days afterwards. An avant garde archit
ect builds a house which is a straightened tessarect t nd a minor earth tremor
makes it collapse into the fourth dimension. The first few pages of the story
give a step by step explanation on the building of a three dimensional
tessarect using modeling clay and match sticks; I'd like to know how many
readers of the story did construct one.'
A Clockwork Orange by Anthony Burgess, published by Pan at 3/6

'“'uestion: when is sf not sf? Answer: when it is well written, original
and by a. writer not generally accepted as an sf writer. . nthony Burgess's A
Clockwork Orange fits nicely into this category, yet it hasn't the slightest
chance of being considered for a Hugo Award. Why? . 11 previous award
winners have been writers such as Heinlein and Simac who have evolved within

the genre, and "reduced material which is uncucstionably sf. IJost mainstream
authors' ventures into sf have been complete failures - Burgess is one of the
exceptions,, in this novel and "The farting Seed."

A Clockwork Orange is a completely original novel, the nearest thing
to its theme previously being Kit Heed's "Judas Bomb" in F & SF. It concerns
a .young delinquent, Alex, who relates three years of his life in the early
21 st century. ..sS 19 84 was a forboding of trends of the late forties, this
novels concerns public attitudes to 2 disturbing problems of the sixties.

. lex is the leader of a .gang of young schoolboys whose nighttime
activities consist of assault, robbery and rape amidst the avenues (with names
like rmis . venue) of a rebuilt and socialised London. Cn the moon science and
technology arc extending human frontiers, but on earth society is divided into
malchicks(juvenile delinquents) ano lewdies (television a.cdictg.) V'hen one of
his gang wonders what life is like on other planets, ;lex says, "Cane, gloopy
bfstand as thou art. Think thou not on then. There'll be life like down here
most likely, with some getting knifed and others doing the knifing. "
Burgess has devised an original form of slang for .<lex to mouth; "Odd
bits of rhyming slang. A bit of gypsy talk, too. But most of the roots
are Slav, propaganda and subliminal penetration" one of the State psvehiatrists observes.

ilex's friends betray him to the millicents (police) and he is sent to
one of the Stajas (prisons), where, after a year, he is selected for a rehab
ilitation process because space is urgently required for political prisoners.
The treatment is several curs in realism above that given to Winston Smith,
/■lex is .shown movies of the sort of activities he used to engage in and at
the same time given injections to make him violently sick - a system rot
unlike that given to present day alcoholics and homosexuals, flex emerges
from the treatment 'cured', but he is now the clockwork orange of the title;
an unthinking fruit on a tree ready to be wound up and switched off at the
plea.sure of the State. lot onl^ does he become violently sick at the t ought
of violence but also when he tries to recapture his love of classical music
(his beloved Ludvig von being used as background music to the conditioning
movies). The artistic as well as the violent lex has been killed. In this
condition he falls prey co his previous victims against whom he is unable to
defend himself and becomes the pawn of a group of subversives who intend to
overthrow the State which is drifting into totalitarianism, flex makes an
abortive attempt at suicide and ends up in the hands of the State which in
turn makes him its pawn,
I won't reveal the unusually upbeat ending of the novel and this
unfortunately prevents me from m-ntirnin.'• what Burgess considers to be the
answer to the so-called problem, of youth.
On one level the novel is a damning satire on the crackpot ideas of
dealing with juvenile delinquency, both the 'cane 'em' and 'psychoanalyse 'em'
schools, and on another is a fairly accurate prediction of what social life
on Earth could be like while Clarke and Heinlein's spacemen are exploring
the solar system.
— Ettienne Leon Paul

Dave suggested I write this trip report as a. gesture to show there were ’no
hard feelings'. I suggested that hg might confirm this by writing
an
article - but he smiled inscrutably behind his beard and claimed illiteracy.
(Dave Hale is not only persuasive, he's subtle^,)
Of course, the main reason for writing this was not Dave, but was a.
lust for personal satisfaction. Personally I hate trip reports - especially
American trip reports, because they’re much longer - but they are amusing to
vzrite. I just pity any muc who wastes his time reading this one.

Ron Bennett
Colin Freeman
Roy j.,ay
Forrian Shorrock
Eddie Jones
Devc KaleHa&gic Thompson
and Beryl Henley

I also met Jiri England!

When I met Ron Bennett and his wife Lis, it was a bright, loot Tuesday
afternoon in Harrogate. I clutched my wallet warily with one hand and shook
hands with Ron with the other, but at that time there were no packs of cards
in sight. Instead he brought out several piles of old fansines for sale, j nd
for the whole of the time I was there, there were always more old fansines bo
wade tlirough. It was a mind-broadening end inspiring experience that filled
me with fandom shattering ideas about publishing that should be done; but
luckily I hsve now forgotten most of them and with luck after a few more days
I will be safely back in a sercon state of apathy again.
Besides fanzines I read TILE EMCHOTED DUPLIC. TOR, and in spite of
what everybody says about its being excellent it really is excellent. Though
it should never be read by a fan of less than six months’ standing. (in fact
I shouldn't have seen it myself.)

Some time beck I unearthed a copy of Colin Freeman’s fanzine SCRIBBLE
which is remarkable in that it was the first fanzine I ever saw that made me
laugh out loud. 2-nd during the second day of my Harrogate visit I was

actually able to visit Colin Freemen. (l a.lso lost some money to him at Brag,
but Hon did too, which was a great compensation. ) In his inimitable fun-loving
way, Ron wouldn't say who I was, and it was lotsa laffs watching Colin guessing,
trying to identifv me. Even after we had broken down and confessed that I was
Charles Platt, he still didn't know who I was. ("You're one of the Brummie
crowd, then?"/ But I forgave him for not knowing me and we had quite an
interesting; conversation together.
That evening, after pushing off to see a cricket match that was Too
Good To Bass, Ron g-^ye me precise det ils on how to hitch-hike to Liverpool,
and the next mornin' we all walked off together, he and Liz taking the baby
along to be circunCized.
Following hi's directions I left them and was soon thumbing; busily,
under the shadow of the gasworks. . Liverpool ballroom owner in a iini-Cooper
picked me up. zs we grew near his home town he grew more and mere frantic, and
in fact successfully proved that on Britain's infamous three lane roads there
is room for a. ini to pass another oar, without hitting; two trucks coming
side by side in the opposite direction.

Having left the sheep infested bleak Yorkshire grasses, we finally
reached the world's Beat lecca (at any rate in 1964) and for me it was a cause
of love at first sight. True, Liverpool makes a passive partner, but on the
strength of looks alone I would be h ppy to lay with her. We drove past slums
oversha-dowed by towering blocks of flats, with the occasional glimpse of the
enchanting surrealism of a solitary black semi-detatched unit standin"
unscathced amidst a flattened wasteland where once lines of such buildinc s hod
stood. I have no idea why Liverpool should be a.ttractive; but its force is
such that even the uninspired monotony of contemporary architecture c] nnot
suppress it.
I took a bus to the jersey and crossed said river to Birkenhead, where
I met Roy 'Ley. Later that evening, after I had dropped a few friendly hints,
Roy kindly offered to let me reside on his sitting room floor for two nights,
a thick hearthrug insulating- me from the icy Birkenhead draughts.
My second day in Liverpool was marked by a visit to the Liverpool Stamp
Company, where I met the proprietor, Norm n Shorrock. Re hadn't really met
properly previously so he w.-^ a little t-ken aback to see me, and our conver
sation was patchy, in between phone calls from other Liverpool Group Eans.
Thoughtfully Borman arranged a convenient time and pl'ce, and shortly
afterwards I met Eddie Jones. we vent off to lunch together, passing the
femed Cavern. Sounds of the mid-da.y beat session mingled with the quaint
language of men unloading lorries in the filthy street outside. r'a using only
to make a small sacrifice in front of the Cavern entrance, we located a
wimpy Bar. (We bumped into BSE. Librarian and part-time funny man Joe Navin
on the way, but as he made an unfavourable comment on my beard I refuse to
give him s proper mention in this report. )
L.fter c. lunch as only .r. ”impy can mak3 them, we visited the Liver
pool Group's Clubroom. It was strangely touching to stand in a room that
h;s seen so much activity in the past, ; nd I signed my name on the wall with
the other signatures with a touch of pride. Soon after my visit, I was told,
the room rent wan to be doubled; but they T.ould remain there nonetheless as
the clubroom was one of the fev remaining forces keeping LiG together.

~

The next day I set off towards Stourbridge and Dave Hale. I know now
that everyone stands at the exit of the ersey Tunnel, but in my naivety I
took a bus about three miles out of Birkenhead; and even then counted
three hundred hard hearted Northern drivers who passed me, sneering from
within the womb-like security of their vehicles, and didn’t stop. In
despair I travelled three more miles by bus, and got out into the middle of a
thunderstorn. /ft er half an hour I got the first of some short lifts, event
ually being picked up by a maniac in a orris 1100, who carried me and a
German hitchhiker into wolverh:jnrton. The German was obviously disturbed at
the way the car was driven; the maniac wore dark glasses and peered through
his greasy rain smeared windscreen like a blinded owl, sometimes seeing other
cars, sometimes not. He preferred tbijd gear, to top and changed into it
whenever he went slower than 50 nroh. Every stretch of road was a. challenge.
The car doors didn’t shut properly because of a prang he’d been in last
week, and the way his girlfriend was slobboring over him (T gathered they’d
enjoyed a fortnight living in sin up North) I was sure we’d be having another
prang this week.

But we reached Y/olv er turnip ton all right, here I left my German friend.
He was totally lost, didn’t know where he was, didn’t even know where he
wanted to go. I taught him to say ”Esso iJap” and described where he could
buy one, then grabbed a. passing lidltuid Red Bus, leaving him muttering to
himself, staring through misty glasses.

.■bout a qucrter of an hour later
I was informed by a sign at the s^de of the
road that we were approaching Xingswinford.
Hastily snatching out my all purpose
address book, I conf ir usd. my suspicion that
Jim England, famed organiser of the
British i.mateur Scientific Research
association (61 members strong), member
of the Bi?.’ for three years and insuff
erable VECTCR letterhack lived nearby.
Hurriedly I fell off the bus ;.nd hauled
my baggage through the intense humidity
of the endless suburbs to 15?. England’s
front door.

Over an egg and chips lunch that
his wife thoughtfully cooked me after I
had mentioned that I was starving, we
enjoyed an interesting conversation that
was broken occasionally when he hurried
into the kitchen to check on the progress
of a simmering beaker of copper sulphate
solution. (He was demonstrating cryst
al! sation to his younj. daughter. ) Our
talk was enlivened by the fact tha.t i.r.
England was under the impression that my
nr me was Peter White. Ne talked about
Charles Platt - his egotism, his big
headedness, his stupidity. ’’You’u

hardly think he wan only 19, the ws.y he carries on," said 50-odd-years old
lir. England, Sadly I was forced to agree with him.
^.fter lunch he gave me a lift in a. rather worn kbrris linor to the
bus stop. I didn't have the heart to disillusion him re; ardinf my identity
and so have now the satisfaction of having laid the foundation for a lasting
friendship between Jim England and Peter Vhite.

I rang Dave Hrle at his fiancee Ifcggie's nouse when I got to Stour
bridge Bus Deoot.
"You've just got to ’'oPverhrmpton?" he asked hopefully.
"Oh, you managed to rerch Stourbridge, did you? Well, never mind. Look,
don't try to go anywhere, stay where you ere, we'll come and find you." The
suspicions that this sentence gave rise to in me were confirmed throughout
the rest of my stay in Stourbridge, during which period I was continually
lost. I not only found it impossible to follow the routes we took, I becaml
totally disorientated. Even the sun got mixed up and started setting in the
Worth, rising in the lest the next day.
So, I met Dave Hale 7 above all, mysterious. I couldn't really
decide whether he was an introverted extrovert or sn extroverted introvert,
.'fter tea, we sat, waiting. Dave walked out twice on unexplained errands. I
had no idea why we had to wait, or what we were waiting. r:r, but
sccr.cd
to know and I felt it would be an admission of gross naivety to break down end
?;Sk._ -Then we eventually left I knew that the wait hadn't been in vain and
that Time Had Come, .’.nd when a pub appeared on the horizon I realised that
in fact Opening Time Had Come.

iJhggie md Dave forced me into Talking five miles to a pub they
specially recommended on th. b.-.sis of never h~vi: g be 2.
It was pretty
awful
I hate modem pubs.
/hat sort of person wan it, 1 wondered later,
-who could so dominate my will that I walked five m: les on flat feet in disint
egrating; shoes to satisfy his whims?
bat sort of person was it who could
command such awe from lesser fans; such as Lick the Beard (. Brummie fan
named Wichael who has a beard), who said "Thank You" on being allowed to
shake'Dave Ha.le's hand? . nd, I ask you, what sort of a person is it that cam
reach his right arm behind his neck, round under his chin, and scratch his
right ear? Dave Hale's thumb also has three joints. He: is not of this world,
at all.
«■.

rt lea.st Dave warned me that Jim Linwood bid slept, in my bed only a
week previously. ('fed he, knowing of my forthcoming visit, chosen that bed
deliberately?)
Forewarned, I was a.ble to shred 0 bendy copy of ZK’ITIi into
its component pages, snd muttering spells, I sank into the contaminated sheets
safely insulated from harm. Soon I slipped into an uneasy sle.p, troubled
by occasional nightmares about bloodshot fane lytical eyes. .

The next morning Drve and 1 aggie took me on another walk (there were
buses, but they enjoyed watching me suffer) to the best place to hitch from
forRedditch. I still didn't know where I was, and I didn't believe ledditch
wan where they said it was. I n. viga.ted blind, relying entirely on the direct
ions of drivers who gave me lifts, until an hour later I miraculously found
myself on the doorstep of 59 The 'earnings, Crabbs Cross, Redd itch. I met
Beryl Henley at the door, accompanied by hue band and two offspring. It seems

like it was only yesterday. Come to think of it, it was only yesterday.
Luckily one of the offspring didn't went his Sunday dinner, so I was able
to step in and stop it being wasted.
Through the pleasant afternoon we talked. I dried dishes and cut the
bottoms off flatbed stencils while Beryl nattered, She almost convinced me
that her theories regarding reincarnation and scientoloyy were Ultimate Truth,
?s she had do-e once before, I read two arvel comics, we h; If watched a
lousy tv play and Beryl showed me where her Zenith book reviews had been
emended. Soon I was slipping into a feeling of calm, relaxed well-being that
always descends when I visit Beryl's house. The afternoon and the night and
the followinr morning hurried past me, too fast, and before I knew it I had
left the house where Frank Russell and Ren Hubbard- ere gods whose supremacy is
only challenged by Ray Bradbury... and I was on the road to Tewkesbury.
Uhen I arrived 1 called st the residence of Graham Hall and it was
there that I didn’t meet Graham Hall, (master of the art of not only losing
friends, but ensuring he doesn't make any by mistake. A rare gift.) 17or
did I meet his friend Dick stone-age Richardson. .. note Grahac had pinned
to his front door told me that financial difficulties had prevented him coming
back from his holiday. It was all very mysterious.

Disillusioned end depressed (l had been looking foward to getting
drunk that evening) I wrote a postcard to . rchie fiercer saying I vzouldn't
be meeting him the next day at Bristol, and hitched as fast as I could back
to Letchworth, covering the 102 miles of deserted lanes in just over 3 hours.
— Charles Platt

The loiiliest Bu<“ Eyed funster on . ars was an avid listener to Children's
Hour. It rIso liked classical music, westerns and science fiction.
Unfortunately, it had only a very limited collection of tapes salvaged
from the wreck of an esrly expedition frum Earth and the receiver it had
painfully pieced together out of the wreckage of the expedition ship could
pick up only the most powerful of Earth transmissions. The crea.ture's
education, therefore, was very limited.
The BEL1 v/as bored and depressed. It had read and reread all the
book tapes until it knew their contents off by hearts (of which it had
three).

"I'm getting old," it reflected, sadly, for indeed, it was at least
five hundred years old. Its youth was far too distant for it to remember
all the stages it had evolved through before it became '•Ejrs’ most malignant
beastie. The EEI/i's most unicue feature was its ability to imitate any
life form and maintain the facade for an indefinite period. This
attribute could be used to make itself more horrible to the beholder by
merely assuming the shape of the worst monster lurking in the unconscious.
The BEX was monosexual, and for this was punished by an unbearable lonliness. Thai w.s until it found the germ of an idea in a tape book. ,.'.n
idea, began to spiv, n in one of its brains.
"The time has come," it thought, "for me to fulfill the destiny of
all BE1S of science fiction. "

So saying, it set off to the Earth colony to find a girl.
+ +-r +'b "r+ +

Celeste Chaste, though blond and bea.utiful, was not the classic
sf heroine. She "was shy and intelligent, hiding her inner sensitivity by
acts of tomboyish toughness Which made her unapproachable even to the
handsome troubleshooter Patrick Kenans (who didn't like women-anyway).
Their mutual dislike was e focus for do-gooders to get them together. Ind
this was why they were sent out together on a photgrhohic survey of the
territory north of loirs Ba.se.
After a four day tramp and two day descent of the polar cap foothills
to at camp in a small pressurised cave, Celeste had lived up to her name.

They were resting while Patrick adjusted his camera. Suddenly
they heard a. bloodcurdling; growl, and turning, found themselves face to
face with the most hideous EE1.1 in the whole of Irrtiin history. Celeste
fumbled hopelessly for her blaster, forgetting that she had left it at the
far side of the cave. The BEL slid over End cornered her.
She was trapped.

Patrick reached for his camera with lightning speed. This was a
shot he could not afford to miss. "Girl torn to shreds by BEL," he
visualised, "What a scoop.'"
The BEL stopped its advEince Enid becamse puzzled. VIhat was the
male doing? The. BE! I was r_ady to die for the great sf cause at the hands
of an earthling protecting his beloved. Celeste was also puzzled; she
did not expect much of Patrick, but at a time like this.. .Patrie1- was
the most puzzled of all, why wasn't the BEL getting on with it?
The BEL was touched; the girl desperately needed help which the
man would not give. In disgust it killed Patrick with one slimy oozing
tentacle and turned into the blue print of the ideal man Celeste had always
longed for.

The girl and BEL lived happily ever after.

It all started very quietly.

Lost things do.

You sees German random may be well organised in Deutschland,
but it is neither as vociferous nor as well advertised as the frn
groups in the United States. There is (to the best of my knowledge)
no periodical magazine publication, and especially net one that devotes
space to fan activities. I must hasten to add that there is little
space devoted to fan activities in united States magazines, but some
does exist in letter columns and an occasional report that gets
pub1i she d formally.
As a consequence, German fandom is barely known to exist.

So our arrival in Frankfurt am Main or.e year ago was not
hailed with shouts of glee, dancing in the streets and signs proc
laiming, "G.O.S. Go Home!"
Finding ourselves surrounded by foreigners, we wrote E. J.
Carnell, our man in London, who replied that he knew of some science
fiction fans in Germany, but none in Frankfurt, he also got a brief
note from L. Spragt e de Camp, .who told us that George Scithers was
about to arrive in I'rankfurt. lie did, ard we got together.

But nothing much came of this because of illness, then a
recovery period, and the newt thing we knew it was pring. Vith the
coming of spring, other low pitched rumblings also began,
George
Scithers called one evening and said that lie was a'-out to attand a
gathering of some German fans and -would we like to come along. At
ti is clambake, we lec.rned about a German Convention that
s going to
be held somewhere outside Munich.
They ad few details, but it as
early and we'd be giver details when they were better informed.

There -ere further rumblings. J. J. Carnell -wrote that it .was
too late to join the Film Festival in Trieste, but if I was interested,
there was to bo a convention outside ftunich and Tom Schlueck could
supply the details. Then Harry Harrison and family turned up on their
way toward something called a "camp site", and said that they might
make this convention, too.
Finally, Leslyn Campbell arrived for the summer, ' e discovered
that Leslyn, the daughter of Johh . Campbell, had never been to a
science fiction convention in all of her 19 years.
Our < rrival was frav, t with peril and a collision ith the
language barrier. Th.: girl at the hertz autovermeitung could not be
made to understand that my International Driver's License was valid,
and she was not inclined to rent us a c..r. however, my charm prevailed
and after I uroved that there was indeed a German translation of my
Lew Jersey, USA license and that I carried an American Jxpress Card,
which was better identifiertion.

One hour later we were in Marquartstein, a village several
kilometres south of Lake Chiemsee, which lies some 70 kilometres
to the east south east of unich.

At the edge o.J the village, a mountain rses sharply, and
clinging to the side of this crag is a rectangular \bite edifice.
Pew details can be distinguished from the village, but everybody
knows this to bo Castle Marquartstein.
Ca lie Larquartstein is approached along ar uphill inding road
best suited for mountain goats, gazelles and vicuanas. At tho end of
t is perilous trail, there is a wlatz park contrived on a slope that
loads downward over the steep side 01 tbc mountain.
,ith some trepidation
and lingenail chewing, ire parked ®io car and c nrinued along the road.
ho:.’, Castle Marquartstein does not face outward over the village.
It faces inward, over the mountain. One approaches it over a fixed
wooden bridge that spans a ravine or gully that is about fifteen or
twenty metres wide and possibly thirty metres deep. This operates as
a dry 120® and one can imagine that the fixed ooden briege was once
a drawbridge. one the castle side were the usual heavy doors, and
possibly room for a nortcullis, but that had been removed.
On passing t rough this arched entry, one onte/s the courtyard,
h’here knights had once paid open court, German fanfom was assembled on
picnic benches. A dance floor of consider^'ble dimensions was in tbc
nearly finished part of the construction . nd upon our arriv. 1 was being
noisily occupied by a Group of Bavarian m: le dancers, an< 9 full
Bavarian orchestra. This celebration was being put on by the fan group
and extended as an onon house for the people of Marquartstein.
This nas friday.

lot long after our arrival, we were introduced to strong drink.

Vurguzz L

The anrals of sciercc fiction contain a number of references
to various potables. Some of these have turned up in stories, others
have turned up in fandom’s lingo, but until the Castle Con, no one
really invented, a drink designed for the science fiction palate.

I was skeptical of Vurguzz at first because it was advertised
as 250^’u alcohol. ’.laving tried a goblet, ho-ever, I am prepared to
agree with tM-is estimate. Lei me expffLin ho\ this apparent impossibility
ce,n be true. The inventor of Vurguzz is ’ ra,nz Jttl, one of the
mainsprings of the Castle Con. Ee devised this mixture vie the
folio ing process;

If the upper right ncint of the "V" is joined • ith a vinculum
or overline extending’to the right aboue the rest of the word, it forms
the radical, Vurguzz. 1c if the designator, 25O>>, is placed above the
other point of the "V" it becomes a mathematical symbol that signifies
that Vurguzz must be the 2>0'/> root, khat is, the excess is divided
by the square root of minus on;., which rotates it 9C degrees counter
clockwise out of the real world -- there to remain in recoverable
storage until it is required to satisfy the human palate.
I'or this remarkable achievement, I'rarz liittl is to be made an
honorary member of the Smith Association for Alcoholic Research.

Somewhere along about here, there arrived the end of the first
evening. Retrieving the automobile was a. bit of an adventure and a
challenge, but we won. At least, when Saturday morning dawned bright
e.nd clear, we -..ere all alive ’.ith the usuel number of arms a.nd legs, and
outside of our hotel, the automobile ’..-as in unscratched condition. 1 e
can therefore assume that our course down the mountain was vie the
winding road and not backwards down the slope out of the park platz.

Upon S< tuiday morning wre discovered why there are no good
pictures of Castle Liarquartstein. The castle is in shadow from its
own mountain. As a consequence, we took no pictures.
Saturday morning was spent in a merry mixture c-f fans in the
castle courtyard. There were discussions in German a.nd jnglish, there
was beer to maintain the fl
of conversation a.nd there were e. couple
of formal convention sessions inside the castle. As the place was in
the process of being converted into a. hotel, the kitchens were nrenaied
to serve us lunch provided e all anted beef stew with noodles.

After lunch there was more of the same conversa.ion and beer.
There ere arrivals from Britain. . rchie i.ercer turned up; there was
a crew from Liverpool and some misguided character addressed me as
"Air Harrison," because he'd heard that ..arry mi; ht make it. Saturday
was the evening of the usual Con farcy dress ball.
American random can learn a thing or two here, first, there is
nothing like the ornate walls of a handpainted Trand Ballroom of er
ancient castle - complete with balcony and a formal staircases for grand

entrances - to hold an sf masquerade ball. Second, the orchestra was a
professional quartet of fans who dressed in costume and joined the
festivities
Parly in these proceedings, the reputation that I have been
tr ing to live down refused to go away. I was approached ith the
question, "George, you probably kno ho to arm fireworks, can you help
us?"
ith some misgivings, but illing to try to contribute something
useful to the festivities, I folio- ed my questioner, ..r Thomas Schleuk,
into one o; the darker rooms of th.- castle here he drew the shutters,
locked the door, and. then having checked, the room for hidden microphones,
opened a. Irrge carton.

This bo contained a number of interesting items. 'There were
several small bones of "Simulators, Booby .rap, Percussion ith ’’lure."
There was a carton containing 25 "Grenades, Band Illumination" and a
second, containing the same number of "Grenades, hand, Smoke."
The
first, th. simulators, were fairly harmless, consisting of a. mousetrap
device that could be hooked, up to doors and stuff-that-could-bc-moved.
her the strf i was moved, a percussion cap went bang and a flare went
on for about five minutes. But the grenades were of two types
the
"Illumination" variety wore those used, when you have r ason to believe
the enemy patrol is sneaking toward your position. You heave tT,e thing
out and. shoot vl ilt. the light is blinding them. The "Smoke" kind is
used, when you art: stalled in firing range a.nd need, a smoke screen,
iext was a trio of "Grenade, Hand, Simulator, Fissile Impact." This I
recognised as one of the things they vise in training; it rae.kes like a
105 howitzer shell burst. Hapilly, there were three boxes of "Fire
crackers" of the kind, that are used to simulate rifle fire in c battle
exercise.

And so, at mid: ight, we c. acted the Battle of Cattle i.arquartstein
by tossing hecB firecrackers into the dry moat. This created.
a sort of echo chamb' r; each detonation echoed and re-echoed from Alp
to Alp. Then as :hc feeling of revelry increased, the number of fire
crackers tossed into the ravine increased.
c were working through the middle of the third box when we
were visitc. ’ by two gentlemen in a green Volkswagen with a whirling
blue light on top. 1 oving to a more protected position at the rear
(t1 at is, beating n 1
t. r tr t)we exoelined to the Polizei that
this 'us all good, clean innoci.ut fun, and we B re sorry that we'd,
disturbed the e.yor of . ar quarts coin - and i. wo found out who the
real culprit was, we'd see that he was properly dealt with.

. olliHied, the Polizei roampd around, the castle for an hour,
observing the festivities, and. then, satisfied that we weren't trouble
makers at heart, left. Unfortunately, their Volkswagen decided to bolt.
Taking the bit in its teeth, it reared up on its hind ’..-heels and tried,
to jump the stone retaining wall along the up side of the mountain trail.
This maneuver resulted in one smashed left front lamp and a. severely
abraded fender.

j..s for the rest of us, v;c took a round or t1 o of Vurguzz, closed
the bar, and went to sleep the slumber of the innoc nt. And that vas the
end of the second evening.
Sunday - through no fault of German fandom, it raino". This
forced the group that used the courtyard to sit inside for the
inevitable discussion and post-masquerade-mortew. Sunday evening was
devoted to formal meetings, one of which was held to elect a new
President for Ehe local fan group, an' the other was held in the Grand
Brllroon to determine a good la.ee fir next year’s German Con.
Although my German borders just on this side of non-exislant, what those
meetings covered sounded exactly the same as their equal in the U.S.
?or exa,mnlc the meeting to decide next year’s location had an attendance
of about 160 fans. There -'ere exactly 160 suggestions.
Then early in the afternoon, having had a wonderf 1 time, we
left with reluctance, maneuvered the car out of the tilted park plat2
for the last tin®, and started the trip back to Prankfurt am fain.

Postscript. There vzere several colour pictures taken during the
Castle Con. [These, with a suitable running commonta.ry, were handed to
llojor Georgo bcit 'ors, who promised to sho’. thorn - with commentary - to
I hope this gesture was worth your vo e for
the fans at San Prancisco.
uropc in 19651
--■George 0. Smit1!

/

Once upon a time, assuming you could find one,, it was possible to buy a
science fiction magazine that contained sf.
Nowadays,. there is an even
greater need for the old time fan’s built in sf detector. You can find
the magazines easily, but finding sf inside them is a far harder prop
osition. Worse, even the stories are only hrlf there - the endings are
usually missing. SF just isn’t fhat it was.

This, of course, raises the
question: i^jf.t is science fiction?
;\n easy way out is to define it by what it isn't, "SF isn’t a Western
story up-dated to 1990" for instance. Such negative statements leave a
whole load of un-mapped territory, so I’ll stick my neck out and give my
loop-hole filled definition. Like the camera fiend’s exposure meter is
is intended as a guide and not a rigid rule book. Right then, "science
fiction is fiction dealing with (as its main theme) something which'
hasn't happened - yet. It is speculative fiction based on the ’what
would happen if... ’ theme. ”
At this point you may think of the cowboy reclothed in a space
suit, or alternatively, the fantasy stories stemming from the ’what if
magic works’ query, Non-ally, neither story will be sf, but it kIG-HT
be. Irthur Clarke’s excellent
Fall of loondust" is basically an up
dated account of a suLine-nno disaster, Kimball Kinnison is pretty
close to being our future style cowboy, and as for fantasy, only a.
hardened faith in the wonders of science would claim van Vogt's "Weapon
Shops" as other t .an pseudo science or downright fantasy.

Nevertheless it is very-generally true that you don’t make an sf
story by bringing in a spaceship, anymore than you create a Western by
putting your hero on a horse... especially f he happens to be a jockey.
Literature, like colour, covers a wide spectrum, and the sooner we face
that f-Ct, the' bottvp. we esn all p int to the pistol packing hero as
he wipes the floor with sisrteen rustlers end drives off the Indians
single-handed end cry "Western”. To Sherlock Holmes and Watson as they
unravel one more mystery we tag the label "Detective", and as one more

tank churns across the North African desert, we mutter "War". Just as
easily, we could (unless colour blind) pick out the colours red, blue,
green etc. The arguments start where the colours (or story thanes)
merge. One man’s green is another man’s emerald, and a. third may even
cailCL it turquoise. If this can happen on colour definitions which can
pegged to an I.ngstrom by the right eauipment why waste time haggling
over story definitions which can't be pegged at all? If our pistol
packing, horse riding hero from Mugwump 9 joins the space marines as a
warp technician, and after killing off the red tinged aliens, solves
the probler: of who killed their leader and started the war. .. is this a
Western, sf, Rar or Detective... and when his spaceship crashlands in bhe
sea and Bertram Chandler navigates it to shore, does it become a Sea
story?
Let’s stop haggling. Recent stories such as "Border, Breed Nor
Birth" and "Aian Who Counts", will never be sf in my books, but they may
be to you. ^et my own definition lets them in. It boils down to this,
we all know what we crll sf. The question is, why has it stopped
appearing in the magazines? Very little of the current crop looks
like sf to me. No doubt some of it strikes you the same way, but
though we differ on just which of these yarns are sf, I'll bet two
things. First we agree that a lot of them don't qualify at all, and
second, I think we find that we agree in a surprising number of cases on
the ones to chuck out.

Applying thr elastic yardstick, I’d venture that 80^ of modern
sf magazines ere filled with material which would never have qualified
as such in the old days. The old yarns may have hammed happily along,
and their science may have fluctuated between textbook didactism ano
spectacular inaccuracy - but at least we all agreed that they were sf,
and moreover, they always had a plot.

Without trying to define ’plot', let's admit that a good story
should have a definite ending wrapped up. Not necessarily on an up-beat, but
with a definite termination, Hany top notch yarns have concluded on
the down-beat... "Death Deputy", "None But Lucifer" and "With Folded
Hands" to name a few. Others leave no doubt at all about virtue
being triumphant as Kinnison sweeps all before him. In between we have
the thought provoking ending... "Campbell’s Lioon is Hell" makes you sit
back and think just how indomitable the race of man can be. Herbert’s
magnificent "Under Pressure" leaves you with the uncomfortable feeling
that only a battle on one level has been won so far. And so it goes.
All good stories have one thing in common - the ending is the logical
conclusion of what has gene before - even if it means that you stop
and wonder about if it would happen that way after all.
Iwany modern authors rattle happily along until they run out of
ideas, then a quick look at the word count shows them that enough gsnbage
has been written to cover the gas bill, so the story is allowed to weter
out there and then with a slight hint that something may be done sometime
in the future. This technique is akin to palming off the paint rag as
modern art. The long haired and effete critics will hail this master
piece — the poor Joe Ltuggins (such as me) will hesitate to cry 'Foul'
in case they missed the point and show theraselves up as mugs. The age

old technique of ’’The Emperor’s Few Clothes” is working again. They
were invisible to all but the elite. Well, if any of the elite happen to
be around, perhaps they’d point out the plot endings in the following random
selection from memory.
"The Boy Who Bought Old Earth"
where for little apparent reason the
hero winds up converted (for his own
good we’re told) as a ‘cat man*... and
then?? Well I admit a sequel appeared,
but not only in a different magazine,
but so hogwashy I just couldn’t read
it.

"Storm Wind” by Ballard in New
Worlds. . n unbelieveble wind increases
in arithmetical (and unczplri nable)
force until around the 200mph mark it
is about to blow a concrete wall down on
the hero. By an umpty billion to .001
coincidence, the wind chooses to start
an enually unexplained (and progress
ive) drop ana the wall slumps back into
place and all is well... except for the
retching sounds from the not so
gullible.
In a recent Analog, John Brunner
perpetrated a yarn concerning a pair of
atomic device testers who wreck the whole
gear and go off on a binge when a visitor
in some sort of vibratory dimension
device put j it right for them so that it
v/~ilj work. Yeah, so what.... and why?

-

Mo doubt you can extend the list
only too easily yourself. But for those
who disagree violently, and have put on
a kettle of boiling oil for me, may I
suggest that you try the following tests
before asking me round for a bite.
1.

Write down as many titles
as you can remember from the
most recent sf magazine you’ve
read. You're good if you can
beat

2.

Take a mag you read 6 months
ago, look at the story titles.
Now how many stories can you
precis without peeking at the
opening paragraphs? 40'^ is
good here.

Try test 2 with a 2 year old magazine, and if you
can precis MKE TER ONE LED NOVEL I’ll be surprised.

TEST J.

Fans used to have a Sense of Wonder... but in those days the authors
had a sense of Responsibility. If the 20^ who still have could inculcate it
into the rest, then sf would really enter its rolden aye. Or do you disagree?

—

Terry Jeeves

If you want to publish a fanzine let me tell you what to de.
You y,ot to talk your parents into buying a duper for you.
Get some stencils and paper, plenty of ink, t’wont be long.
Write around to all the guys in fandom with you, yet some illos
Put ’em all together, call it Les Cringe, you can’t go wrong.
Get egoboo in Beyond (maybe.’), letters from all over, Willis will buy you
bheer.
It £in't .ruite this simple, -so-I’-d better explain
Just why you gotta ride on the trufannish train.
Becos if you wait to become a big-name-fan
You’ll be waiting for your whole life span
We’ll all be dead, or BSFG members or something.

’’hen you come to form a club you've got the hardest time
It’s no use meeting on the Underground.
lou gotta find a pub with plenty of bo..ce
Get some rich members, be careful who you choose.
Maybe get some femmes, forget about sf. Brag anyone?

Way out in Liveroool, here's vhat they did
?nd out in Cheltenham here’s what they did.
Nottingham ard London too, well sort a.
Don't let fuggheads bait you
They’ll call you Roseoites, Sadoists too.
Don’t let fan feuds break you up You'll win - what I mean, take it easy - but take it.
; .

*

’ ’

— Jhim Linwood

ft
In the many branches of* speculative fration at present we are witness to
a battle: mysticism is fighting for its life. I think the reason for this
is that science is coming up with so many wild and wonderful theories that
the poor mystic is left behind at the starting post. Truth, it appears,
stronger than fiction. In order to prevent the utter rout of mysticism and
the loss of such an important pert of human life I would suggest that it is
high time the mystic stooped being anti-science. He should drop his pretence
of uniqueness tnd join forces with science for, after Jill, science is very
similar to mysticism.
Science is a closed shoo that maizes a Union closed shop look like an
invitation for all to take a job. Scientists say that science is a closed
shop by virtue of knowledge. In reality it is a closed shop because you
must be willing to conform - you must believe. Let me illustrate this.
In your earliest science classes you dealt with atoms as if they
were nice little balls tha.t played the most entrancing game by virtue of
a love-hate relationship. Later these little balls went all fuzzy, as if
your mental microscope were out of focus. Instead of being there, as any
drunk who walked into a lamppost after a cusi:n a-, the local know, they
were only jorobaBly there. „’t rny moment the lamppost could sul’enly take
off out of the rood, but never, it seems, at the time you walk into it.
Later still you enter a period. wherB atoms crystolise in a sort of fixed
spacial relationship to each other, and even lotor........
Eventually you
have to see whether what you think agrees with what others think, You
transfer bones from one graveyard to another, reeieve your Ph, D. and
need learn nothing more. If you don’t agree you are sent sadly on your
way to become j.-. second Professor ikiriarty.

However, a mystic who decides to embrace science is in a far happier
position. He need only ask question after question, wearing all the time a
look of guileless innocence, ^his will drive any lecturer to a nervous
breakdown, and after working so hard to absorb whet they have been told,
lecturers in advanced technology are never far from this.

Unfortunately it is also necessary to pass a number of examinations,
and these are not amenable to copying. because the payer copied may be just
as wrong, as yours. The only infallible method is a. walkie-talkie disguised
as a deaf aid - this will be worn rhroufchout the term to allay suspicion.
The cne method not recommended is to learn what you have to know. There
is a terrible chance if you do this that you may remember the very things
vou are trying. so hard not to. In this eventuality you will end as a
lecturer at a beggarly £2000 a year and your mysticism 'will vanish with
the alacrity of a chemical precipitate you wish to preserve at all costs.
This does not apply to practical exams. It is well worth your while to do
these thoroughly as the technicue will assist you later, .nyway, your friend
on the other end of the walkie-t: Ikie will find it difficult to assist you
here.

At last you've passed your exams and interviews and arrive in the
closed shop as Senior Chemist of Swindle and Twist Chemicals Ltd. You can
now let your mysticism go full tilt. You are expected to submit a. report
on your progress every so often. This is where your knowledge of speculative
fiction comes in. All you have to do is read any sword and sorcery tale idke Aoorcock's writings ere especially recommended - and switch atoms and
molecules ground in the place of her and villains. You have a report.'

"In the midst cf the molecule's division, the atom landed again,
detatched itself from the Carrier atom and possessed of its abnormal energy
rushed into the ranks of molecules reacting about itself, invunerable to all
but the strongest negative energy. Energy mounted and a ruicker reaction
took place..." This is transposed from "Doomed Lord's Passing" in Science
Fantasy 64, page 53. You get the idea?
The report ends up on the technical directors desk end because he is
usually an "J-rts" mar he curses smart-alec chief chemists and consigns the
report to oblivion in the bottom of a filing cabinet. The mystic is nowfree to sow doubt in the minds of his colleagues. This is very easily done
after a brief perusal of the technical journals. You select any erticle
usino the word "probably" more than once a paragraph and write a long letter
to the journal denouncing this article. You, of course, have to insert a
number of ready made differential equations to strengthen your points, but
these can be purchased ready made or lifted from maths books. The result will
be more letters and the mystic can then retire, happy at the chaos he has
induced.

A final difficulty is that the mystic in charge of a lab should have
to produce results. This is not insupporable because there is always some
nut case in every lab who likes experimenting. You should encourage this
soul by constantly giving him jobs requiring him to stay behind after hours.
You then institute a practice of looking through everyone's notebooks and
copying out any results which look useful.
There seem to be no further difficulties. The future of mysticism
is assured. One thing- though - ray chief* chemist inspects notebooks and last
night I got some yellow stuff after treating ter With bromophenol blue in the
fourth phase of the moon. I think I'll be working; late toni1 ht.
— Alan Burns

^tprjffliite^

Ashley Roadx Epsom, Surrey,

I suppose that Ken Che si in was
trying to make some sort of an excuse for his ridiculous editorial in LS 12.
Cheslin seems to be saying that, just as authors do not always hold the opinions
that they invest in their fictional characters, we should not expect the opinions
he voices in an editorial to be the ones ho really holds. Surely the great
velue of amateur publications of this kind is that sincere opinions can be
voiced Y/ithout regard for audience reaction. If, as I suspect, Cheslin wrote
the editorial in order to provoke a response in the letter coluun, he is
reducing the fanzine to the level of the daily press, which will always publish
controversial rather than genuinely important comment. Cheslin goes on to say
that the average men is stupid. This is nono-.naj,
The average man may or may
not be less intelligent than Cheslin, but he is, by definition, average; he is
neither stupid nor clever but average. Cheslin, like most people, feels an
actual distaste for those he feels critical of. But I think it is important to
remember that we must accept people for what they are. .i'll the failings that
anger us are human failings. To be stupid, or greedy, or perverted or murderous,
is to be a human thing. The pederast and the priest, fool and politician, must
all be understood and perhaps cured. But to reproach them for their pathetic
humanity would be like blaming a tree for growing leaves or scolding the sea
for having waves. The voting public is misinformed; it must be, because the
mass media always tend to be in the hands of those who favour the right wing.
The voting public values puerile things, money and Its country. But people
must live, and must have something to be proud of, and it would be hard to
imagine what else existed, for the mass of people to value in a capitalistic
society. But ultimately it doesn’t matter why the electorate mpkes up its
mind so long as it occasionally clnbrcs it. The value of a democracy lies not
in any inherent worth but in the fact that the random variations of public
opinion ensure that no government can stay in power long enough to mess things
up completely. Also, people’s decisions, however puerile and misinformed, ere
at least effected by ballot and not by bombs.

although I can't agree with Kike hborcock whM he says that movie actors
are pretty dim on the whole, or with his opinion that Vonnegut's "Sirens cf
Titan" is a rattled-off pot boiler (here I spree with Jim Linwood, though I was
sorry to see that he left "Limbo '90" out of his list of literary sf), I was
interested in his analysis of the genre as a whole. This re-enforced my support
of the 'experiment 1 grout' of sf writers.

The convention reports were all tremendously enjoyable^ especially
Charles Smith’s. It is, let's face it, almost inpossible to remember half of
what goes on at the con. For one reason or another the memory seems to fa.de
after the first day, and it is a great pleasure to read the words of stronger
personalities, more ordered brains that can remember all.

It was interesting to see the various objections to the writing of
Bell: .rd end Burroughs that appeared in the lettercol. It would seem that many
people are so emotionally dead they can only respond to the cliche, whether that
of space, horse or soa.p opera. Unable to grasr> the subtle but potent emotional
communications of serious writers such as Ballard and Burroughs, they refuse to
accept that such emotion exists. Although I would be herd put to argue the
ce.se for the ipso facto superiority of sophistication, I think it is a pity that
there is so little sophistication of liter; ry taste in sf fandom.

Buck Coulson Rt. 3, Vabash, Indiana, USA. ,
Good editorial.. v?e have the same
sort of militant neofen over here — in fact, until I saw the excerpts from the
letter you got I would have said that ours were worse. Lot having your sweet
disposition, I didn't make such a reasonable reply; after z few Ergunentative
letters I told one of our more obnoxious neos to come back in five years vAien
he grew up, threw his next letter in the wastebasket unread, and haven't been
bothered since. He’s still going, but he isn't bugging me anymore. Of course,
your neos may be amenable to reason- some of ours aren't. It's been tried.

On the other hand, the US is getting; a crop of intelligent reasonable
neofans, who don't demand that everyone conform to their ideas and who have
increased my friendly correspondence to the point where I don’t have time to
write to fanzines anymore, j.nd it's a lot more fun to discuss science fiction
with a new fan then it is to discuss Holter Breen's morals with an oldtimer.
I .liked what ioorcock said about authors who want to use some science
fiction trappings without bothering, to conform to the requirements of the science
fiction stor’\ Of course, this isn’t new. I recently re-read "The Hop’cins
Lianuscrrnt", first published in 1939. In the new edition it has an insulting
little introduction by John Gassner in which he explains that Sherriff wasn't
writing "mere pseudo-scientific novelties". This of course is a flat lie; he
chose sciencefictional plot elements, therefore he wrote science fiction. The
fact that he knew very little end cared less about scientific accuracy merely
means that he wrote b; c science fiction. The book shows excellent insight into
the way people behove: it's a shame he spoiled it all by his scientific failures.
I suppose this is on a par with the educators who think that all scientists
should be experts in English while English majors need to know nothing whatever
about science, even while feeling free to denounce the "literary ignorance" of
their scientific colleagues.

Whether or not the voting public is dim vjitted defends on what one
means by the term. Voters have very little knowledge of either the issues or
the real ideas of the candidates (as opposed to their ’public images’). Voting
in ignorance might be considered just a wee bit dim witted — or it might be
considered as a necessary evil, since in these days of political advertising
and government censorship there really isn’t ny dependable way of becoming
informed. One can read up on politics and the candidates, but generally there
isn’t any method of knowing whether what one is reejding is the whole truth, a
partial and slanted truth or an outright !'■ e. (Except that the odds r?r^ that
it’s a partial and slanted truth, since most political news comes under that
heading. )
Ian Peters is funny. Not his article on the . merican Indians, which is
ouite justified, but his pious little proclamation at the end that the good old
British Government would have done better. Sure; everyone knows that Britain
is the best of all possible countries and people like Jomo Kenyatta, Ghandi,
George Willitm Gordon and Father Murphy were just troublemakers. I.-n should
try reading his own nation’s history once in a while. J t least the US pretty
well kept its injustices to one continent, plus the early Phillipine atrocities.
Britain scattered hatred of the white man over the whole damned world.
I wish archie Mercer wouldn’t use phrases like "falling between two
stools". It conjures up such a messy mental image. JAnd also about women falling
into "broad classes — what other classes co^ld they fall into?

In th© lettercol iioorcock says that the fact that people arc inarticulate
does not mean that they aren't capable of doing the right thing intuitively. Of
course not; but it doesn't mean that they tre capable of doing the right things
intuitively, either, and I’d like to sec something besides Mike’s word before I
believe that they are. Zlso, unless British abortionists are better than those
in the US, which I doubt, the incidence of death ?no disease following the
operation is culte high, whether Like has horrd about it or not. Hike seems
to be saying that if he hasn’t heard of a thing, it doesn’t exist.

It would be nice if Leon Collins would only write on subjects that he
knows about; his misinformation about fandom is remarkable. But then, he only
wants other people to write about subjects on which they are informed; none
of these reformers want to apply the same rules to thanselves that they
advocate for others.

Jhim Linwood, 24 Luc mow Av. , Mapperley Park, I.ottm.,
I’m very impressed by
the artwork, particularly Eddie’s two illos for my column. Many critics point
out that Eddie's work is not original and is culled from film mags. They
neglect the obvious fact that Eddie is a GOOD-artist. The layout and composition
of his two illos gave exactly the sort of impression I was trying for when I
wrote the two pieces they illustrate. Eddie's affinity with the material he
illustrates is sometimes phenomenal; his "ns I See It” a-nd various illustrations
of fan fiction show that he has studied the material minutely before picking
up the stylus, j nd this is a. great deal more than can bo sa.id for the majority
of professional artists in and out of the genre.

Your editorial assessment of the new wave seems fairly accurate in view
of recent developments. One new waver I've recently spoken to gave me the
impression that he considers fandom to be a collection of 'hangers on' to the
pros and that fans have no interest in sf. He said that the new wave will get
rid of fans when they 'introduce' an element of seriousness into fandom. This
indicates failure in both comps to understand cachother. I may be sticking my
neck out, bur I feel that the only thing the two camps have in common is sf.
I haven't yet come across any new wave digressions into films, jazz, history
or philosophy — things that help to make fanzines so interesting.
Ken misses a moot point; ^.Idiss wasn't advocating Emotion Registers in
"linor Operation" nor was Sturgeon advocating homosexuality in "Venus Plus X",
they were using both as a. springboard for satire and social criticism. Ken and
his mentor, Fred Hoyle, seriously suggested a. ridiculous plan for the trans
portation of millions of people to the other side of th<^ world.' Ken's assail
of the 'working man's' apathy shows very little deep thinking and he himself
in this editorial and many others shows he has no clear idea, of what each party
represents. Khen I accused Ken of hypocrisy in the last issue, I was thinking
m.-Jnly of the public attitude a.t the time of the Profrao scandal. Everyone
trying to be open rainddd about the sexual aspect of the affair and raising hell
about his lying and the security aspect. Yet judging by the exposures in the
Sunday newspapers the only thing the majority cared a damn a.bout was the sex
angle. Everyone from newspaper tycoon to ex-Oxford satirists had a field day
with Keeler, V/ard and Davies- names that will be remembered longer than that of
Lord Denning who investigated the security aspects of the affair.

Beryl Henley’s piece on cartoon corruption wasn't, I hope, dismissed
lig;htly by readers,, Children arc especially sensitive to suggestion by those
entertainments aimed exclusively at them. -A few young . meric am homosexuals
have . dmitted that their tendencies began as fjns of Batman and Robin. Batman
and his boy is the classic homosexual rcla.tionship, and variants can be found
even in the least objectiona.ble material.
Moorcock did a. nice job reviewing "Strangelove", a pleasant change from
some of the slush written about the film by pretentious movie mags. lake
commits one error though; Jack D. Ripper was played by Stirling Hayden (not
George C. Scott) and major Turgedson by George Scott (not H.yden). Perhaps the
gimmick of Sellers playing three roles was pointless, there being no connection
between the three, but everyone was a cameo of genius and the best thing; that
Sellers has ever done. Take for instance rhe scene where Sellers as Inndrake

humours Ripper; this w^.s a comic masterpiece end made Danny Kaye look the third
rate nitty amateur he undoubtedly is.

ns
I also saw
his little
to a photo
a youngman

a matter of fact I did see the Lustgarten thing; Berry writes about.
another where a man sets out to kill the people who failed to rescue
boy from drowning twenty years earlier. Before each murder ho talks
of his derd son saying how he will avenge him — yet the photo is of
in his twenties.’

That a few of your correspondents label Be.llard a world-wrecker shows
that they haven’t read Ballard and didn’t understand like’s .rticle, h writer,
it seems, has only got to portray the E^rth under a different climate and
geophysical scheme to be called a world wrecker.
Leon Collins letter clearly shows that the new wave has yet a long way

to go.
nr chic 1- prc er, 70 Jfarr;alL. Road^ Bri sto 1 _8,

’’This is lx. Rercer speaking, I’m
-sorry I can't come to work anymore this year, but I’ve just received EES SPIl'GE
13.”

fret's do Ten first. ”1 would suggest, ” he would suggest, "that few peop
le seriously believe thet the habits or philosophy of the central characters in
a story reflect the author’s own views." I’m not so sure. Trying to put myself
in the author’s place, I think I’d sooner write about somebody who was "my type
of person" than i bout somebody who wasn’t. Furthermore, when one author creates
character after char enter all holding similar views, one con be forgiven for
suspecting that the author’s own views are. not all that far away. However, I
may h;ve got lost somewhere but I don’t see that this is particularly relevant.
Nobody, suruly, is disputing the right
of an author to put his own views in a
story. Ken is upholding the contribut
ors right to put his own views in a
fanzine. Ono’s own views may, in either
co.se, be so radically different from those
set before one tha.t on<_ recoils in horror.
The rosultaat conflict of views is in
itself of interest, let .lone what has
gone before.
Then Ken gets on to politics. I
used to attend boarding school, < nd I
remember the master making some remarks
to the effect that a group of intelligent
teenagers such as ourselves know, fi r more
of politics than did the mm in the
street. , nd I remember feeling smugly
pleased that this should be sou riot so
long afterwards I found myself in the
Army, and I soon realised how utterly
nonexistent my previous knowledge of

politics really had 1)6611. Then> however, came the encl of the war, everybody was
demobbed and could spend his time going to football matches again - and I guess
Ken isn't so fox from wrong after all.

Now this Prof uno thing. I'm entirely with Ken here. I h"ve no objection
to my rulers having a. satisfactory sex-life, wherever they get it from. In fact,
inasmuch as a frustrated Minister is liable to work his frustrations out on those
over whom he rules I'd rather tha.t they were enabled to have satisfactory sex
lives.
Everybody seems to have missed the point of the "lying in Parliament",
though. In the normal course of events IPs are understood to be telling, the
truth, and a direct accusation of telling a lie is automatically out of order.
Every so often, though, somebody rashly says something; which turns out to be
demonstrably not so. In that case he simply apologises for having; made an
erroneous statement and everybody carries on as before. Vhere Prof uno's case
differs
from the ordinary is the circumstances under which he told the lie.
He told it in vrtiat is known as a "per sonib. statement". V;hen an ivp feels the
need to clear the air about some matter in which his name ma have innocently
been mentioned, he can arrange with the Speaker to make a "personal statement"
next time the House is sitting. By tradition this "personal statement" is
limited to facts, and represents the truth. Therefore, as distinct from ordin
ary parliamentary speeches etc, it is not subject to any form of debate or cross
questioning and is allowed to stand exactly as it is.

It-was the deliberate misuse of this specific formula to mislea.d the
House and the country tha.t Prof uno was guilty of. The "personal statement" is an
extremely useful device so long as it is given absolute respect by all parties.
Therefore when he was discovered, to have been abusing it, he was quite properly
for the hig’h junp.

It has just occured to me that the exemplary treatment meted out to him
may, in fact, have strengthened the respect in which the parliamentary "personal
statement" is held.
L.y only pa.rticular comment on J7a.lt's episode is that it's getting a
trifle bewildering following the v,illis family around from zine to zine on their
travels. Birst class material though, well up to the usual LS standard.

For a wonder I can't find much to pick up in Jhim's column. The bit
about Londo ers perhaps. In my opinion, the bowler-hat-brief-case-and-umbrella
cla..d brigade look a bunch of utter Charlies dressed thusly, and 1 wouldn't be
seen dead in such a. rig-out. i nd I Like being safely anonymous. The office
workers are bad enough elsewhere, but in London they're impossible. Bor res
pectable conformity, I mean. I suppose I must be agreeing with Jhim this time.
Still very good stuff though, with a<. hilarious denouement.
J'> couple of pa.ges later I suddenly find myself back to back with Beryl
Henley. This I call a. dirty trick. Why couldn't you have done the job properly
and put us face to face? Yes, I know - she'll tell you tha.t it’d have sent me
screaming;, nevertheless I'd have been willing to risk it for a. laugh. But I
guess I'll just have to make do with rubbing lasciviously a.. ainst her
posterior foz* now.

Precisely what connection Mike IborBock's column has to do with a
convention report escapes me for the moment. 44 A report on the literary
conventions of 1964 etc. ..as few people realised.— It's interesting, though
frequently difficult to grasp just what precisely lake's looking for. It'd
possibly be easier if one were in the least inclined to read some of the
stuff that Mike praises (which unfortunately I’m rot).

Sheila’s conrep was short end sweet. It’s a pity it didn't appear in
"Beyond", actually - it serves as an excellent counterweight to Chas. Platt's
reaction. Charlie Smith’s is long and sweet, putting mine to shame. It's not,
perhaps, Britten in the most polished of styles, but it’s eminently readable
and makes pj.easant reading. I think there must be a natural lav/ about conreps
- unless one happens to be named Willis or something;, one's earlier specimen^
tend to have something that one's later attanpts lack. Partly, I suppose, it's
the atmosphere of I-didn’t-realise-that-life-could-be-this-fun-before. Later
on, one comes to accept this as yvtural concomitant of cons, and in fact one
may show disappointment to find that it isn't always the case. Be this as it
may, Charlie's brought out the having-a-wonderful-time-I-should-have-startedgoing-years-ago atmosphere very well, and has a particularly keen eye for the
humorous aspect.

I'd like to have a word about the "keep the foreigners out of the BFFA"
thing at the AGi''. There's no question of overseas residents "spongin- n us"
as Charlie puts it - they are, in fact, giving the Association more than it can
possibly give them. For that reason I have never been in favour of deliberately
trying to recruit overseas members, but the Overseas category of membership
exists and if any overseas fan wants to join the Association for any reason
the .association has always been pleased to have him in its ranks.
I seem to remember that Ken Slater was the main one to speak up against
admitting Continentals to full membership (with its attendant library privileges).
This, I think, makes sense - and _en has in his time done as much as anybody to
foster fandom in its international aspect. There is, I'm therefore pretty
sure, no question of his wanting to "keep the foreigners out" altogether.

.nyway, I trust that the BSFjbtitude to overseas members and potential
members dll continue to be as it .
always has been.

To the lettered, paid at last I can find something to argue with Jhim
about. To my mind, Cordwainer Smith (whoever he may be) is just about the most
di sappointing author going. His writing is beautiful, his themes are outstanding
ly original and his plotting can be excellent. His stories re among the few
that deserve slow sensu^ur reading, .'nd yet, when one comes to the end, there's
always something lacking - somewhere. Maybe one day he'll write the Perfect
Story - just once. Maybe he just missed it several stories back and has now
developed beyond the point of perfection.

I'm sorry to see that Sid Birchby doesn't like "catastrophe" stories.
To me, they ’nave the greatest appeal of all types of story - probably because
they deal with things as I kno’ them but in a conspicuously altered form, .nd,
starting as they normally do in the here-airi-now, I can visualise myself
co-existing with the action, which comes hrjrder if the story is either an outand-out fantasy or set in the future.
And that's yer lot, as the saying goes. I could probably lo better than
this by way of comment if I really set myself to it - LES SPUGE now rates very
highly indeed- on my scale of excellence - but I think this is enough -otherwise
LS 14 tell be 2G0 pages.'
Charles Platt, 8 Sollershott 1 est, Letchworth, Herts.,
As usual my complaint is
that LS could have been cut in half. This time, of course, it was; but like the
Greek monster myth, name of which I can never remember, having chopped one head
off two gretf in its place; each half of your maglzine looks even bigger than one
copy of 12.
.

zrchie's report I found entertaining, useful, interesting... all the
things an article should be, except controversial. This is a pity, tut at least
it had other factors in its favour: it was the right length, well written and so
on. .ore that I can say for the "book" that followed it.

This will achieve f .nd if only because it is longer than any other conrep. Certainly it will not achieve fame any other way; unless perhaps because
it is more boring than any other conrep. Seriously, it isn't necessary or
desirable to record every tiny incident, every aord, every trivial event that
seemed hilarious at the time, but now, in print and free from an alcoholic
haze, is simply embaar.-.adn . There are some interesting parts in this report,
and some — a few — are amusing, but these are outweighed by the majority of
the report which is plain boring. Partly because the events themselves can
only be really amusing to someone who has personally lived bhem, and partly
because ivr. Smith somehow lacks a light humorous touch, although he could
probably write a good straight article. Twenty pages is much, much too much,
even in a fanzine.
Your lettered was, I thought, better this time; some of the letters
seemed to have been cut more, though others were allowed to get out of hand,
mostly whenever they started on one of your "controversial" topics, which, I'm

afraid all left me yawnBim. If everyone writing these letters was an eminent
and brilliant authority on their subjects, also endowed with £ gift for glitter
ing prose, I might have read one or two. But even then I'd be forcing myself.

Worcestershire Sauce is a little depressing. I’m afraid that even with
my limited knowledge of politics I can critic iso Ken for knowing very little
about what he says. The generalisations and widely held assumptions pile up
upon one another, reinforced by sweeping statements and misapprehensions, and
the whole mess doesn't really mean anything. Ken is
much more coherent
and sensible when talking about fandom and such like, although his assumption
thr.t new wave fans will like " 'lien11 because it is concerned w?th SF is rather
short sighted; one might as well say that someone who enjoyed one sf book will
enjoy them all, since, after all, every one is sf.
And his prediction of a slump in quality as the boom in paperback sales
and new recders continues was handled previously in an article in Vector by
C. P. KcKenzie; "1 ew Road Maps to Chaos", Vector 20,
"A Day in SanDrancisco.. . " was very Fannish. The only pant I liked was
the pun on frankfurters. Walt Willis should miss out all the connection wordage
in his articles end just leave the jokes; although several parts were very well
written, liy main argument with an article like this is that there is not quite
enough interest to keep the reader reading; he should be compelled to read, not
asked to.

Mike Moorcock's section was a lot more readable than his article in LS
12; although I do disagree entirely with him over Sellers' role in "Strangelove".
The fact that he wa.s playing three parts was only annoying if you looked for it;
if you treated his portrayals as three completely different people his character
izations were so complete that his three part act was not at all obstruaive.
To me, his acting was in complete accord with the comic horror of the film, and
I found Dr. Strangelove himself not only brilliant but believable. The film,
without Sellers, would not have been half so rich in talent.

John Berry’s piece was a little
better than "The Goon", but not much. .11
the way through I was wondering why he was
making such a fuss when it was obvious
that the sort of outlandish script he was
describing is the type seen every day on
television. *Aien I got to the end I
found out why; without making such a fuss
over purely trivial points, the plot of
the tv play he was criticising, while bad,
would rot have been the slightest bit
unusual, "his was rather an unnecessary
and laborious piece of work. I felt
someho'w cheated after reading it.
’Ji th regard to the production of
the magazine, I do object to reading, or
trying to read, green print on yellow
paper. Last issue made quite intelligent

use of ink colours and paper tints, but this issue they got in the way of reading
the magazine.
The pieces of Eddie’s work show up the rest of the art. But they
looked rather peculiar stuck at the bottom of white pages like that, also comp
letely disconnected with the subject matter of the surrounding text. The rest of
the art was occa.siona.lly good, and I enjoyed the covers. The j/Tomillos in the
Willis article and for that matter all this artist’s illustrations in this
spirige were very poor. Harry Douthvra.ite’ s illos seem to have escaped from a
comic strip.
This issue of LS was amusing where I saw my nsme mentioned. It seems
that all.one has to do in fandom to get talked of a little is make a. few hpnest
statements of opinion. The way some people carry on would imply such statements
are not all that common outside controversial topics. I’d be interested to know
what my reputation is that Charles Si-.ith thinks I didn’t live up to. He talks as
if I’m non-hBkm or somet 'ing. I can see him thinking, "funny... seems ouite
normal to me.” I’ve been criticised for talcing too much notice and making too
much noise over a certain review; but the people concerned ar.. Ju't -,s uilty
when they take too much notice of an innocent honest neofan who only found out
what fandom meant six months ago.

Harry Wsurner Jr.

423 Summit hv.

Hagerstown,

USh. ,

If you plan
to turn inta a tradition this delightful innovation of publishing doubledecker
issues, you might include instructions on how* to go about reading LS for your
stupider readers - like the one at the typewriter. I read the wrong half first.
However, my blunder did no perceptible harm to my enjoyment of both sections,
and I imagine that it was caused basically by the girl on the cover, some
evidence in favour of those who think that a fanzine should use a cover for the
srme propagandistic purposes as a prozine. However, I might be prejudiced in
this particular case by my feeling of kinship for the young lady. Her complexion
is remarkably close to mine.
. .
Ken dismisses too abruptly the question of whether science fiction
needs f; ndom. Obviously there would be no need to as’k the question if only the
immediate circulation value were considered, and it is equally clear that there
are enough individua.ls trying to sell fiction to fill up the prozines and
paperbacks, even if no other fan sullies himself and becomes a pro. However,

it isn't quite that single. First of eJ.1 translate fandom into fans, because
fandom is merely a convenient way of referring, -co fans that has unfortunate
connotations of government rend 'total is greater then the parts’ that doesn't
apply in this case. Then think over the history of professional sf in both the
US and England during the past two or three decades, and try to imagine how it
would have changed if there had not been the tiny proportion of readers who were
so interested in this type of fiction that they became fans, and from fans
turned into pros. Is it likely that England would have had prozines during
most of the past ftarfcr century, without the activity of Gillings and Carnell,
(Of course, publishers who wanted to put out nrozines could have found editors
elsewhere, but would publishers have wanted to put out sf magazines without the
persuasion of these two, and would men inexperienced in the sf field have
produced magazines that lasted more than six months?) Uould sf have as much
status as it possesses in England without -rthur C. Clarke? The case isn’t
quite as clear cut in this country, but I believe that sf would be in an even
worse state over here without Bradbury, Pohl, Uollehim and a half dozen other
fans-turned pros. I don't mean to imply that these individuals wouldn't have
become successful pros without first being fans. But I do contend that sf is
too unpopular and specialized a type of fiction to survive in the commercial
publishing world without the efforts of men who have both talent and the
extreme enthusiasm for the field, two qualities that nor ally create the fan.

Jhim Linwood's shout that "sex dominates our press" reminds me of the
local prudes who go around talking of nothing but the shorts that more and more
women wear daily on the streets of Hagerstown during warm weather. lost of us
glance at the women nc more than we would
if they were wearing conventional
dresses, except when a particularly impressive or preposterous form is partially
inside the shorts. The few who are preoccupied with it and claim it is a dem
onstration of the degeneration of the times tell more of their own character
than they do of the times. I imagine that Jhim would say tha.t the press is
dominated by the football scores, if he were trying to keep his money from
vanishing into the pools, ly own impression is that the press is dominated by
politics, and I have no interest in politics whatsoever, so I am apparently the
victim of some kind of authority complex that causes me to bristle whenever I
encounter an item about someone who might someday be a congressman or some such
nasty person.
Ella Parker thinks I'm a sadist and maybe I shouldn't reveal my pet
method for solving the problem that Alan Burns poses, that of making the punish
ment fit the crime. iiy panacea would consist of \.or?:, h rd. worly ns the
-ns
for the criminal to pay his debt to society. Most individuals with a record
of frequent infractions of the laws seem to have a common desire to avoid going
to the necessary pains to live legally. It's most obvious when a fellow breaks
and enters or robs or shoplifts to obtain money or good without taking the
trouble to earn money. In u more complicated way, it holds good for the man who
is hauled before the judges because he won't support the wife and child whom he
has left (he would have less himself from his la.bours) or the driver who keeps
breaking the speed limits (he dislikes as much as most of us the amount of time
and effort tha.t are inv Ived in getting from one place to another, and does
something about his dislikes). I don’t favour Georgia, type chain gangs for
everyone who is picked up for petty larceny. But I believe that repeating
criminals would ston reveating if they were forced while serving-time to do
extremely dull work that requires muscular effort and provides none of the
satisfaction that a man can get from doing skilled work well.

It's curious how the sympathy for the yjrongs do e the meric.'.n Indian
has f-oed away in this country in recent decades.
bout 50 years a o, there was
nrctty nearly as much effort to give the Indian his rij hts as exists today
for the ne to, j creover, the Indian held a. couple of generations ago the
negro's current place as the creator of the true ..merican arts. You saw Indian
designs in floor coverings everywhere and small totem poles were inescapable
ard several < uite good merican composers devoted, most of their efforts t
attempts to assirailatelnoian melodies and rhythms into classical music. (I'm
not ouite old enough to remember all this but it's obvious enough from the
magazines of the time, some reminiscing of older persons, and various other
sources.) I feel as strongly as Ian does about the injustices to the Indian,
but I hardly think it can be blamed on any one simple matter like the outcome
of the American devolution. It's just another example of man's inhumanity to
man. Today I read his article. Yesterday I was in my home town, Chambersburg,
Pa. , which the Confederates burned to the ground 100 years ago during the
Civil ’.7ar because it could not pay an impossibly high tribute that the troops
demanded; nearly sioi hundred buildings were destroyed. Last week I visited
the Enoch Brown School site where 200 years ago a party of Indians slaughtered
the teacher and a dozen small boys without provocation. I imagine that the
Indians would have been just as herd on the white man, if the Indians had
possessed the sufficient numbers and weapons. I’m all for decrying instances
where inhumanities have been done, but I don't think it's possible to set up
any rice or nation as immune from the urge to commit them.
I can think of quite a few closely reasoned arguments in fanzines, even
if Buck Coulson can't. Se’eral times in recent issues of Warhoon there have
been things which would qualify, particularly some of the contributions to the
discussions on "La Dolce Vita" and the interaction of letters from fans and the
writing, of filthy pros. There have been two or three lengthy Writer Breen
articles that deserve the title, particularly the one on censorship. I believe
that the efforts to convince us that mescalin should be a xegal drug have been
superbly written, even though I'm still not convinved. There has been one
closely reasoned argument running through fanzines for the past 20 years, somewhat
adulterated with nonch>n|e on the same topic, that of Lovecraft's fiction and
its place in the general literary world. Iviy real point, of course, is tha.t it's
not fair for the editor to interrupt repeatedly what a letterhack is trying to
say about an article which the editor printed without interjecting his own
opinions.

Graham Hall, 10 Barton Street, Tewkesbury, Gloucestershire,

an -nswer to your scathing editorial.
student....

This is, I guess,
Someone said you were a psychology

It seems rather pointless to say that you are not attempting to publish
an imitation of a prozine. LS is essentially an amateur publication. Obviously
a fanzine should try to cater for those that are not catered for by professional
'zines - those mass that have to appeal to a wide audience to make a profit
and thus don’t specialise enough for the few fans around. Some famish 'zines
are excellent. LS I like too, though I don't know why. It is self-assured and
catty, and does drip with snide, mostly in the lettered and. Linwood's lot.

I like a ’zine that sets a policy and sticks to it; like ’’.'lien" and
"Hyphen" jnd even "Beyond". When a. zine raves madly about being an attempted
copy of a prozine, like "Zenith", and then goes out of its way to be a fanzine,
it leaves me cold.
Your "group loyalties" are, to me, non-existent. I don’t associate
myself with the so called new wave, which from all accounts, consists solely
of Pete eston and Charles Platt. Pete Weston and myself have a minor feud,
and between Charles Platt and myself there is a type of friendship which
breaks down because he associates himself, either groupwise or personally,
with Pete ■ eston.

I do wish Linwood wouldn l generalise about the Press. There are both
good £.nd brd papers. It’s just that the bad papers sell more, Linwood is so
self-assured, though I daresay intentionally. He tends to be LS’s mouthpiece,
even more than the editorial, and one gets the impression that he is speaking
on behalf of LS. His column is provocative as well, but far from wellconsidered. He tends to criticise without thinking;, or to give that impression.
Some of his sweeping statements are absolutely unbased.
I agree wholeheartedly on this voting lark. Democracy Just doesn’t
work. Not everybody should g;et the vote and I'd include myself in that. I
don’t want the responsibility of voting; -for or ap;ainst the bomb. Of course,
if I had my way, Profumo would have been proud to tell Parliament that he’d
shacked up with Keeler. To ouote from King Lear, "Wisdom and goodness to the
vile seem vile".
The three conreps, especially Charles
Smith’s, made up for any grudge
I might nave had against LS, brought about by Linwood’s unbalanced generalisations.

Charles Smith, 61 The Avenue^ Ealing^ 13,
I’d. seen one or two other issues of
LS and I’d always considered it one of the most impeccably produced fanzines.
This issue really outdid the others. It was a fantastic issue - there was so
much in it. For the first time, I think, T really lingered over a fanzine,
savouring every morsel - it .tasted great too. /Il the covers were simply
marvellous (ano if I’m not very careful this is going to g;et a wee bit
repetitive) especially the Cawthorn. I felt that possibly you took something
from the uTom cover by painting it afterwards. I preferred the pure black

and brown tints of Cavrthorn's opening cover. That’s a hell of a range of
artists you've got there, by the way. Inst people would probably be satisfied
with .just one of those. ."Il were appreciated both by me and by Marjorie who
knows rather more about it than I do.
You expressed the issues of the sercon versus the fannish fanzines
extremely well and wiijtf S great deal of tact. It’s a great pity that such
issues should ever arise at all. It's pretty obvious that two factions have
grown up in this country over the past year with a great deal of intolerance
on both sides. I consider myself pretty much of a newcomer still in fandom
and maybe I was lucky in the type of fanzine I started reading. After an init
ial failure to grasp what on earth fanzines were about - I couldn't reconcile
budgies with sf - I persevered and gradually began to appreciate the freedom
that fanzine publishing allows and the wide diversity of interest contained
therein; and I wouldn't have it otherwise. I can still enjoy articles on sf,
but, just as my reading is by no means limited to sf, so I prefer my fanzines
to provide articles and stories over as wide a spectrum as possible. The few
fanzines that are published in this country that are limited to articles on
sf I've found to be vaguely
immature - not a criticism, this - and far too
limited in outlook. Long live the spinge type, offering a wealth of varied,
material, I say.

lot having statistics, I suppose I Cein’t take issue ■’with Ken Lheslin
over the intelligence of the gencr .1 public who have certainly allowed them
selves tc be conned by.the present government over the past twelve years into
thinking they had a real government (for the people and by the people and all
that jazz). Still I must say tha.t I've been very impressed with the
general thinking of the youngsters (makes me sound about fifty) that I teach
at school, how this is no grammar school; I teach children that society
classes as failures because they 'were unable to measure up to what society has
defined as intelligence at the age of eleven. Top brains of- the country they
may not be, but they are interested in the world around them, in politics, in
foreign affairs; they are tolerant in the main, of new ideas end other people's
opinions; they are mature in a r..thcr worldly sense and can express themselves
quite articulately about; subjects other than women, money and football, though
these things are still important to them. I can't see them as the dull
general public ?s you picture them.
As for your feeling that the present government would be better in
power than the Labour shadow7 cabinet, I can only hold up my hands in horror.
Dear Alec and his crew have shown during them admittedly brief period of
office that they wouldn't know a policy if it jumped up and hit them in the
face. Where are all these reforms you mention which the Tories hove been
egged into by the opposition? I haven't seen any. Come to think of it, I
can't think of anything any of the Tory governments during the past twelve
years have done tha.t I can look bank on and say, "Vfell, at least they passed
such and such a. bill, that was a good, thing f T the country. " All I can
remember them for are the various hashes and scandals,the rise in cost of
living, the growth of gambling and property specula.tion, the rise’in prices
of all property, and, of course, Henry Brooke. You ma.y be right in your
■estimate of George Brown, I have little sympathy for him myself; but I think
Wilson is going to make an excellent ^rime Minister. I can't see them trying
to do too much in one go; they're economists, they're going to be able to judge
what the country can afford. They've got some excellent men from whom-. they can

choose their cabinet. If I really
thought that'the Tories would get in
again at the next election, after their
past record, I think I’d an ig rate.
I enjoyed Willis’s brief travelorue but wasn’t knocked oct by it. I
can’t usually stand this kind of thing especially in the cinema, where I consider
them an offence to any kind of intelligence
so the fact that I was able to read it
with some enjoyment shows how good the
writing must have been to have got over
the initial biirrier.

Cheers for Jhim Linwood in his
musings about cur free press. I echo
everything he said. The majority of the
papers, especially the Sunday papers, are
simply appealing to the lowest common
denominator. Give the public another
expose of the vice rings in Soho, another
story of how someone watched millions of
his fellow prisoners die, with a few
whippings, a couple of weird surgical
operations thrown in for titillation. and they say it couldn’t happen here.*
I’m sorry Jhim found London so depressing though, itony of his sentiments I
share on this, however. It is a cold and friendless place sometimes. I have
to admit that I’m ready to leave now.
I can't share lake koorcock’s dismissal of actors as an unintellip;ent
breed; many of them show a great deal of intelligence in their performances.
iBst of the new group of young actors that hove arisen in this country over the
past few years have shown real pare and thought in their performances: Libert
Finney, Peter O’Toole and Tom Courtenay for example. I agpee with him about
Sellers though; he completely ruined Strangelove for me.

111 right, "Sirens of Titan" isn't as good a book as "Catch 22" - come
to that, how many books are? It’s still one of the few books in the field of
sf that has made me 1 ugh. I feel like is taking it too seriously; the whole
thing is one gigantic spoof on the sf novel and huinanity itself. The reason
given for the whole of man’s progress on this planet is enough to endear the
book to me for ever.
■

Much as I enjoy ’’estems as films, I can’t share Ion Peters’ great
interest in the backgrounds and the true facts of the old ^est. I much prefer
the Zest of the cinema which has developed into a kind of mythology, much as
the age of chivalry did; in fa.ct, there’s probably a great deal of similarity
between them. It’s probably why I enjoy than both so much, although I know
they ore both false as can be. The Western, if you like, is a. kind of new
folk opera, full of cliches and blatant tamperings with history, but nonetheless
exciting for all that. I don’t think there is any kind, of film that gives me
suite the kick that a really well rao.de V.’estern does. Like "Shone", "The .Magnif
icent Seven" and "Gunfight at OK Comal". I’m a little boy at heart, still.

Sid Birchby, 40 Parrs Y/ood Av. , Didsbury, li/C 20. ,

It’s difficult to know where
to start commenting on a spiny,e of such grossness. I am charmed by a remark in
Charles Smith's con report. "Someone came rushing past me screaming that Charles
Platt had been sick as if this was great news. " Such a sentence sums up comp
letely a certain aspect of every convention that has ever been. The air of
screeming meemie-ness that seems to grip every fan at some stage of his career.
Me too, of course. It’s net that I'm being snide about it. I’ve done my share
of rushing; up and down corridors in nameless hotels. I don't pretend, to be
butter than Charles Platt.
Tust older.
For example, last month I was in London on an overnight visit and
decided to have bed and breakfast at the Bennington Hotel, Southampton How. It
was at this hotel that the 1952 (l think) con was held. ..yes, the one with the
roof party. It was in the tog there that I found myself standing next to "New
Worlds" author "Alan Barclay" and realised that he had been one of my lecturers
for three years at University. It was in the lounge a.t that hotel that L. Hon
Hubbard, then on the run from the States over alimony, I was told, made his
first and last appearance, very reluctantly, as a con attendee. In fact,
fannish history was made there. But nowadays, the plaice ha.s changed. They
charged me, bighod, 52/6d for B<£B. What is more, they wanted me to pay in
advance. Do you think they knew me?

However, please don't think that I despise Charles Platt. From what I
saw of him at Peterborough he seemed a very earnest young man who had taken the
trouble tc think constructively about sf. One does not have to agree with him,
but at least he has shown the effort.
.Among the many other good things , in this spipge ( a pair ofspinges?) is
like Moorcock on books, films etc. Solely on his rave review, I went out tonight
to the loca.l library and borrowed "Catch 22." (You don't expect me to buy a
copy merely on his recommendation, do you?) I also got out two Heinlein
juveniles, "Time for the Stars" and "Red Planet", seeing that Heinlein was
filed next to Heller. Between the three of them, I consider that I have hedged
my bets adequately.

Beryl Henley,^ 59_ The Beamings, Crabbs Cross, Redditch, Worcs. ,
Regarding what
you said in "Sitdown" about new fans and zines. I was at Ken’s last Sunday, and
this topic cropped up in conversation (conversation she calls it.' Ha.') between
Ken, Rog Peyton, Mike Higgs and myself. It occuir.d to me that I’m in a
somewhat unique position a.s regards this matter. I'm
and have been reading;
sf, on and, off, for about 20 years. This makes me something of a veteran,
possibly to be cla.ssed with the older inmates of fandom. On the other hand, I
didn't discover fandom (sob.’) until last year and have plunged in enthusiastic
ally. This seems to make me, also, some kind of neofan. Actually, 1 do feel
like a kind, oi* halfway house, and can see both sides of the matter.
lang Jones says, in his correp; "However, there seemed tc be a strong
sercon element at this con, which was larc-e enough to be disturbing, to me, at
least. By sercon, I mean the "science fiction is all" type, iiaybe if things

keep their present direction we shall sec a split between the two groups. "
Why
the hell should there be a split? Isn’t fandom supposed to be bi J enough to
hold both types of fan? rny why should Lan.- hove found it "disturbing"?
If a fan wants to talk sf with me I’ll tall: sf. Won’t I Charles Platt?
If somebody wants to talk lorse mythology, I can cope with that too. Can’t I
Ken? archie? Ind war time aircraft - eh, Tony? Pop music and deneral maddery squashed any pood Beatles lately, j ary? Television - will somebody kirEly fish
Roy Kay outa the Jersey? ^-7 l&st letter wasn’t that bed, surely? Philosophy,
Charles? Harry? Pips 'n' unicorns, Jylia.?

Tiat is more important is that I find I can learn something from every
body I meet in fandom. The day I decide that there’s nothing left to learn, I
might as well go and pawn myself - then lose the ticket.

j.nyway, I tend to agree vzith what you say about the responsibility ox’ the
new ESP/, officers. I’m not one of them, but I am a member of the Brum grqup, and.
anything I can do to mesh the two factions, I’ll do.
Ken: of course you’re a crank, luv.’
You summed it up yourself last
3 unday: I said, "Just how peculiar am I?" and you replied, "Pot very, by
fandom’s standards. By mundanity’s standards, though, you’re way out on your
own.”' .‘REN’T 'ZE ALL? Would we be in fandom if we weren't? lie’ mind. Have a
look round at the self styled "normal" people. Isn’t it nice to be a crank?
Liy sister recently told a friend of hers that I’m "plump and potty". r'hich is
the best j word description I’ve ever heard of myself.’
I

I think I’ll skate gracefully over Mike 1<joorcock s bit. like turns up
larp;er than life in everybody’s conreps - so much so that I now have the weird
feeling that he isn't real at all. (J re you, ..ike?) However, if he is a
fitment of somebody’s (powerful? lurid? paranoiac?) imagination, may I congrat
ulate the solipsist concerned? You Have Done n Grand Job.’

>rchie's conrep: referring to the
Brummies, he says, " rd some of the'best
ones, I hear, didn't turn up at all." He
means US Girls, of course; Margaret,
Janet, bow nicely with me to the nice man.'
He’ll retract in a hurry in his next conrep
of course... snigger... E&U1 in '65.'

I also a.ree with, "If an sf yarn
entertains me - which is all I ask of it —
that’s ouite enough." The converse applies
here, too - if I don’t like an sf story, I
don’t care how many people have lauded it
to the skies, or who such people are.
See, .Archie - I
my own an all. "Nobody
with a barge-pole" - so
poles? It takes a mind
surely?

have got a. mind of
else would touch it
who needs barge
to touch a mind,

Ron Bennett: Fete Leston will probably clobber me for this, but I'll
say it anyway. "Zenith" was scheduled as a one shot and nothing else, "hen the
first issue came out, it was so well received that Pete found himself involved in
getting out a second issue almost before he realised it. From being; a strictly
individual platform, "Zenith" turned into the official zine of the BSF& almost
overnight, 'fhich is a bit ironic, because now, so few of us have time to
contribute to it.'

hbat I’m getting at is - to crib from Stinker lurdoch - it would seem
that "Zenitn" Filled A Lorm-Felt Want. It's my guess that the same applies to
the PlaLtzine "Beyond", though I don't know as much about that. It sticks out
a mile that if fans didn't want t is kind of zine, they wouldn' t be as popular
as they are, in fact, they'd probably have folded by now.
I read what Jhim Linwood said about them - he sounded like a tired old
cynic, but, not having met Jhim personally, I'll reserve judgement. In my
experience, anyway, occasional Few Brooms are a damn good thing. They sEop the
Old Brooms from stagnating into becoming tired old cynics. (Down with inertia,,
let’s try apathy instead.' )
Seth Johnson: don't worry too much about the neofaneds - not these
particular two, gift way. They’re both pretty stubborn; criticism only bends to
make 'an dig in their heels and press on re*ardless.

Alan Burns, Colds; ini: House, G-oluspink Lane, Newcastle-upon-Tyne 2,

I venture
to think that occasionally pros write an experimental story,, not to try out a
new idea, but to see what they can get away with on the gullible public - to
feel out the market. This is why I disagree with a lot of people regarding
the Elric stories. Let's be honest, Fritz Leiber did a more professional job
with his Fafhrd and the looser than Lake did with Elric and Lioonglum. But,
whereas Leiber's been writing, for years, kike is compare tively new to the scene
and accordingly I like Elric because it’s an honest effort to tell an advent
ure story. I look foward to Elric or its equivalent in years to come.

The piece de resistance in this issue was obviously "Earth is Womb
Enough". It contains a lot a truth. I remember a story in
STOUIDIL'G-" many
years ago that was based or .the fact that there was one guy left on Earth.
He made for the sea-and dropped in so that his body would corrupt and leave
life. It ends "and his dead eyes looked uro at the constellations that would
not take on their familiar shapes for another million million years."

Moorcock's report I note, though I take issue with him about his easy
dismissal of "Sirens of Titan". I thought it was far and away mere amusing
than "Player Piano". Vonnegut's attitude could only be appreciated by people
who laugh at Grock trying to push a massive piano to a stool rather than move
the stool to the piano. I suppose you could call it divine impracticability or something.

T^’rjy Jeeyes_?_^O Thomp ;pn id.Sheffield 11,

paper and cover stock - F.-LULOUS.1

One wprd covers the size, duping
You have a superlative job all round.

Sitdown. I felt rather hurt at the implication that the BSF? hadn't
been doing its job. For my own part, I doubled as secretary and editor of
"Vector" in my first years, piloted (and produced) the hew vrorlds Checklist
along wi'th Eric Bentcliffe, c'ot the Galaxy Checklist organised and onto stei cil
for which I got no credit at all, even the intro letter
from H. L. Gold
went missing. I also served further terms as Vice Chairman and Chairman at a
time when the library folded and had to be found a new home. I helped
organise the Doc V/eir --’•ward, the Round Robins, the -elcomittee, etc etc etc.
'.11 this is Jiy trumpet, and all ex committee members could smSEe similar
credits, as you both know. So, in view of the fact that we were all more or
less pushed into these jobs because no one else wanted them (or would do
them) I feel as I said before, rather hurt that all we pot was adverse
criticism.

As. for people who tell you what to print and what to de - nuts to 'em.
In my book a faned should print what (and how) he wants within the normal
limits of decency. If you wouldn't use a certain word (as elsewhere in LS)
to your girl friend, then don't use it in a fanzine - but, there again, that
is just my own preference.
I thoroughly enjoyed the sundry conreps.
uch more titfan the contemp
orary - and ill tempered - Platt report. Only two items in the conreps
struck me adversely. Friend Smith's continued reference to "Lang this" and
"Lang that".. almost a Lang report rather than a conreport. I was also
much tickled by his -complaining thtt "amateurs" had not been spelled
correctly - and then misspelling the word "apparently". Reminds me of that
tag about people in glass houses. .. otherwise.. great report.

Geo Metzger,

US 56367066, Ho Btry, USzLlG, Ft. Sillj, Okl-hom-, USL. ,

I've been a bit silent in the fannish scene for quite some time.
College, the pursuit of it and cf the life wrapped around same has tapped
most of my time and interest. I still love getting 'zines in the mail, but...
I just don't get so poshwow enthused over them as I once did. My interests
have been pretty spread out over a lot of things... somehow, various and sundry
papers and midterms, various and sundry pregnant acquaintances, no rent money,
no food money and a wire tap on the telephone seem to crowd things out of
one's life. The thinK that usually got crowded out were fanzines because
you really just couldn t get interested and bills because they just can't be
.paid.

Now of course, all that is over with. New I have plenty of freedom. I
have the security of a job I won't be fired from and a steady, assured . income.
I am in the M'fk'n army in the middle of M'fk'n Nowhere doing li'fk'n nothin' '
Bhoy, do I yearn for the gooe old days of insecurity.
I’m not sure what you expect in viay of comment. I can tell you that
the mag LOOKS better and neater than I remember it doing, Maybe it is, or
maybe my mind is croggled. The army does that to you.
years of college and
then, in a few months I'm a gibbering moron. I have patience so it probably
won't be until many more months that I become a gibbering alcoholic moron like
most everyone else here. Some people come in that way. Oklahoma is the place
to do' it. It's nothing.. flat dirt all the way from up in Kansas to the Gulf,
and that takes in Texas. The tewn outside the post gates is supposed tc be the
third largest in the state. Really it's a small hick town. It's hard to find
anything that isn't a basic. Certain books and magazines I find unknown here...
good movies are nonexistent. The first time I saw this town was at midnight
and gawddamned iffin it didn't look like Tijuana, Mex. All garish lights and
bars and drunk sojurs and ugly broads. Hideous. Since I have been in this
state I have not seen one really goodlooking, sintellating, woman. The broads
you're most likely to meet are "bar-maids" ard are den/nright ugly and know
nothing excent elephant jokes. Quite horrible. They water the beer here taid
have funny laws regarding its sale. I think the people are watered down too.
I have never seen so tuny tired, pale looking women before. I'm losing ray
taste for beer quickly. I've been drunk only once in the 8 months | 've been
in.
nd again, the women :re disgusting. This's like celibary. niter 4;
years in College I have a job that requires not much more than being able to
read the alphabet (I'm a file clerk).
So I lead a minute existence. I read voraciously. I have read damn
near every sf book in their library, even if I know the story practically by
heart already. I buy pb's by the ton and digest'm at a couple a day sometimes.
But I'm lethargic, or however you spell lazy. I don't feel like doing a goddamn
thing, mostly since summer is here and it's toe hot to think even. I was doing
sonic artwork but I just lost interest. I bought a rifle but'm too lazy to
gather .up a bunch of beer and wine bottles to shoot at.

..bout the only thing I do is to write a few letters here and there.
Sometimes, at work, I'm not at all busy, so I roll a sheet of paper in, usually
off some form or other, and type out a letter, trying to keep track of the
people in my immediate-scene-that was back-in California. It ain't easy. Some
only write occasionally, some not at all and one or two fairly regular. They
are mostly in the process of disappearing. There won't be much of anyone left
after two years.
i-ybe the lettered will give some inspiration for ooniment? Like things
like abortions. I suppose there is a bit of a difference in abortions as you
say "b.ckstreet abortions" in London versus "how to get an abortion if you're
in California". I have heard of people contracting something after an
abortion. The' case I ‘m thinking, of had inflammation and swelling of veins on
the insides of the thighs near the crotch. The doctor could tell with only one
look that the girl had had an abortion recently. I have heard of people just
plain getting screwed un to the point x.’here they never do have any children.
Usually this results from operations taken in Mexico where you can get an
abortion for any price. So it's not in the abortionist's interest to perform

a sloppy operation? Frugh. If he doesn’t think he’s getting paid enuf he’s
just going to run thru it and bring on the next customer. If you get took
there’s not a hellova lot you can do about it. One girl I 'mew went dovm and
couldn’t locate the abortionist recommended to her. So she took another who
tried to charge more. They didn’t have the money so he (l believe) trimmed off
a few edges. Anyway, the girl woke up before he had started, Whatever he^d
given her didn’t cuite work. Instead she had hallucinations of a fashion...
she sat up and saw a"l these instruments sticking out of her and tried to pull
them out. A friend and the doctor had to flatten her out to get on with it.
She had all sorts of delusions about what they were doing to her. She could
feel nothing but could hear scraping noises. She has sworn off TH’T. The
after effects here were mostly mental. .Another chick I know had an operation
several years ago and has hed a tremendous fear of doctors ever since. She was
a bit screwed up anyway so you didn’t notice much. When I knew her she was
using Enovids, the birth control tablet, which works quite well if you aren’t
allergic to it or if you don’t forget to take it once in a while. Breaking the
schedule sometimes is pretty disastrous. She broke it. Lainly she took the
pill in the mornings.. well, she is very hard to wake up. Very, I lived with
her for 7 months steady and she could sleep through damn near cnything. Ergo,
there were skipped periods. Not sticking to the schedule seemed tc make her
more fertile. She got knocked up again. This time she was afraid to go to a
doctor for an abortion. She went on and had the kid. She arranged with an
adoption agency to take control of the child, A family was preselected so
that they c uld take the child into the home as soon as it had been removed
from the hospital. The whole pregnancy period was terrible cn the nerves. She
ha.d, of course, unusual, cravings. If it wasn’t too far into the wee hours I’d
go downstairs to where some old roommates of mine lived (we were once an embryo
motor cycle gsmg) rnd get them and we’d fire up the motorcycles and see if we
could find dates or figs or, most commonly, chocolate cream pie.

*■

After a fashion, I suppose it was ouite humourous, but it was quite a
tear on the nerves. She had the baby towards the end of the summer. She was a
little late, by about a week. I had been spending the summer on the road and
on the Indian scene up in Nevada and I hitch hiked into town thinking it’d be
ell over. It was not. I arrived just in time to go to the hospital with her.
They- stuck me in the waiting-room with all the real-live daddies, the kind who
paced and worried and chainsmoked and made phonecalls. I sat around with my
feet up on the G-ood Housekeeping magazines and wove G-oqseyes with some Mexican
yarn. The doctor who attended her was pretty cool. ZIe had her give birth under
hypnosis. It took 15 minutes. She Was remarkably healthy and was out after 2
days. J-t was a catholic hospital and was not prepared for the way we decorated
her room with vrs end sundry Indian things hanging from everything. The nuns
thought it was ouite cute. They also thought it was anti-Christ. However...

V/hen she was out and everyone was rejoicing ol' Uncle George (Pappa-san)
was off to Nevada again. He comes back. Idiot chick was pregnant again in
remarkably swift time. She goes back to the doctor. He is about to give up.
However he supplies her with some pills. The effect they have is to induce
labour - contractions of the uterus. . do-it-at-home abortion. The night she
took them there-was quite a crowd over, guitars and wine, everyone crowded around
tc keep her company, ‘-'e read Winnie the Pooh to-her in shifts (between spasms).
It worked quite neatly and a day later, after resting, she was back at her job.
It’s a bit ironic, but v/hen she became pregnant (and didn't get an abort
ion) she was part of a committee trying to get abortion laws changed in Calif.
The committee was trying to get laws passed so that abortions could be had under
certain circumstances... cases of rape, welfare cases where one more is just too
damn many, I forget them all. The TV and press didn't give them too good a
time. TV was worst, as I recall. The could interview someone, have them state
their case and then turn round and misstate the whole thing. . nyway, it was
rather humorous for us to note that during the major part of the campaign this
friend of ours was quite pregnant.
I suppose too, I could mutter something about sex, pornography and the
crudely written variety of the same which floods newsstands in mapy places
(like bus stations). These cheaply produced pbs are ruite prominent around an
army base, dammit, -ostly they are pathetically funny. Hut some people even
have trouble reading them. Get some pretty clod-type people in a big pot like
the army. If you spend three years in the services you probably know what types
can be found. The average dull clod is pretty exasperating. I'm surrounded by
thousands of them. The main subjects of conversation are drinking and Doing It.
It's all quite another world., very distinct and removed from the real world.
The real world to me is something I've lost auffi am never going to quite recover
again. I suppose that once I'm OUT and have time and distance between the army
and me it will seem more like a great joke, something to laugh about. But now
it's a pretty stupid joke. While worse things could happen to me they did not,
so this is the worst thing I have to bitch about.
Yesterday I was sitting with an acquaintance and BSing. He was a Ranger
once. Rangers go around"making commando-type raids and suchlike. Though all the
raids I've ever heard about from him were on 1 arine barricks to steak jockstraps
from officers and raids on the Navy sinking a ship at the pier. However, all
this training seems to be going to a lucrative end. Our army doesn't pay much,
nor does any real army, but there are other "armies'1. This fellow was telling
me how several old ranger friends of his had hired out as mercenaries, if that
word still applies. Now they raid Cuba. They went off to Yukatan and are paid
■ a couola hundred a'week and something like a bonus-of $500 a raid. Supposedly,
they are readying right now. ?7ow that I think of it, a friend of mine about 5
or 6 years ago, an ex marine vet of ;orea had remarked how guys once they got
out of the war felt so completely lost they hired out to the highest bidder in S.
America. I dunno if it’s something left of romanticism and goshwow movies ’r
what, mostly it’s just a way of life.
I’ll tell you about Nevada and the injun scene there, ^ot that there’s
a lot of injuns in it, but it’s a way of life, a different kind of GJJ^A. To
illustrate: the only people in Nevada who live in tipis are whitemen. The ones
I met were principally up from .rizona and very much up in the ways of the
Indian. They were cuite wrapped up in Indian art, mythology, beliefs and

philosophy.
They had a small tipi as they’re only a small family (with a 1
year old child), ’‘'hen the child was only a few months old it took terribly
sick and they cook 4t to the Whiteman's hospital in Tuscon, There they took
the water drum and the ratrles and sat upon the cold antiseptic floors and gave
chants and song ritual songs and gave invocations until the child passed out of
danger. ^,.nd there's a. second older family, also up from Arizona. They have a
larger tipi, mainly for sleeping in, They have tables scattered around their
hill in various places, one for each meal, location depending upon where the
sun is. Their kids are well into school age and have known little else but
this.
I just heard that the chick I was writing about
few paragraphs back
just got married. V.’hich would explain why 1 haven't heard from her, and prob.ably won't. A couple of my friends in the office, about the only guys I get along
vzith, mtnaged to get sent overseas, by the narrowest of margins.
They thought
they were going to Germany but it appears they are going to Sweden. It is an
artillery group of around Zj.0 men, 30 are officers. What they are doing in a
neutral country I dunno. Won't know for certain till they get there and write
me. Then we'll both know. But I think they’ve hit a pretty good thing. I
realise, too, that if I hadn't been so lethargic I might have wrangled my way
over too. As it is, I'm stuck in this miserable spot with some of the most
ignorant assholes in the world, -nd all the old friends back on my old scene
are vanishing off more and more. Two people write... and that’s about all. I
can’t admit any great writing sprees myself, not really. Everything here’s
too....well, you just don't feel like doing shit.

Pete Singleton, V'ard 2, Whittingham Hospital, Preston, Lancs,, ,
Ab the risk of
sounding twp-faced, I feel disposed to support your opinion regarding sercon
fanzines even though I admit to being thoroughly guilty of sending what can
only be described as words of praise and encouragement to this sercon-fixated
New Blood of Fandom. You see, in spite of my fondness for faanish fnz, I also
manage to find "Beyond" and "Zenith” enjoyable to some extent and both of these
actually contain entertaining amateur sf - a feat I would have considered
impossible prior to the advent of the New Wave. This does not mean that I sun
comparing this ama.teur sf favourably vzith the pro variety.* The attitude of the
ignorant neo who actively dislikes faanishness and dismisses it out of hand never
fails to irritate me. Neos should realise that it takes a bit more that a
swift glance to absorb and be in a position to comment on the various aspects
of fandom. I had the sense to realise this without having to be told when I first

cane into contact with fandom and my first fanzine ("Orion" 2) at the age of
thirteen.

At the same time, one can't help but ha.ve severe misgivings when a.
seasoned faan flanes up at the slightest hint of a sercon neozine. I find that.
both extreme attitudes are very distorted, and equally so when viewed object
ively. As I can account for the neo’s attitude as being, due to inexperience
and a failure to realise his inexperience, it seems to me that the wrathful
attitude of certain established fans towards these new wavers is merely the
result of intolerrnce. They should be patient and give the neos a chance to
see the light.
WAWs "A Day in San Francisco" gets my vote for the best item in the
issue. This is one of the most polished items I’ve ever read within the pages
of a fanzine. Walt's impression of San Francisco (and my impression of Walt's
article) were heartily backed up by a Staff Nurse who has spent 1770 years in
California.

The illo on the opposite page to the tail end of the Willis piece is
very disconcerting because tne vampire, apart from the fangs, looks exactly
like one of my favourite pop singers - Jerry Lee Lewis.'

26 Coningsby Rd. , Liverpool A,
After seeing this copy of
LS my only regret is that I haven't been a regular reader before.

_• Ithough Jhim Linwood is criticised strongly and often (and from the
small amount of his work I've read I've tended to agree with the criticism)
his column in LS 13 was for the most part well-reasoned, and not at all
deserving the kind of comments he usually gets thrown at him.

"Earth is Womb Enough"? Surely Archie doesn't indulge in fantasies
where he takes every female in the world to bed - in the meantime disposing of
all competition?
like norcock seems to have an intense dislike for Peter Sellers...
"undoubtedly one <5f the most unintelligent actors in a profession not noted
for its brainpower. " Surely this extremely versatile actor is one of the best
things to happen to the British Cimema in years. Admittedly his portrayal of
iiandrake was a bit pathetic in places, but in his parts as Strangelove and the
President, he does a brilliant job. I went to see the film on the first
Sunday it was shown in Liverpool - and viewed it as a. comedy-with serious
undertones - not the other way round. The audience on this occasion found the
film moaerately amusing, but when I went to see it again on the following
Thursday (yes, I thought the film was that good.') the audience hardly ever
laughed - they seemed to be talcing the film much too seriously. Were the jokes
too subtle for most people, or have I got a weird sense of humour? Tt may be
the latter, because while ioorcock was "terrified" by "The Day of the Triffids",
I thought it was the biggest helping of (censored) the film industry has ever
shovelled out at the cinema.-going; public. I just couldn't help laughin' at
the absurdity of the film, whereas the original novel at least gave a few
believable reasons for the growth and spread of the plants/ejiimtls/things.

Set^Johnson^ 532. StilesJSt.^ Vaux Hall^ K J. O7O88x US/. ,

It seems to be a
ffnnish tradition when writing about a convention to say absolutely nothin/ ab
out the public events and offerings at the con. Yet the articles on room
parties, the train ano tram journeys and meetings in cafeterias, railway buffets
and the cuisine at local Chinese Restaurants are of little interest to any but
those who know the nt-mes dropped in that particular article. Yet there must be
so many fans, especially those who cannot attend cons who would be just fascin
ated to know who spoke and what they said rather th’n a blow by blow description
of a drinkin/ bout that possibly only happened in the author's imagination.

A

1*11 agr,ee with the editorial comment on my last letter that fanzines
might get rather dull were ray advice to po easy on neofans cdid keep criticism
constructive and so forth strictly observed. But at the same time it might not
be a bad idee, to soft pedal this criticism of neos till they have at least
grown wings and learned some of the protocol of fanning.
’

■

'

I was really impressed with the dissertation on the .-jperind. However,
if ritain had held on to her colonies over here I suspect we would still be
confined to this side of the xpp alachi an 1 ountains with nossibly a series of
trading posts scattered over the rest of the continent for furs and the like.
You would never have seen any kind of an industrial power emerge in orth
America under the old British colonial policy.
or those Britons who plan to visit the New York worlds Fair I will
guir ntee one thino- - SORE FEET. Tell them to come equipped with heavy
shoes and heavy socks and possibly even pock a change of stockings in their
pockets, fIso brings lots of money. x.ieals run from /j.50 up ano up and up.
Frankfurters on roll the .American national dish is 55 to 40 /. Transportation
runs from 25/ to five dollars and is vastly overpriced. It's the trailer cars
with white pennants that ride for 25/ by the way. Ride no other till you learn
what you’re getting into.
.Actually most of the national exhibitions at the fair resemble depart
ment stores r then
.
than representing the culure and folkways of the
nation represented.
Isn t that because the fair is not 'official' and is
thus not supported by governments, only by commercial interests???
Japan for
instance has a most magnificent display of tiny transistor television sets
about the size of a cigar box. I don't know what they sell for but they are
certainly the smallest things I've seen in the way of television sets.

Dr. Antonio Dupla, Po. M jj, Agustin 9> Zare^oza.,, S_w -in,

I very much enjoyed
the San Franciscan chapter of V/illis’s travels, but it seeuB to rae that
the publishing of his memoirs is following a rather laberinthic way between
this and that fanzine, It's going to be very difficult to collect all the
instalments, if not impossible.

This is only the second article by Jhim Linwood that I've read and
I found him violent but lull of interest!:.y opinions; readable to the
highest degree and with a touch of good writing. Only, I ask him, if
possible, to further- develop his idea.s about the obsession of the luedieval
Church with sex. I don't follow this -as clearly as Jhim.
Ian Peters deserves a specia.l comment. It is true that pages as
dark as this can be found in all history and surely both your and my
countries have skeletons just as bad in their cupboards. But, this aside,
this article is one of the best things I've ever read - in any fanzine.

John Henri HoLnbery, Norrskop-svap-en 8, Stockholm k, Sweden,

Eddie's two illos
are very good, especially the heading; for Jhim's column. I presume the face
on the left is Jhim Liir.vood's and the face on the right must be Charles Platt's.
I think Jhim is one of the very best columnists at the moment.

I couldn't disagree mo-o with Leon Collins. I think fans know as much
about most subjects as do other people, and I don't understand why fans
shouldn't discuss everything that interests them in fanzines. Neither
can I understand why fans should write, talk and discuss nothing but sf - any
human who thinks of nothing but one single subject is bound to be rather
restricted end one sided.
I don't think sf wen ever 'out of fandom', but there can conversely be
too much of it. If one wants to read sf, one can easily read a prozine where
the quality is about five hundred times better than fanzine sf.

I wa.s never taken aside by a mature fan and told the golden rules of
fanmanship yet I have leax-ned to like fanishness. I read a 'fanaish' fanzine
like LS much more enthusiastically that I read most 'serious constructive'
fanzines. They have s. habit of going pretty dull, after some time. Is
would fandom as Leon Collins envisages it,...I can see it now... "Dr Harbottle
is here today, gentlemen, to read us his latest dissertation on the 1938
issues of Amazing Stories." I wouldn't like to be a fan then and neither
would I like to see the .fanzines fahich 'till be 'directly influenced by prof
essional marezines' because I think they would be pretty bad, with no
personality and vzith nothin'’ but dull and/or Lad stories by neos |5ho can't
yet published professionaly and thus smd their rejected stories to fanzines.
"■£ v;as rather disappointed that anyone who can! equate the
practices, of Liss Keeler and her sister professionals with
(quote) 'natural and healthy recreation' should flinch, however fleetingly,
from the prospect of veneriel disease, What, after all, do we pay our
National Health contributions for?" (G-ateshead)
■

"A brief word on the mighty bulky weight of LS. We are new
repairing the hallway floor just beneath the letterbox. At one
time I used to read fanzines over breakfast. The sheer size of this issue has
caused me to swear off breakfasts. Hand painted covers, yet, and reproduct
ions of conbooklet artwork. Good copies they were, too. Almost as if you'd
got hold of the original stencils....

Rci. Be. ett

"The con reports were good and I did want to say a special word about
the one of dear old Charlie, even though his spelling at times does make me
think that his beard got caught up in his typewriter keys. I have been under
the impression that the cor was the worst I've attended all year. Ah, this
was a. terrific report, length, detailed, spirited and one that recaptured the
good old days of the Kettlecons. Ah, excuse me while I cry in my shandy and
spend a little time recapturing the old glories of ye^ eryear and all that
must. But seriously this was a great report, with the convention atmosphere
recreated at its best." (Harrogate)

"So you had VJWeber for a visit. I ask you, isn't he the
nicest tfdiy in fandom? He is one hell of a fine person, who
did and does so much for so many without any expectation or desire of recog
nition or glory.. He's a great addition to fandom.. .-would we had more like
him everywhere. He's excellent company. At the V/estcrcon last July, bless
him, he spent an amazing amount of his time in rJv company (voluntary, mind
you.’). Getting locked in the art show room for 3y hours while judging was a
joy of a time. And nc matter how witty or swinging sharp others can quip, ol
Wally waits till its over and quietly tops them all with such style, iy
husband Gene, thinks highly of Wally, and did from the instant he met him,
and Kuj is one fine judge of men and of character,., a real shrewdie when it
come to spotting phonies and no-goodniks. " (South Bend, Indiana)
Betty Kujawa

"Do you really get letters like the one you quoted in SITDOWN?
It really dr?ps venom and I feel sorry for v.tioever wrote it.
He must be on the verge of suicide or something. As it deserves nothing more
Bert Hudson

than throwing on the fire, I'll say no more about it. //Charlie Smith's
report deserves special mention. I felt as if I were there with him Ajjjfcving
it too. I hope this is the first of many contributuions in the same vein."
(Ashton-u-Lyne)

Alan Rispin

"This issue of spinge is the best fanzine I've had in my hands
for years. It came like a breath of freshness into the corny
routine here, and I've r- ad every word.' It was great reading Walt's report,
and if he can ma2ce me homesick for somewhere I've never been to, I'm afraid
other praise is useless. // Charlie Smith has been hiding his talent behind
that (clip.’ clip,') fungus, and I'm very glad to state that his report was
second only to Walt's. He evoked the right images and put his own personality
across in great style., can't happen again though... only a first con has this
effect, if you car. stand the pace. Great lettercol. Who's Leon Collins
trying to kid, he ought to meet 'The NewWave' (or Ripple) and soo what they
can say about sfj "
(Newcastle)

"The name Les Spinge does not appeal to me one little bit. It
hardly seems fair to call anything that. It’s not a nice sound
at all, nor is it very easy to roll off the tongue. I much prefer a. name
like "Typotrath" or "Opex". // I’ve never read before anything like Archie
ieercer’s "Earth is Womb Enough". Utter rot that's what it is. And it's
not even sf really is it? Jhim's column is true to life. Half the time
Sunday newspapers are filled with scandal and such like. In fact, it is
really a bit of a giggle because it is quite possible to read on one page
that the paper is all for the stopping of filthy books, cards etc coming
into this country and corrupting young children's minds and suchlike. Then
over the page they try to cram in as much sordid scandal as they can. "
(Chipping Norton)

Julia Stone

Ken McIntyre

"Thanks for the two halves of your excellent zine IS. It was
quite a surprise to receive these and although I’d seen you
reviewed several times, never until now had I experienced the pleasure of
such an adult production. // Charlie Smith, eh? It's pretty obvious that
he was at the con, but I cannot recall having met him. Although that's not
ss strange because I don't remember meeting lot of people that I knew were
there - the new groups, for instance, and one,can't or isn't inclined to
make the acquaintance of so many. Then there’s the bar in my case. Usually
if I happen to run into similar type characters to myself - y’know, boozy
types, well then, we just naturally trickle towards the bar, and, well,
trickle.'"

"I liked Archie Mercer's article on the Ccn. It’s amazing
how good he is at giving pen portraits of people. I feel sure
I could recognise all the members he mentioned when next I meet than. I
didn't enjoy the other conreo, mainly-because of the reference to the 'vocif
erous lady’ (which was ME) and also because to read '<r tith's
report one
would think the only people attending the con were from the London Group.
There were a few of us others there.' // Re. Makeup. Will somebody please
tell Archie that ALL women after the age of 25 need makeup to a greater or
Doreen Parker

lesser decree,

(Peterb roirn)

I voul like to reply to some of ttie comments on my last LS article,
■..hey raise some points oi con rove:sy which I would like to clarify.
Someone wouSj place the blame on humanity rather thajj just America, I
coulcl not Let this pass, I’m afraid. The British Colonial record, in
spite of all the current sneering and denigr: tion is astonishingly good,
in my opinion. I \ ould draw attention to two comparable instances. The
first concerns the hew Zea lard haofi. who existed at a very similar level
of culture, here again, the inter-racial conflict was the result of
the settlers, greedy for land, breaking the Treaty of w’aitangi which
gave them permanent ownership of la: d (how many Amerindian tribes were
ceded their own land for “as long as the grass grows" only to find that
in a few years that such promises were only scraps of paper?). I quoLe
Sir inston Churchill.
“The lane was their life blood."
'By woman and
land are men lost' ran the : nori proverb and the older chiefs realised
t at if they lost their land t;..oir tribal life ould be extinguished.
...... ...by 1859? settlers had occupied 7»000>000 acres in forth Island.,
the result was the ! sori Lars of 1843”18^9••-when the risings were
defeated."
But "A series of Native land Z:cts, passed, in the 136O’s
protected them from extermination; in 186? they secured direct repres
entation in the legislature..."

A sobering thought - in the midst of war, they were given direct
representation J
And this was only a year before Custer massacred
the peaceful Southern Cheyenne in the depth of vfirter finally killing
"'lack Kettle who had survived the Chivington ("nits nodee lice," he said

"so don’t be too fuss;; about killing Indian kids.") sneak attack on the
same tribe under t .e protection of the American flag at Sand Creek in
I864. Even after this attack the tribe tried to keep the peace. Cn
one side we have successful British Acts to ensure land rights and
survival. On the other side we have constantly broken treaties and
decimation.
The other example is closer to home (for Yanks, that is).;
Canada, too, had its plains Indians to contend with. The Forth- ’est
.ounted Police were formed around 1870 to combat the trouble caused by
American whisky traders among tb!e Indians. The Cypress Hills I.assacr ,
of Blackfeet by Americans, brought the t ought of waT close. Prime
minister John HacDoiu Id created the tree of JOO men for a vast area
of' 5,000,000 square miles. The man who really established the force
was James liacleod another boot and the second Commissioner. He made
friends with the supposedly intractable Blackfeet by laying down the
first great rule of the bounties: that justice should be inroai'tial for
Indian and white alike and the Indians knew and trusted his word. He
became Commissioner in I876 that fateful year when Tashunko ":itko,
the Crazy lorsl of the Ogalalla Sioux stood up in his stirrup
.nd
shouted: "Come on, Dakotas, it’s a good cay to diel" arE led his
warriors against Custer.
Sitting Bull led his Sioux north, to the Grandmother's Country
where they considered they would be safe. The warrior survivors of the
little Big cm, Hunkpapa, Ogalalla, . inriconjula, Cheyenne crossed the
border, desperate and cis -gerous, "lie have no place to sleep. Let us
become your children,” they told Supcri- tendent Walsh, and the tough
li'.tle Irish Wountie explained the yueen's Law and de landed the return
of three stolen horses.
hey were returned. nWj are British Indians,"
declared Sitting Bull, and p oduced his need of George 111 to irove
it. One consteb’e led the 1100 strong "ar party to a reservation
through country alive with their hereditary enemies the Blackfeet.
They carl, toned him Lor
olf,
' it t?.e ’;hi ", be can c they re lined
he would have for ht till
died, "."hy were the coai.s of the bounties
Red? Because the Indians respected tWe red coats of the 'ritish and
detested the blue jackets of the American cavalry. And. so the peace
was kept while in .’jnerica the Plains and South- estern Indians fought
and died or starve" in the reservations. In " acleod's si: years in
comma.? cl rot one si’gle shot was fired at an Indian.

Do I make my joint?
Harry Warner maintains that the Indians would have done the
same to the whites.
.‘hat may be so and of course I could list numerous
massacres of whites by Indians, treacherous and otherwise, but there
we are dealing with a society based on tribal warfare where every man
not of the tribe was an enemy, and as I said., in nearly every case of
first contact I can recall, the Indians were friendly, if amazed at the
white skins. '.'his friendship was virtually al’, ays taken advantage of.
Every little incident was tit-for-tat, but it all went back to the racial
policies of the whites and their greed for land.

Charles Smith's comments were amusing.
Jvgryon , I t ink,
enjoys a good ’.fe stern. But a diet solely of fairy teles must pa.ll
after a. time. Personally I would have t ought that a knowledge of the
historical backgroun' would have enhanced his interest in tho
mythological accretion.
For Antonio Duple, and any others wishing
the. Amerind I would recommend this bibliography.

,o learn more of

•'Pictorial History of the ^ncrind" by Oliver La Parge .jidre Deutsch
remaindered at 15/- and a. bargain. lie is .n authority on Indians and
a great friend of present day Indians who has done a lot to put right
wrongs.
"The American Heritage Book of Indians"• Simon and Schuster Inc at
135/-* a really beautiful book, more for the connoisseur than the
general reader.

Popul ar ' .ccounjgs ; "The Long a.r Trail" by Lauran Paine. Corgi 2/6. A racy, colourful
account from the first landings to the ' ounded ’neo . assacre.

"Death in the Desert" and "Death in the Prairie" by Paul I. oilman.
Exciting, colouriuI, narrowing and historically correct though possibly
biased on the side of the Indians. Personally I feel this is inevit
able for any sensitive person studying the subject. JliM later books
like "Glory, God and Gold" .are mines of historical detail, vastly
more interesting and exciting than any tawdry ostern fiction.

Pi.c_ti_on; -

"Po Survivors" by ill Henry. Corgi just reissued at 5/-• Closely
follows history up to the Li le Big Horn and its soauols. Gives one
the feel of the period; does not ignore the shells and cruoltitftj but
also sec-s the colour, freedom and dignity of the Plains Indians. His
dcscri tion of the orca ipment of the Greasy Grass before Custer's
attack is moving an? unf rgotta'. le.

For one who wishes to.kno t? e psycholO y and spirituality of tho
Plains Indian read, "Pagli: Voice- by Prof. John G. Neiha/dt. Panther
5/6 1956 • Based on the life of' a close friend of the author - T'lack
Elk, Sioux loly La.n who died in 1245 ♦
Ian Peter

WO PCS
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I ha,d intended to write a very serious column compering my personal
philosophy with that of Peter hite. The gist of it was to have been
that I an too cynical and naive to ta^c life very seriously and that
Peter hite is idealistic and informed thus being interested in Serious
Discussions and Pressing Problems of Our Ago. L.y conclusions would have
boon that we wore probably so basically dissimilar that we'd never really
understand eachothor.
However? my good intentions wore s attcred when I looked over
the material in this issue. I was oppressed with a feeling of weighti
ness - the old carefree air is too con:incd by these serious items. I'm
not sa ing anything against these items, just that they seem, to me, to be
rather frightening en-massc.-

It did, in fact, rather remind me of an unfortunate incident that
occurcd a fob weeks ago.
here my friend lives, you see, there is an old dirt track in
close nroxinity to the I. 1 . otor*, ay, and one day a group of college
students conceived the idea of painting a diversion sign with th>. intent
of turning tree fie up this lane instead of onto the Li 1.
Anyway, they went oj f to the local town to get some paint and,
us luck would have it, couldn’t find a parking place for their car. So
Toe jumps out by . oolworths hila tee others did c. quick tour of the
streets. He goes irto the point department and 'uy.s a ..couple of tins of
blue and white p int and being in a hurry h; docsnht wait for. the
assistant to wrap then.
.'ell, as lu dashed in the direction of" the door
a bloke stops him and asks him whore bra's going. So Tom hastily explains
that ho has to cate., a friend. This doesn't satisfy the bloke and he asks
iod whether he's paid fcr the paint, or not.
lie naturally didn't believe
Torn whenhu said he had so Tom was drugged back to the point counter,
ell, it seems that the -oolworths people arc very hard on assistants
who don't wren goods, but anyway, when the store detective a
the
girl if Tom had bought the paint she looked him straight i- th r ;;<j
d
aid that he hadn't.

Tom was taken, protesting vigomu 1;
to see the ’ onager. He
wasn't in so the dctcctiv.. locked toe in his office and wenS to find
the Manager.
As Tom stood there alone in the office, it occurcd to him that
things looked rather black and in & spot of panic '.-ent across to this
window. To his joy he sa,w that it opened onto c low roof from, which ho
could jump down to a courtyard. Nosoonwr did he see this and he ves
tugging the indow uH....as luck would. Syr in hove it, at the moment the
manager chose to return, boor Tom s: ings his lag over and puts his head
and shoulders out, hut before he can get his otb^r leg out the 1 onager
rushes over and grabs it. So there fos our Tom, halfway out of the indow,
and there's this manager and Store '.Detective inside, pulling away on ooor
Tom's leg, just like I'm pulling yours.
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I will, ith co*. jcnclnblc forbearance, er...forbear to relate
other stories froi*my store of shockers. Instead, let us consider the
humble bicy c1e •

Herewith I offer the Cheslin 1. k. 1 Plan for dealing with the
traffic problem. It' ridiculously simple (like all my plans) really,
all we hove to do is ban all curs ithin two mil; s of city centres and make
people commute the remaining distance by Corporation Bike. For where oneear could, be parked you could loav* half a doaen bikes. . .and bikes are loss
dangerous to pedestrians, cause less '.rear and tear to the roads, ...ake no
toxic fumes or nerve straining noises.
oy are also a healthy fore of
travel and would promote the health of the lotion like no other form of
transport could, ho1., oft n too, do v.o see cars traveling into a city
with only a driver? An empty car takes up as much space as a full one,
but a bike has no wasted space...hmm, unless we allo; t- :d.

kickshaw-1ike bicycles would bo allowed for people who could
produce a triple signed doctor's certificate and for t! . very young or
< ged, but u.d.er no other conditions. The p. opl thrown out of work by
the- fall in car bales (wlich would actually bo rather sma.ll as cars would
still bo used for inter-city transport) could be employed in the cyclo
factories on in bike service stations.
Th lightness of the bike sug <.sts that it would be feasible and
quite cheap to provide s .ccial ramps for bikes, separated from pedestrians
completely. Also w .y not arrange hu.se ramps so th t the cyclist could
coast to tin outskirts of the from the centre and vice-versa. Take hie up
a tovor by lift a,nd then he. wouldn't even have to peddle.
The beauty of tin. plan is that it needs no new technological
advance, enough bicycles could b.. made available ithin o. year or two
a? f the ’..-hole scheme would cost a ridiculously small sun.

Then again, there arc all those cars narked cutside the f o mile

limit.
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Da.ve pointed something out to mo the other da.y * ich I found
rather amusing, x ike Loorcock and Jhim Linwood have both been jumped
on - from a comparatively elevated position - though writing things that
compared to my warblings, arc. very wishy-washy indeed. This makes no
wonder why mor.. people don't jump on me? hot that I 2_"_nt people to jump
on me, Irt I don't like, cither, to think they might think I'n just a
good-natured idiot. In f.ct I'm just a peaceable soul yd o wants no'hing
bitter than to be left in peace. All I want to do is to natter idly when
the whim takes me , to make sophisticated sounding cynicism^ now and again
but certainly not to get involved in discussions involving 'burning issues'
Apat y is my i o.tchword - if cve.-ryo- c were as apathetic as I am the world
would be e better place, '.'ho would take the trouble to burn the fiery
cross? lrobody, they'd rather be at home with their feet up, watching
telly.
.he would want to go tc war?
hy, no one for who ■rould bother
to manufacture weapons. You can't oat the products of i.zar, can't use a.
tank for anything or build houses with high oxilosivo.

Admittedly some things do have : peaceful use. Atom bombs can
be used for cue v .ti . and some military cqui ment such as j. t " -i’ nd
may hove B civilian use.

This reminds me of a story in a 1954 IiTIJ.ITY ■'..•here aliens give
garthics this sword and tell t’___ i to solvo this problem or we'll destroy
you. The solution was to beat it into a ploughshare and they had to
recognise the prob] , that the sword, was good for nothing but war.
Somebody (and this aces follow on from the foregoing - if you're
not with me, ••ell join all the others reading different parts of sningo)
said ti.o other day (one of Beryl Henley's boys I think) that us sf typos
should all jump into a flying saucer and flee the world. I replied f nt
the oi ly tiling stopning us was the scarcity of tra.nsport.

And I then had
Star Flight adv nturcs
you know - i vi r us old
by the intvTi st people

a bit of a natter with Beryl about Joe Gibson's
in G2. Ians still h;.v,. that sense of vender,
and rugged sne ciwens - this was shown, I think,
took in the G2 adv< nturo.

Ahl Isn’t it grand to look up st the store - don’t you yearn
for the opportunity of g tting Out ...here. Bo you curse the luck that
got you born r thousand y^-srs too soon? This, I believe, is one of
the charactoristics of a. fan. It's rot tin actual traveling we -.ant,
spaceships are mere tool., for travel,
use them to enable us to see,
hear end feel new experiences.
his isn't a startlin. n.
observation
all I'm describing i th,. sense of wonder. That sense of ' onder, so
often stated, so often btuail'c-d lost.

One thing that is perhaps overlooked, Fans arc more than just
fans - they are
also people. Fan arc people, "hose sense of wonder led
them to sciencefiction, as ocherpeople1.'^ sense of ’./order led them to
read histoi ical
novels, at.tronoi..y or physics, Inns don't lose- their
sense of wonder - rather it b. com s h rdsr to arouse. A rev thing is
new only ores, only once can it give that s^cir.l thrill. ; nu'. angle
does reerpture part ci the t term of wonder, but it stands to reason
that a fen who hrs been reading for years com s to kno th<. usual form
of the- stories, and it tskeS a titter written story, . m.-. approach, to
stir him.
Hmm.. ...I no- seet.. to have ■ rked c round to that dr r nod "Pct.'
Wave v Old Timers" problem. That's c ol _h, I’m not ?oing into all that
again.
jven though Dave pr b<. bly a,on't get this out till 1 ell into the
lew Year, I'll wish you a happy one for lihct's left of it.

-- hen Ghe-slin

